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ANALYSIS OF REFUSAL STRATGIES USED BY THE SECOND GRADE 
STUDENTS AT SMAN 1 BANJARSARI IN ACAMEDY YEARS 2018/2019 
ABSTRACT 
 
 Understanding the students’ refusal strategies is important in learning 
process. The students have different refusal strategies toward the teacher 
suggestions, offers, invitations, and request. The study is aimed to describe the 
kinds of refusal strategies used by the students of the second grade in SMAN 1 
Banjarsari in the academy years 2018/2019.  
The study uses descriptive qualitative research. The subjects of the study are 
108 students of the second grade of science programs in SMAN 1 Banjarsari. The 
techniques of the data collection in this study are basic technique, advance 
technique 1, advance technique 2, advance technique 3, and advance technique 4. 
The data is dealing with students’ sound of product in learning process. The data 
are analyses using collecting the data, reducing the data, data display, and drawing 
conclusion. 
 The result of the research showed that the students in that school used good 
refusal strategies in teaching learning process to refuse the teacher’s offers, 
suggestions, invitations, and requests in the classroom. They also be able to 
communicate with their teacher. The refusal strategies used by student are 1) Be 
silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, 2) offer an alternative, 3) postponement 
(delaying answer), 4) put the blame on a third party or something over which you 
have no control, 5) avoidance, 6) general acceptance of an offer but giving no 
details, 7) divert and distract the addressee, 8) general acceptance with excuse, 9) 
say what is offered is inappropriate. The total of refusal strategies used by student 
is 91 data. The researcher found that 7 refusal strategies of be silent, hesitate, show 
lack of enthusiasm, 12 refusal strategies of offer an alternative, 11 refusal strategies 
of postponement (delaying answer), 6 data refusal strategies of put the blame one a 
third party or something over which you have no control, 18 data refusal strategies 
of avoidance, 6 data refusal strategies of general acceptance of an offer but giving 
no details, 10 data refusal strategies of divert and distract the addressee, 9 data 
refusal strategies of general acceptance with excuse, and 12 data refusal strategies 
of say what is offered is inappropriate. 
Key Words : Refusal Strategies, Utterances, Pragmatics Competance. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study. 
  Language has an important tool to communicate with other. Hornby 
(1989) in (Wardani, 2011) states that language is a system of sounds, words, 
and patterns used by human to communicate, think and feel. Language has 
linguistic accuracy like grammatical competence. People can express their 
thought to form ideas, opinion, either concrete or abstract for the past and future 
use language to other. There are two manners in communication, namely direct 
and indirect speech act. People use direct and indirect language depends on the 
situation they have to face. People used different utterance in said words in the 
different situation. The different utterance used to perform refusal of the people. 
 Direct speech act was performed by people to express their utterance 
with their structural and function directly. For example: give me the book, this 
utterance used as a command or request that performed via imperative form. 
The meaning of the utterance is the people want to have a book by request to 
other. Moreover, indirect speech act was performed by people to express their 
utterance intended meaning indirectly. For example: Do you have Angga’s 
number? and Yes is obvious that response, from the surface, simply functions 
as a question. However, the speaker is actually performed a request. He or she 
wants the hearer to give him or her Angga’s number by employing an 
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interrogative form. Thus, the direct and indirect speech act is important part of 
utterances from students in the dialogue on teaching and learning process.  
 The students-teacher dialogue is one of important role in education. In 
education, utterance is problem in teaching learning process and interaction 
between students and teacher. Utterance can make students to have a good 
ability to communicate with teacher. When students have a good ability, 
students can choose a good dialogue and have a good performance to give their 
argument in teaching learning process. Students can use two part of utterance 
(implicit and explicit utterance). 
The first utterance meaning is implicit utterance. The implicit utterance 
is the utterance has meaning inside from what people are saying. The explicit is 
the utterance that is meaning outside from what people are said. Those part of 
utterance is pragmatic study in ILP (Indo Learning Pragmatic) which has made 
a direct comparison of explicit and implicit learning, De Keyser (2003) in 
(Fordyce, 2013) defines, implicit instruction is operationalized with an input 
flood of the target feature (and nothing more than this) and Explicit instruction 
with a range of deductive and inductive activities designed to bring learner 
attentions to the target from function-context mappings. It proves that explicit 
and implicit are utterance used in teaching learning process. 
Learning is the result of external factors operating on and shaping the 
organism’s behavior (fuziati, 2009:18). Brok in (fuziati, 2009:18) says that 
learning as a change in performance that occurs under the conditions of practice. 
Skiner in (Fuziati, 2009:19) also says that learning language is complex, and 
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same as learning other learned behavior. Utterance in learning is a behavior of 
students to communicate with the other in the several conditions. When the 
students have problems in learning process, students will ask some questions to 
their teacher will be using an utterance. In other condition, when the students 
explain about the material, the students also use some utterance. Then, when 
students disagree with the other students and teacher’s statement, the students 
used a refusal utterance to reject those statements. 
Refusal is a speech-act performed that is showed people in rejection 
some invitations, suggestions, offers, and requests of the other. Brown and 
Levinson in (Waluyani & Soepriyanto, 2017) state that, refusal is naturally a 
face threatening speech act. Moreover, Sahin says in (Waluyani & Soepriyatna, 
2017) refusal is influenced by culture and context-dependent. Refusal include 
of negative responds of interlocutor. Direct and indirect refusals are the way of 
rejection. The word type of direct refusal usually use, are: No; Sorry, I can’t, 
etc. The direct refusal is used when a speaker to say explicitly he/she does not 
accept an order, the indirect refusal is used when a speaker does not want doing 
to give responses since the expression has a possibility of offending the 
interlocutor. 
Moreover, Chojimah (2015) says that the choice of strategies in 
realizing of a threating act of refusal, are determined by social distance, relative 
power (social status), and severity of the act. The speech-act of students is better 
if student make a dialogue with students friend and students make a dialogue 
with teacher. The factors showed that the factor is social status. Social status 
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was make student used a good dialogue. Additionally, teacher and student in 
learning process have social distance, including teacher-student and student-
student. 
Based on the previous studies, the researchers are Farahian, Rezaee, and 
Gholami. This research has a result finding that instruction has a significantly 
affected participant’s use of refusal. Other research of Chojimah has a result 
finding are: 1) Indonesia young generation, in realizing the act of refusal is 
constrained by a general constraint in communication. 2) social status is a social 
variable constributing a lot to politeness.  
Meanwhile, on May 2018 showed that in learning process teacher of 
English material use Sundanese, Indonesia, and English language. In addition, 
the researcher was finding strategies of refusal used by student with Sundanese, 
Indonesian, and English language. It is the unique class for researcher to search 
refusal strategies in SMAN 1 Banjarsari. 
SMAN 1 Banjarsari is a one of senior high school in West Java. This 
school is located in Banjarsari district. This school has two programs, the first 
program is science class in bahasa IPA (Ilmu Pengetahuan Alam). In every 
grade the class of science class have four classes. Second program is social class 
in bahasa IPS (Ilmu Pengetahuan Sosial). That programs have three classes in 
every grade. The curriculum of this school is curriculum of revision 2013. This 
curriculum make a student have a good ability in every material. 
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The teaching and learning process on curriculum of revision 2013 use 
5M. The kinds of 5M are observing (mengamati), questioning 
(mempertanyakan), exploring (mengeksplorasi), associating (mengasosiasi), 
and communicating (mengkomunikasikan). In this research, refusal strategies 
can be seen in the conversation between student and teacher of 5M. In the 
conversation, the researcher used a coding to make classification of the data. 
And then, the data will be collected in teaching learning process by Mrs. Elin 
Roslinda, S.Pd, M.Pd. 
Mrs. Elin is second grade teacher. In second grade, members of class 
are 30 students. Every single of student have characteristics, habits, and 
behaviours are different. In this case, to communicate student was used different 
utterance. The curriculum of revision 2013 have point, student should be active 
in the class. This point can make a students have good score in affective. In this 
research, the researcher will investigate the utterance of refusal strategies in 
science 1, science 2, and science 4 classes with the topic giving and asking 
opinion because that class can be represented each class in second grade. 
The result of pre-research Mrs. Elin and students used Sundanese, 
Indonesia, and English language to communication. In learning process 
students in this school use a good refusal strategies with teacher. The data of 
pre-research is when the teacher asks the student to come in front of class to 
answer some question. Then, the student used the refusal strategy: nging abdi 
bu, abdi moal bakal tiasa bu (Sundanese language). In Indonesia language is 
jangan saya bu, saya tidak akan bisa bu. Don’t choose me mom, I will not 
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(English language). In this case, the student refuse with direct refusal strategy 
(hesitate) and explicit utterance. Finally, the researcher is interested of in 
understanding how the student use the refusal strategies to refuse or reject 
several invitations, questions, offers, and requests or order in learning process. 
Based on the phenomenon above, the researcher intends to do the 
research entitled: “Analysis of Refusal Strategies Used by the Second Grade 
Students at SMA Negeri 1 Banjarsari in Academy Years 2018/2019”. 
B. Identification of the Problems. 
 Based on the background of study, the following problems can be 
identified: 
1. There are different refusal strategies from students between student’s 
refusal strategies with their teachers. 
2. The relationship make student used different refusal strategies. 
3. Student of SMAN 1 Banjarsari used pragmatic competence to refuse 
invitations, suggestions, offers, and requests. 
4. In learning process, students and teacher used three languages to 
communication. Among other: Sundanese, Indonesia, and English 
language. 
5. Student used direct refusal and indirect refusal to refuse invitations, 
suggestions, offers, and requests.  
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C. The Limitation of the Study. 
 Based on the background of the study above, the researcher limited the 
problems as follow: 
1. The subjects of the research are the second grade student in SMAN 1 
Banjarsari who joins with Mrs. Elin class in the academy years 2018/2019. 
The researcher just took four class in the second grade. The researcher took 
class science 1, science 2, and science 4 because this class are homogen 
class. Therefore, that class can be representing of each subject in second 
grade.  
2. The researcher conducts the research just in 2 meeting of the topic giving 
and asking opinion in second grade class 
3. The researcher will be focusing only on refusal strategies was used by the 
second grade student in teaching learning process by Mrs. Elin at SMAN 1 
Banjarsari. 
D. The Problem Statement. 
  Based on the background of the research above, in this research 
researcher investigates about the refusal strategies. The problem statement in 
this study is: What are the kinds of refusal strategies used by the second grade 
students in SMAN 1 Banjarsari who join with the teacher in the academy years 
2018/2019? 
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E. The Objectives of the Study. 
 According to the problem statement, the objectives of the study is: To 
describe the kinds of refusal strategies used by the second grade students in 
SMAN 1 Banjarsari who join with the teacher in the academy years 2018/2019. 
F. The Benefits of the Study. 
 The result of the study is expected to be useful both practically and 
theoretically, there are: 
1. The theoretical benefits. 
a. The result of this study is expected to be able to widen the skill of 
student refusal strategies in learning process of pragmatic context and 
student pragmatic skills. 
b. Theoretically the result of the study can find out more information and 
useful reference to the next researcher that focus on skill of pragmatic 
context to refuse utterance of people. 
2. The practical benefits. 
a. For the readers. 
 The readers can get more information about pragmatic context 
to refuse utterance of learning process and the manner of refusal 
strategies. 
b. For the students. 
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 The result of the study can build the student knowledge about 
refusal strategies from student ability in pragmatic context. And then, 
student can practice they skill in pragmatic context to refuse utterance 
in learning process and in the daily activity. 
 
c. For the teacher. 
 Teacher can take places themselves when talking to students 
with the goal to make students have a good ability to refused them 
utterance. 
d. For the researcher. 
 For the next research this finding of the study can be used as a 
reference to conduct the same study in the refusal with. 
G. Definition of Key Term. 
1. Refusal strategies. 
 Refusal strategy is manner to rejection utterance of people when speaker 
don’t agree with they invitations, offers, suggestions, and requests. 
(Chojimah, 2015) say that refusal, an act which commonly occurs in every 
day communication, is a rejection to suggestions, invitations, offers, or 
requests. 
2. Speech act. 
 Speech act is an utterance that has performed by someone and have 
performative function in language and communication. In attempting to 
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express themselves, people do not only produce utterance containing 
grammatical structures and words, they perform action via those utterance. 
That’s definition of speech act of (Fuziati, 2009:175) 
3. Utterance. 
 Utterance is the smallest unit of speech. When people make a voice and 
that voice have a meaning, it can be called with utterance. Other definition 
of utterance is as a unit into which the stream of speech could be separated, 
probably antedates work base on the other units discussed here (Crookes, 
1990). 
4. Pragmatics. 
 Crystal (1997) in (Belz, 2008) say that pragmatic as the study of 
language form  the point of view of users, especially of the choices they 
make, the constraints they encounter in using language in social interaction 
and the effects their use of language has on other participants in the act of 
communication. Pragmatics is the study of sign use and sign users in 
situations, is usually considered to be a fairly recent addition to the language 
sciences (Retnaningsih, 2013: 23). 
5. Pragmatics competence. 
 Pragmatic competence is the ability to communicate your intended 
message with all its nuances in any socio-cultural context and to interpret 
the message of your interlocutor as it was intended (Fraser, Pragmatic 
Competence: The Case of Hedging, 2010).  
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Review on teaching learning process. 
a. Teaching. 
  Teaching is transferring information or knowledge from 
teacher, lecturer, instructor, or tutor to students or learner 
(Sudirman, 2007:2). However, fauziah says that teaching is not 
only transferring the information but also knowledge and skill 
using certain method in order to make the knowledge or skill 
owned. While for Hamalik (1992:8) states that teaching is 
organizing or ruling environment as good as in order to give 
chances for students to learn efficiently. He believes that teaching 
also is guiding students learning activity and organizing 
environment to support the learning. 
  Moreover, (Brown, 1994) defines teaching is showing or 
helping someone learns how to do something, giving instruction, 
guiding in the study of something, providing with knowledge, 
causing to know or understand. Its means that the teacher should 
be help and facilitate the learners to learn about anything and can 
get new knowledge. 
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  Based on explanation, it can be conclude that teaching 
can be defined as transferring knowledge in order to make 
efficient learning. Other definition, teaching is facilitating and 
giving instruction learning, facilitating learner to learn. 
b. Learning. 
  Learning is a knowledge process and skill development. 
skill, improve the behavior and streng then the personality (Suryo 
and Haryanto 2011:9). Burton in his books “ The Guidance of 
Learning Activities” formulate the understanding of learning as a 
change in individuals behavior due to the interaction between the 
individual to other individuals so that they are able to interact with 
their environment (Anurahman, 2010:35). Robert M. Gagne as 
cited by Kardimin (2013: 31) states that learning is chance in 
human disposition or capacity, which persist over a period time, 
and which is not simply ascribable to process a growth. 
  Based on the definition, it can be concluded that learning 
is activity to gain the knowledge that causes the change in 
individual behavior. 
2. Teaching-Learning Process. 
 Teaching and Learning are two kinds activities that can not be 
separated. In every teaching activity, learning activity occurs insides. 
According to Sutisna (2005:6), teaching learning process is a process 
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of achieve a certain goal, interaction between teacher and learners in a 
key condition for the implementation of learning process. 
 Sadirman (2012:4) states that teaching learning process will 
always be an interaction between to human elements, namely learners 
as those who learn and teacher as those who teach, with learners as the 
primarily subject. The learning process must grow and involve from 
child’s own self. In other words, children must actively learn while 
teachers act as mentors. 
3. Curriculum 2013 in Indonesia. 
  The curriculum in Indonesia has been increasingly developed to 
be more advanced nowadays. From the last ten years, teachers in 
Indonesia already have three kinds of curriculum from (Competency 
based curriculum) KBK, (School based-level Curriculum) KTSP and 
the latest curriculum 2013 which is finally released in July 2013. 
  The curriculum 2013 is a school based curriculum, it is an 
operational curriculum which is constructed, developed, and 
implemented by each education unit (school) since 2013. The 
curriculum 2013 is legalized by Ministry of National Education in 2013. 
The curriculum 2013 contains of the plan for teaching and learning 
process, the rule of objectives and materials, and the method used in the 
process of teaching and learning (Regulation of Minister of Education 
and Culture 68/2013). 
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  The curriculum is designed in three aspects; affective, cognitive, 
and psychomotor. Affective aspects encourage students to; accept 
perform, appreciate, and inspire. While psychomotor aspects encourage 
students to observe, ask, try, finding reason, present and composing 
(Regulation of Minister of Education and Culture 65/2013). 
  The learning stages that are emphasized in the curriculum 2013 
are; 1) observing; the students collect the information, 2) questioning; 
the students are stimulated to question how the phenomena happen, 3) 
experimenting; the students try to apply the knowledge through some 
practice given by the teacher, 4) associating; the students try to relate 
the phenomena to the previous knowledge, and 5) communicating; 
students tell others about their finding. 
4. Initiation Respond Feedback 
 In teaching learning process have a initiation-response-feedback 
between teacher-students and students-student. Initiation is a opening 
from the interaction, the manner of initiation are question, offer, 
invitation, and ekspresif. When people answer question from other 
people which cover verbal act, like answer, say thanks, and repeating.  
Feedback is a reversal that is “manasuka”, covers acceptance, reward, 
comment, correction, repitition, and paraphrase. 
 Sinclair and coulthard in (Bax, 2011:112) describe about the 
activity in the classroom, this is examples of  initially at a relatively 
small number of transcripts primary school clasroom lessons: 
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Teacher : What are pyramids? 
Pupils : (no answer) 
Teacher : Why did they build pyramids? 
Teacher : Paul 
Pupil  : When they were dead they put all their richres and  
  everything they owned in their pyramid. 
Teacher : Yes they did, yes. 
 That is the conversiation between teacher and pupil in the 
clasroom and the function or purpose of that conversiation is 
eduactional. In that conversiation we can see the feedback of the 
teacher( yes they did, yes). 
 Based on the example and the figure in next page. Transaction 
is the process of giving some information in the conversiation. When 
people giving some information with their act it is a exchange of the 
people. Trannsaction of conversation can make a people tryng an act 
it is a move. Act is movement from the people when their move to 
another place. 
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Figure.1 Initiation Respond Feedback 
 
5. Pragmatics. 
  Language is a most important part for human to communication 
with other people. To understand what the people say when the people 
was used language in their communication. Then, language should not 
only be viewed as a product in the form in utterance but also a process. 
The process here refers to how people employ language as a means to 
achieve their goal. This phenomenon is studied under the study of 
pragmatics. 
 Pragmatics focus on the meaning of the utterance, when people 
say and context of language was used. Retnaningsih (2013) says that 
pragmatic is concerned with meaning in the context of language use. 
 
 LESSON 
TRANSACTION 
EXCHANGE EXCHANGE 
TRANSACTION 
MOVE MOVE MOVE MOVE 
ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT ACT 
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When we use language for communication, basically we was used 
many meaning in utterance we was speak. There is situation consist of 
consideration between we as a speaker and other people as a 
interlocutor or hearer. For example, the fan it’s not on, it’s very cool, 
in this class don’t be silent, and etc. 
 The meaning from the first example is: first, situation in that 
class is very hot so the teacher asks for help to student to turn on the 
fan. Second, naturally the teacher asks for help to turn on the fan 
because the fan is off. The second example, the utterance of the teacher 
is it’s very cool. The meaning of the utterance is: indeed in the class 
the situation is cool, second meaning is the teacher asks for help to turn 
off the fan. The last meaning of the second utterance is indeed in that 
class student forbidden to speak because situation of that class is noisy. 
But besides the teacher ask for student to explain about material. (Mey, 
2001:6) say that A truly pragmatics consideration has to deal with the 
users in their social context; it cannot limit itself to the grammatically 
encoded aspects of context, as the grammaticallization requirement 
seems to imply. 
 Other definition of pragmatics is the branch of linguistics study 
of language with human utterance. (Retnaningsih, 2013) say that 
pragmatics is recognized as a branch of language study and in recent 
times the operationalization of power within, or though, the use of 
language in society has become a central concern of discourse analysis, 
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sociolinguistics and pragmatics. Lech in (Rahardi, 2009) said that 
pragmatics which is happened in social and cultural context is called 
socio-pragmatics. (Cruse, 2006:3) said that the central topics of 
linguistics pragmatics are those aspect of meaning which are 
dependent of context. 
 The definition of (Yule, 1996) said that pragmatics have four 
main areas. Firstly, pragmatics is concerd with the study of meaning 
of utterance as communicated by the speaker and interpreted by the 
listener. Secondly, pragmatics has to do with the context that 
influences how the speakers communicate their message. Thirdly, 
pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than is said 
which explores how the hearer arrives to the speakers intended 
meaning. Finally, pragmatics deals with the notion of distance between 
the speaker and the hearer that determines the choice between the said 
and the unsaid. 
 The definition of pragmatics was showed in the before 
paragraph, and the context of the definition is studying the use of 
language. Form the definition, it can be concluded that pragmatics is 
the study how language can use in communicated between speaker and 
hearer with see the speaker utterance with the context of hearer or 
listener can gets their utterance meaning. The utterance of the people 
will be better understanding from hearer. It can be consist of social 
culture and politeness of the hearer or listener. 
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6. Context 
  In the conversation people use language based on function of the 
language. Sometimes, speakers use different language with different 
person because they match their speech style base on the context. 
Context use to help in understanding the particular meaning of the word, 
phrase, etc, the context also be broader social situation in which a 
linguistic item was used (Longman, 2010:127). David Nunan (1993:7) 
states that context refers to the situation giving rise to the discourse and 
within which the discourse is embedded. From that statement, context 
is simply defined as the situation around which influences the 
conversation. Thus, it is an essential factor in the interpretation of 
utterance and expressions. 
  Furthermore, Nunan (1993:8) categorizes the context into two 
types: linguistic and nonlinguistic context. The first one is related to the 
language surrounding the discourse, while the second one is associated 
with the other-than language or experimental context within which the 
discourse takes place. The non-linguistic context includes: 
a. The types of communicative events (e.g. : joke, story, lecture, 
sermon, conversation, and greeting); 
b. The topic; 
c. The purpose (function, e.g. stating, describing, thanking, and 
praising); 
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d. The setting (physical aspects, such as location and time, and 
psychological aspects: emotional situation); 
e. The participant and the relationship within them; and 
f. The background knowledge and the assumption of the participant. 
  Holmes (2001:8) also proposes that a conversation occurs by the 
influence of social factors. Those social factors are commonly shortened 
as 5W (Who, Whom, Where, What, and Why). 
1) The participants (Who or Whom) 
  ‘Who is speaking’ and ‘To whom are they speaking?’ 
Refer to the participants of the conversation speaker and listener 
or addressor and addressee. It also includes the relationship 
occurring between the participants. 
2) The setting or social context (Where) 
  ‘Where are they speaking?’ refers to the settings-
physical or psychological context-around the conversation. The 
physical aspect includes the location, time, season, and year. 
Meanwhile, the psychological aspects involve the felling of the 
speaker. 
3) The topic (What) 
  ‘What is being talked about’ refers to the topic being 
discussed in the conversational exchange. The understanding of 
the topic by the participants is necessary to maintain the 
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conversation. Consequently,  the same background knowledge 
and assumption is a must for both speaker and the listener. 
4) The function (Why) 
  ‘Why they are speaking’ refers to the purpose of 
conversation, such as informing, commanding, inviting, 
suggesting, promising, greeting, congratulation, and thanking. 
7. Speech acts. 
 Language is important role in lives to communicate with other. 
The function of language in live are to convey message, communicate 
ideas and opinions and tough. In the important or specific situation in 
a moment we should be understood language quite correctly. 
According to one of language philosopher J.R Searle a language is 
performing speech act such as making request, statement, giving 
comments, etc. Hornby in (Soengkono,2013:3) state that language is a 
system of found, words, used by human to communicated thought and 
feeling.  
 Generally, speech act can be defined as action performed via 
utterance of communication. Utterances are taken in isolation and the 
kind of speech act being performed is determined by considerations 
like the meaning conveyed by the words and the structures of 
utterances, the psychological conditions of the speaker and so forth 
(Tsui, 1994:9). Theory of speech act is a part theory in the field 
pragmatics. 
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8. Refusal 
  Refusal is a speech act performed when people reject several 
invitations, suggestions, offers, and requests.Waluyani & Soepriyanto 
(2017) states that refusal is naturally a face threatening speech act. 
Morever, Sahin said in (Waluyani & Soepriyatna, 2017) refusal is very 
culture and context-dependent. Refusal include of negative responds of 
interlocutor. Directly and indirectly, it’s a manner for people to refuse. 
The words type of direct refusals usually uses are: No; Sorry, I can’t, 
and etc. The direct refusal is used when a speaker says explicitly he/she 
doesn’t doing accept an action, the indirect refusal used when a speaker 
does not want doing to give refusal responses since the expression has a 
possibility of offending the interlocutor. 
  Rubin in Hartuti (2015:53) states that one needs to be able to 
recognize that a respondent has refused what the speaker has demanded, 
solicited, or offered. Based on his classification, there are nine ways of 
expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal. He divides the expression 
into nine strategies as follows: 
a. Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
 In many cultures in the world, being silent is a way of refusing 
an offer or an invitation or of giving an answer. For example: 
When you were asked whether you liked a movie or a dress, be silent 
If you receive a written invitation, don’t answer 
(taken from Wolfson page 10)  
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b. Offer an alternative 
 In some cases, in order to offend or to direct the conversation 
away from the request, the addressee may divert attention by 
suggesting an alternative. For example: 
A: What time should we meet? Around 5? 
B: I’m sorry I can’t. How about 4:30? 
Data Interpretation: 
 The conversation happens between A and B. A asks B what time 
they should meet. A suggests how about if they meet around 5. B 
firstly refuses A suggestion directly by saying I’m sorry I can’t. But, 
to avoid offending A, B refuses A by offering alternative. He offers 
what time they can meet by saying How about at 4? 
c.  Postponement ( delaying answer) 
 In responding a request or an invitation, it can be expressed by 
postponement or delaying the answer. The speaker gives an 
expectation to the hearer that a request or an invitation or a 
suggestion will be done on the next time. For example: 
A: Can you come to my house this evening? 
B: Not today, next time. I’ll let you know. 
Data Interpretation: 
 B refuses the request from A by saying not today, next time. I’ll 
let you know. It means that B will come someday. B gives an 
expectation by delaying his action. He expresses the refusal 
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indirectly in order to show politeness toward A and to avoid 
offending A. 
d. Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control. 
 One of the strategies of refusing a request, an invitation, an offer, 
a command, and a suggestion is by blaming on the third party or 
something over which you have no control. For example: 
A: How about if we have dinner? 
B: I’m not hungry 
Data Interpretation: 
 B expresses the refusal indirectly to show regard to the inviter. 
The strategy of refusing an invitation is applied by blaming the third 
party. In this case, by saying I’m not hungry; B blames his condition 
that is not hungry as the reason why B refuses the invitation. 
e. Avoidance 
 One way to answer an offer is to avoid responding directly. For 
example: 
A: Do you want a cup of tea? 
B: I like coffee more 
Data Interpretation: 
 A offers a cup of tea to B. But, B answers I like coffee more. By 
saying I like coffee more, it means that B avoids responding directly 
in order not to hurt A’s feeling. B actually does not like what A 
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offers. He prefers coffee than tea. In this case, B refuses the offer 
through indirect utterance. 
f. General acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
 In the United States, “drop in time” is generally not taken as an 
invitation. 
 In Arabic-speaking countries, when someone says InsyaAllah, 
the utterance is included to refusal. Meanwhile, when someone says 
InsyaAllah with plus time or detail, it means an acceptance. 
g. Divert and distract the addressee 
 One strategy to refuse a request, a command, an invitation, an 
offer, or a suggestion is by diverting or distracting the utterance to 
the addressee. For example: 
A: I want you out from my apartment. Now, today, before I get home 
from work. 
B: Where I’m supposed to go? 
Data Interpretation: 
 A commands B to leaves his apartment. But B refuses it by 
applying an indirect way. By saying “Where I’m supposed to go?” 
B diverts A in interrogative form. The way B expresses refusal is 
by saying a question aimed to A. B does not want to leave A‟s 
apartment because there is no place to go. By diverting A, B intends 
to make A pity him. 
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h. General acceptance with excuse. One way to refuse an invitation, a 
request, or an offer is by giving a good comment firstly. The 
speaker gives a positive response. Then the speaker usually adds 
the word BUT indicating that the speaker does not accept what the 
inviter/requester wants. For example: 
A: We will go to Bali next holiday. Do you want to join us? 
B: It’s a good idea but I don’t think I can. 
Data Interpretation: 
 B says his refusal by saying general acceptance with excuse. The 
general acceptance is employed by saying that the invitation is a 
good idea. It is a positive response to answer an invitation. Then, B 
says an excuse. The excuse utterance is expressed by the word but. 
It means that B wants to give a reason to refuse the invitation. 
i. Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 One of the refusal strategies is by saying that what is offered or 
requested or suggested is not appropriate. For example: 
A: How about if we use this kind of book as a reference? 
B: It is not suitable 
Data Interpretation: 
 A gives suggestion to B how about if they use this kind of book 
as a reference, but B refuses it. B refuses A‟s suggestion by saying 
It is not suitable. It means that B refuses the suggestion from A by 
saying what is offered is inappropriate. 
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 Based on the explanation, we can see that refusal strategies from 
Rubin have 9 strategies. Among other : be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm, offer an alternative, postponement (delay answer), 
put the blame on a third party something over which you no control, 
avoidance, general acceptance of an offer but giving no details, 
divert and district the addressee, general acceptance with excuse, 
and say what is offered is offered is inappropriate. And than, the 
definition of refusal base on the explanation is a speech act 
performed when people rejection people invitation, suggestion, 
offers, and request. 
9. Review of Related Study. 
  In research of (Farahian, Rezaee, & Gholami, 2012), the goal of 
the research is to investigate the efficacy of explicit instruction of refusal 
at pragmatic level to four types of act-invitations, suggestions, offers, 
and request. This research using discourse completing tasks (DCT) to 
collected the data. The participants in this study were 64 Iranian 
intermediate university students, age 19-25. Based on the findings, it can 
be argued that instruction has a significantly affected participant’s use 
of refusal. 
  Other research from (Chojimah, 2015) founding about how 
Indonesian students refuse offers, invitations, and suggestions to 
persons having different social statuses. The focus of this study is refusal 
and politeness strategies. The social variable involved in this study was 
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the social status represented in lower to higher social-status (LHSS), 
higher to lower social-status (HLSS), and equal social-status (ESS) 
relationship. The data were obtained through Discourse Completion 
Task (DCT) distributed to 161 students. Based on the study, in this study 
have two result finding, are: 1) Indonesia young generation, in realizing 
the act of refusals is constrained by a general constraint in 
communication. 2) social status is a social variable constributing a lot to 
politeness behavior. 
  Research from (Waluyani & Soepriyanto, 2017) have a goal to 
identified the most common strategies used in performing refusals and 
how Javanese EFL learners use the refusals strategies regarding the 
status of the refuse. The research was conducted in faculty in education 
Sampoerna University and involved 34 participants. The data were 
collected using discourse completing tasks (DCT) and were analysis 
using categorization of refusals strategies purposed by Beebe at al. in 
this research, researcher have concluded that most of participant 
perform refusals in two refusal sequence namely: head act and using 
pre-refusals strategy. And other concluded that participants employ 
different strategies in refusing people with different status yet in several 
situations the strategies used are similar. 
  The study of (Lingli & Anchalee, 2010) compares the effect of 
explicit and implicit instruction in the use of English refusals. In this 
study have 62 participant from two intact groups participated. 33 were 
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in an explicit instruction group (EIG) and 29 in an implicit instruction 
group (IIG).  DCT as a instrument in this study and was used to analysis 
the data of researcher. A major finding in this research is that explicit 
instruction is better than implicit instruction for teaching English 
refusals. 
  The next previous study from (Wanaruk, 2008) the study 
investigate similarities and interpretations of appropriateness and 
politeness. The participant of this study include Thai and American 
native speakers and EFL learners. The data were collected by means of 
a discourse completion tasks (DCT). This research finding in this 
research is seems to be more similarities than different between the NTs 
and the NEs in making refusals. 
  From that’s research have different and similarities problems. 
The different and the similarities the research will be explain in this 
table. 
Table 1.  Review of Related Study 
No Title similarities differences 
1. Does Direct 
Instruction Develop 
Pragmatic 
Competence? 
Teaching to EFL 
Used DCT to 
collected the data 
This research 
was investigate  
the efficacy of 
explicit 
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Learners of 
English. 
instruction of 
refusal 
2. Refusals and 
Politeness 
Strategies in 
Relation to Social 
Status: A Case of 
Face-threatening 
Act among 
Indonesian 
University 
Students. 
Used DCT to 
distributed the 
data 
The research 
was investigate  
Indonesian 
students refuse 
offers, 
invitations, and 
suggestions to 
persons having 
different social 
statuses 
3. Refusal Strategies 
Performed by 
Javanese English as 
Foreign Language 
(EFL) Learners. 
Used DCT to 
collecting the data 
The research 
was  identified 
the most 
common 
strategies used in 
performing 
refusals and how 
Javanese EFL 
learners use the 
refusals 
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strategies 
regarding the 
status of the 
refuse 
4. The Effects of 
Explicit and 
Implicit Instruction 
in English Refusals. 
Used DCT as a 
instrument 
The research 
was compared 
effect of explicit 
and implicit 
instruction in the 
use of English 
refusals 
5. Pragmatic Transfer 
in Thai EFL 
Refusals. 
Used DCT to 
collected the data 
The research 
was investigate 
similarities and 
interpretations 
of 
appropriateness 
and politeness 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
A. Research Design. 
 Every research its own research method that is determined based on the 
purpose of study. This research design is a descriptive qualitative research. 
Creswell (2007) tells that qualitative research is an inquiry approach useful for 
exploring and understanding a central phenomenon. This phenomenon learned 
with the analysed teaching learning process as a collecting the detailed views 
of participants in the form of words or images and analysed the information for 
description and themes. From this data, the researcher analysed the 
conversation of teacher- students. 
 Qualitative data are generally non-numeric and categorized as verbal 
and nonverbal. Verbal data are word such as wrote conversation, personal 
dairies, letters, press reports, survey of interviews and field note. Nonverbal 
data, which is more visually based, include items such as student concept maps, 
kinships, diagrams, pictures, videos, films, arts, genetic codes. The graphical 
display of qualitative information considered nonverbal. 
 Ary, Jacobs and Sorensen (2010:453) said that the basic qualitative 
research “provide rich descriptive accounts targeted to understand a 
phenomenon, a process or a particular point of view from the perspective of the 
involved. Briefly, descriptive research is all about describing people, 
phenomena, process that take part in the study.  
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 The researcher got the data with joining in the class when Mrs. Elin gave 
the material in the science 1, science 2, and science 4 class with the topic giving 
and asking opinion. The researcher recorded learning process to get 
conversation product of student and teacher in learning process. Then, the 
researcher analysed the sound and search the refusal strategies in leaning 
process to get the data. After that, the researcher wrote the conversation of the 
student and the teacher. In order to classify the data, the researcher made a 
coding the data. Finally, the researcher analysed the data with the refusal 
strategies in learning process. The researcher analysed all of conversation in 
learning process to explain about refusal strategies of students (in this case 
pragmatic). In this research, the researcher only focused on analysing the refusal 
strategies of students in learning process in the material procedure of offering 
services that are made by students of second grade.   
B. Subject of the Study. 
 The subject of this research are since 1, since 2, and since 4 of the 
second grade students at SMAN 1 Banjarsari in academy years 2018/2019 
especially in Mrs. Elin class. 
C. The Data Resource. 
 The researcher used the qualitative data in this research. He collected 
the direct source of data. Sutopo (2002:50-54) states that data source in the 
descriptive research can be informant, events or activities, places or locations, 
things, pictures and records, documents and archives. 
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 In this research, there are three data source: 
1. Informants. 
 Sutopo (2002:5) states that the data source can be informant which in 
descriptive qualitative research often called as respondent. The informants 
are important because they gave the information for the research. The main 
informants of this research were the students who joined in Mrs. Elin class 
of the second grade at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. 
2. Document. 
 For the documentation, the researcher recorded the student’s sound of 
product. The conversation product is important to helped the researcher 
detects the refusal strategies in learning process. After that, the researcher 
wrote they conversation product of students to get the data. 
D. Setting of the Research. 
1. Place of research. 
 In order to get relate variables of research, it is necessary to determine 
where the research must be held. In doing research area where the data 
taken it must be held and be restricted. It aims to make the research easy to 
be done and it does not need much time and finance. The area used in the 
research should be fulfilled the requirements because it used a place to get 
valid data. This research taken in SMAN 1 Banjarsari, especially the 
second grade students who joined in Mrs. Elin classes. It was located in 
Banjarsari street KM 03, Ciherang, Banjarsari, Ciamis, West Java. 
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2. Time of research. 
 The research conducted on August 2018. It started from the 
preliminary research until the program observation during the teaching 
process. The schedule of the research can see as below: 
Table 2.1  Research Schedule 
No. Agenda Month 
May June July August 
1. Pre-observation     
2. Proposal draft 
and consultation 
    
3. Proposal draft 
seminar 
    
4. Observation     
5. Analyzing the 
data 
    
6. Munaqosyah     
E. Technique of Collecting the Data. 
 In collected the data for this research, the researcher used observation 
with used simak method in collected data. Sudaryanto (1993: 133-136) states 
that simak method is a method of collected the data by understanding the 
language usage, both oral and wrote language. Sudaryanto stated that four are 
some techniques to carry out this method, are: 
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1. Basic Technique: (Teknik Sadap). 
 The observation or the method of referring to it is accomplished by 
tapping. The researcher, to get the data must first be smart in tapping the 
conversation of a person or several people. 
2. Advanced Technique I: (Tehnik Simak Bebas Libat Cakap). 
 In this technique, the researcher just listening the conversation of the 
students and teacher in teaching learning process. So in this case, the 
researcher has listened and searched the data in their conversation. 
3. Advanced Technique II: (Tehnik Perekam). 
 When the second technique used, it used recording with a recorder as a 
tool. In the development of increasingly sophisticated information 
technology, taped recording devices can be more diverse with more precise 
results. Includes both omong actions that can be heard or behavior and other 
actions that can be seen, both verbal and non-verbal, handycam for example, 
one of them. The recorder of the speech viewed as an advanced technique, 
a third advanced technique, and is called "recording technique". 
4. Advanced Technique III: (Teknik Catat) 
 This technique, the researcher record the conversation of the students. 
After that, the researcher made classification. This activity can be done 
directly after finished the first and second techniques by using specific 
stationary. Finally, that conversation will be written in laptop. 
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 To make classification of the data analysed, the researcher gave codes 
to each datum. The types of code are words or phrases used to identify and 
outline researcher sentences, paragraphs or blocks of text (Corbin & Strauss 
in Rustanto, 2015:73). Then Richards in Rustanto (2015:73) adds that code 
is to reduce the data into symbols that represent it. The following is the data 
coding: 
1) (…) Number  : the number of data 
2) S1, S2, A1, A3 : the name of the classes, there written below are: 
S1  : IPS 1 
S2  : IPS 2 
A1 : IPA 1 
A3  : IPA 3 
3) The alphabetic capital letters are used to classify the refusal strategies. 
There are written bellow: 
BHS : Be silent, Hesitate, Show lack of enthusiasm 
OA : Offer an Alternative 
P : Postponement 
PB : Put the Blame on third party or something over which you 
 have no control 
A : Avoidance 
GA : General Acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
DD : Divert and Distract the addressee 
GAE : General Acceptance with Excuse. 
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SWO : Say what is Offered is inappropriate 
4) The numeral M1, M2, M3… are used to show the meeting in the topic 
of… on class. 
F. Technique of Analyses Data 
The technique of analysed the data cannot be separated from the definition 
of data analysed. Seliger and Shohamy (1989: 201) define data analysis as the 
sifting, organizing, and synthesizing the data so as to arrive at the results and 
conclusion of the research. Bongdan in Sugiyono (2010: 304) states that data 
analysis is the process of systematically searching and arranging the interview 
transcripts, field notes, and other materials that you accumulate to increase your 
own understanding of them and enable you to present what you have discovered 
to other. 
According to Milles and Hubberman (1994:16) the process of data 
analysed in this research; collecting the data, reducing the data and presenting the 
data and drawing conclusion. 
1. Collecting the data 
 Collecting data deals with the activities done by the researcher to get 
the data. This activities is done by the following steps: 
a. List the refusal strategies used by the second grade students on teaching 
learning process in Mrs. Elin’s class. 
b. Finding out the kind of refusal strategies used by the second grade 
students on teaching learning process in Mrs. Elin’s class. 
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c. Classifying them based on refusal strategies by the second grade 
students on teaching learning process in Mrs. Elin’s class. 
d. Giving codes to each refusal strategies that appeared on the theory and 
correlated with the refusal strategies of the second grade student on 
teaching learning process in Mrs. Elin’s class. 
 The data collection can be seen in the table as below: 
Table 3. table data and analysis data 
No. 
Dat
a 
Contex
t 
Dialogue
s 
Refusal Strategies Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
D
D 
G
A
E 
S
W
O 
 
              
             
Notes: 
BHS : Be silent, Hesitate, Show lack of enthusiasm 
OA : Offer an Alternative 
P : Postponement 
PB : Put the Blame on third party or something over which you 
 have no control 
A : Avoidance 
GA : General Acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
DD : Divert and Distract the addressee 
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GAE : General Acceptance with Excuse. 
SWO : Say what is Offered is inappropriate 
 
 
2. Reducing the data 
 Milles and Hubberman (1994:16), with data reduction, the data potential 
universe of data is refaced in an anticipatory way as the researcher chooses 
a conceptual framework, research question, case and instrument. In this 
study, the researcher selected all parts of the data which were relevant with 
the needs of the study. The data were selected from all observation result 
through recording. 
3. Data Display 
 Milles and Hubberman (1994:17) state that data display defined as an 
organized, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion 
drawing and/or action talking, is a second, inevitable, part of analysis. In 
this research, codes are showing the data collection. The data display is 
conducted in some steps, including sample data by using coding 
(001/S1/BHS/M1). 
After displaying the code of data, the researcher is doing the part of analysis. 
In the analysis of data, he shows the  
4. Drawing Conclusion 
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The final step is drawing conclusion which the result of the research is to 
describe the refusal strategies used by the second grade student on the Mrs. 
Elin classes with the topic… in academy years 2018/2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 : Miles and Huberman’s flow model 
Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 
abstracting, and transforming the “raw” data that appear on written-up field notes. 
As the researcher sees, data reduction occurs continuously through-out the life of 
any qualitatively oriented project. 
Collecting the Data 
 
Presenting the Data 
 
Reducing the Data 
 
Conclusion: Drawing/verifying 
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 The researcher defines a “display” as an organization and action to get the 
data. It helps the researcher to understand what is happening and going to do based 
on understanding. 
The third stream of analyses activity is conclusion drawing and 
verification. From that beginning of collecting the qualitative analysis is beginning 
to decided what things mean is nothing regularities, patterns, explanations, 
possible configurations, casual flows, and prepositions. 
G. The Trustworthiness of Data. 
 In analysed the data, the researcher also needed to analysis the validity 
of data source to get the valid the data. To prove the trustworthiness of the data, 
the researcher used investigator triangulation. Triangulation is technique to 
check the validation of the data which employs other things. Patton (1984) in 
Sutopo (2002:77) states that there are four kinds of triangulation technique, 1) 
Data Triangulation, 2) Investigator triangulation, 3) Methodological 
triangulation, 4) theoretical triangulation. 
 The data source of the research was document. The data of document 
collected from recording teaching learning process of Mrs. Elin in the second 
grade student at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. The processes triangulation was used by 
the researcher in this research as follow: 1) The researcher used document to 
get the data. 2) The researcher checked the data during the research. After 
observing the activity of teaching learning process of Mrs. Elin, the researcher 
analysed refusal strategies of students. The researcher crosscheck the data by 
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checking the data from Mrs Rustania Farmawati., S.Pd.  as a validator in this 
research.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
A. Research Finding 
1. Kinds of Refusal Strategies in Teaching and Learning Process 
 The students used refusal strategies in the teaching learning process. 
Furthermore, the students used refusal strategies to reject or refuse some 
suggestions, offers, invitations, and requests of the teacher. In learning 
process, the researcher used lesson plane which content of 5M among other 
observing (mengamati), questioning (mempertanyakan), exploring 
(mengeksplorasi), associating (mengasosiasi), and communicating 
(mengkomunikasikan) to collect the data. In addition, the teacher added 
opening and closing as a part of teaching learning process.  Moreover, the 
student usually used refusal strategies when the teacher gave some 
suggestions, offers, invitations, and requests. Furthermore, the teacher gave 
their arguments to explain the material, but the student refused their 
teacher’s arguments. The students used refusal strategies in each part of 
teaching learning process, among other: opening, observing, exploring, 
questioning, associating, and communicating. The students used refusal 
strategies in refusing their teacher suggestions, offers, invitations, and 
requests. There were two main student purposes. The first purpose was to 
refuse and reject student suggestions, offers, invitations, and requests, the 
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second purpose was to give student argument in teaching learning process. 
The researcher used coding to ease the data explanation. The coding are: 
001, 002, 003, …  : the number of data 
A1, A2, A4  : the name of classes 
BHS, OA, P, PB, A,  : the name of refusal strategies 
GA, DD, GAE, SWO. 
M1, M2   : meeting of teaching learning process 
a. The first meeting on English learning process at XI IPA 1 class. 
1) Opening 
 In opening the class, teacher greets the students by using some 
utterances which attracting students in learning process in the next. 
Start from saying greeting, asking student’s condition, and 
commanding student to do something. The teacher prepared 
students psychologically and physically to follow the learning 
process in order to greets and engages the students. The teacher 
checked for the presence of the students in the first meeting at XI 
science 1 class. Those are as follows: 
a) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
 In be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm in the 
opening teaching learning process in the class room. Based on 
the data analysis bellow 001/A1/BHS/M1, the student used be 
silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm. The conversation can 
see on appendix 3. The conversation is: 
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 T : Ok, good afternoon every one? 
 S : Just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly) 
 
 In the transcript 1 on data 1, the students be silent, 
hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm when student refused the 
request of the teacher to answer she utteranced in the opening of 
teaching learning process. Teacher said “Ok, good afternoon 
everybody?” as a request. Then, the student showed their refusal 
of the teacher request by just silent. 
b) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 In the opening section, the student said what is offered is 
inappropriate to refuse the utterance from the teacher. The 
transcript 2 on data 1 showed the data. The data analysis 
following data 002/A1/SWO/M1, the conversation is: 
 T : Ok, I am very well thanks, Dea and Zaidah 
  getting sick?. 
 S : Sanes sick bu. 
 
 The teacher gave suggestion that Dea and Zaidah getting 
sick by say “Ok, I am very well thanks, dea and zaidah getting 
sick?”. Then, the student showed that they do not agree with 
teacher suggestion and said “sanes sick bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “bukan sakit bu”. “Not sick mom” (English 
Language). In this case, the student refused with direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. 
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c) General acceptance of an offer but giving no details. 
 Other refusal strategy in the opening section is general 
acceptance of an offer but giving no details. The transcript 3 
(003/A1/GA/M1) in data 1 showed the utterance of the student, 
the utterance is: 
 T : Sudah masuk semua? 
 S : sudah, tapi asana aya nu diluar. 
 
 The student refused suggestion of the teacher by said 
“sudah, tapi asana aya nu diluar”. The context in this data is 
the teacher gave suggestion to the students to back to the class. 
In Indonesia language is “sudah, tapi kayanya ada yang di 
luar”. “Already, but some students sill in outside”(English 
language). In this case, the student refused with indirect refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. 
d) Avoidance 
 This refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion from the teacher. The transcript of avoidance is 4 
(004/A1/A/M1) in data 1 showed the refusal strategy is: 
 T : Ok don’t sleep 
 S : Don’t seat bu 
 S : Maneh we don’t seat mah 
 
 In this case, the student refused another utterance from 
other student. The student doesn’t agree with statement of other 
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student. And then, the student said “maneh we don’t seat mah.” 
In Indonesia language is “kamu saja jangan duduk mah”. “You 
just don’t sit down”. In this case, the student used indirect 
refusal strategy and implicit utterance. 
e) Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control. 
 The transcript 005/A1/PB/M1 in data 1 showed that 
student used put the blame on a third party or something over 
which you have no control. The refusal strategy used to refuse 
request of the teacher. The utterance is: 
 T : Don’t use mobile phone! 
 S : Ah teu bisa maen mobile legend euy. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused the 
teacher’s request to don’t use mobile phone. But students was 
refused with said “ah teu bisa maen mobile legend euy”. In 
Indonesia language is “Ah tidak bisa maen mobile legend”. 
“Ah, I can’t play mobile legend (English language). In this 
case, student used indirect refusal strategies and implicit 
utterance. In this case teacher requests student, don’t use mobile 
phone in teaching learning process on the class. 
2) Observing 
 In this section teacher gave some question of asking and giving 
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opinion. Then the students answered it. The next, student make 
some question. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) General acceptance with excuse. 
 In the observing section the student used refusal strategy 
to refuse request of the teacher. The transcript 006/A1/GAE/M1 
in data 1 showed that student used general acceptance with 
excuse. The conversation of this strategy is: 
  T : ih kenapa gak dijawab? 
 S : ntos dijawab bu, tapi sanes bahasa  
  inggris bu. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
the teacher and student said “ntos dijawab bu, tapi sanes bahasa 
inggris”. In Indonesia language is “sudah dijawab bu, tapi 
bukan bahasa inggris”. “I have answered, but not English 
language mom (English language). In this case, student used 
direct refusal strategy and explicit utterance. In this case teacher 
gave request to answer, but student answered the question. And 
then, students make a general acceptance with excuse refusal 
strategy. 
b) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
 In the observing of teaching learning process student 
used be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm to refuse 
utterance of the teacher. The transcript 007/A1/BHS/M1 showed 
that student used refusal, the conversation is: 
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 T : As intertaiment media ok, sit dwon.  
  Another one! Still number one. 
 S : just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly 
 
 When the teacher invited some student, the student 
refused the invitation of the teacher with silent. It can know that 
student do not accept invitation of the teacher. 
c) Offers an alternative 
 The transcript 008/A1/OA/M1 showed that student was 
used refusal strategy used offers an alternative. The conversation 
is: 
 T : Still number two! 
 S : Oh number two bu, tilu we. What is  
  your view about karapyak beach? I think  
  karapyak beach is nice beach.  
 
 That is conversation student and teacher, student refused 
an invitation of teacher with say “oh number one, tilu we”. In 
Indonesia language is “Oh, nomor dua bu, tiga saja”. “Oh still 
number two, just three mom” (English language). In this case, 
student used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. 
3) Questioning 
 This section showed that student discuss with their friends to 
make some question. Teacher and student used more dialogue in this 
section. The refusal strategies found are: 
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a) Postponement 
 In this section student used postponement to refuse 
suggestion of the teacher. The transcript 009/A1/P/M1 in data 1 
showed that. The conversation of the transcript is: 
 T : make a simple question 
 S : atuh bu da hese bu, ngke heula we bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused teacher 
utterance with said “atuh bu da hese bu, ngke heula we bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “Susah bu, nanti dulu bu”. “It’s hard 
mom, later mom”. In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. In this case teacher suggested the 
student to make a simple question but the student refused the 
teacher suggestion. 
b) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 In this case student used refusal strategy what is offered 
is inappropriate to refuse suggestion of the teacher. The 
transcript 010/A1/SWO/M1 in data 1, show about that. The 
conversation is: 
 T : You are so lazy person, true or no? 
 S : oh no bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of the teacher by say “oh no bu”.  The situation is teacher said 
that student lazy, and then student refused suggestion of teacher. 
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c) Avoidance 
 Avoidance is the refusal strategy in this part. Student 
used this strategy to refuse invitation of teacher. The transcript 
011/A1/A/M1 in data 1 showed that. The conversation is: 
 T : Come on! 
 S : Toni bu toni! 
 
 The student refused invitation  and said “toni bu toni”. 
In this case, teacher invited student to come forward, but the 
student rejected it with choose one of him/her friend. 
d) Divert and district the addressee 
 In this section student used divert and district the 
addressee to refuse invitation of teacher. The transcript 
012/A1/DD/M1 in data 1 showed the conversation about it, the 
conversation is: 
 T : What do you think of Indonesia? Up your  
  hand! 
 S : Indonesia is naonnya? 
 
 This conversation showed that student refused teacher 
invitation by say “Indonesia is naonnya?”. In Indonesia 
language is “Indonesia adalah apa ya?”. “What is Indonesia 
(English language)”. In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. Teacher invited student to 
answer the question, but student refused the utterance. 
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e) Postponement 
 The refusal strategy used to refuse suggestion of the 
teacher by the student. The transcript 013/A1/P/M1 in data 1 
showed the student used postponement strategy. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Yah, speaking ability and listen to the other 
  person yah? And how self confident. Kalau  
  yang ga berani mah diem bae. Kumaha bisa  
  saya teh ya? Yang lainnya ayo belajar. 
 S : Ngke heula bu, mun aya pertanyaan  
  deui 
 
 The conversation showed that student delaying, student 
said “ngke heula bu, mun aya pertnyaan deui”. In Indonesia 
language is “Nanti bu, kalau ada pertanyaan lagi”. “Later 
mom, if you have more questions (English language).” In this 
case, student used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. 
f) Offers an alternative 
 In this section student used offers an alternative to refuse 
request of the teacher. The transcript 014/A1/OA/M1 in data 1 
showed about that. The conversation is: 
 T : No say 1 
 S : Henteu dugi 5 bu? dugi opat wungkul? 
 
 The teacher make request to student for answer just 1 
question, but the student refuse it by say “henteu dugi 5 bu? dugi 
opat wungkul?”. In Indonesia language is “Tidak sampai 5 bu? 
sampai 4 saja”. “No until 5 mom? Just up to 4 only (English 
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language)”. In this case, students used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. 
4) Associating 
 This section, student answered the question of other group. 
Teacher asked to student for read their answer of group. The refusal 
strategies found are: 
a) Divert and district the addressee 
 The refusal strategy in this section is divert and district 
the addressee. This strategy used of student to refuse invitation 
of the teacher. The transcript 0015/A1/DD/M1 in data 1 showed 
that strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Ok go head, making group. Sok duduk,  
  yang pertama here! Bawa tuh bukunya 
 S : Si ibu hoyongna kumaha dih? 
 
 Student refused invitation of the teacher, student said “si 
ibu hoyongna kumaha dih?”. In Indonesia language is “si ibu 
maunya bagaimana sih?. “What do you want the mom to do? 
(English language).” In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of the 
conversation is when teacher invited some student to move from 
their place, but student refused that invitation. 
 
 
b) Avoidance 
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 In this section student used avoidance strategy to refuse 
offers from teacher. The transcript 016/A1/A/M1 in data 1 was 
showed that strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Penaple? Penaple. Choose one of them 
 S : Nu iyeu we nya bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student used avoidance 
strategy with said “nu iyeu we nya bu”. In Indonesia language 
is “Yang ini saja ya bu.” “this one, mom (English language).” 
In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and implicit 
utterance. The condition of the conversation is when teacher 
gave offers to student, and then the student refused her offers 
because her/him was choose another. 
c) Postponement 
 Postponement was used by student to refuse invitation of 
teacher. The transcript 017/A1/P/M1 in data 1 was showed that 
strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Ayo kumpulkan! 
 S : Ngke heula bu, iyeu kelompok naon  
  nu ngajawab ditulis? 
 
 In that conversation, student refused invitation of 
teacher, student said “ngke heula bu, iyeu kelompok naon nu 
ngajawab?”. In Indonesia language is “Nanti dulu bu, ini 
kelompok apa yang menjawab ditulis?.” “Just a minute mom, 
this is write the group name who answered?”. In this case, 
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student used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The 
condition of that conversation is teacher invited student to gather 
their answer but the student refused that invitation because 
student not already finish. 
d) Offers an alternative 
 The transcript 018/A1/OA/M1 in data 1 showed that 
student used offer an alternative to refuse request of teacher. The 
conversation of that is: 
 T : Attention please! Jadi question answer 
 S : Pertanyaan we nya bu? 
 
 In that conversation, student used utterance to refuse 
request of teacher, student said “pertanyaan we nya bu?”. In 
Indonesia language is “Pertanyaannya saja ya bu?”. “just 
question mom? (English language). In this case, student used 
direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of 
that conversation is when teacher gave some utterance to keep 
silent and attention, and then student refused it. 
5) Communicating 
 This section, student read the question answer from other 
groups. And then, the refusal strategies found are: 
a) Divert and district the addressee 
 Divert and district the addressee strategy was used by 
student to refuse invitation of teacher. The transcript 
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019/A1/DD/M1 in data 1 was showed the strategy. The 
conversation is: 
 T : The girl come on, come forward 
 S : Adel we bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student was refused by 
said “adel we bu”. In Indonesia language is “Adel saja bu”. 
“Just adel mom (English language).” in this case, student used 
direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of 
this conversation is when teacher invited student to come 
forward to answer the question, but the student refused the 
invitation of teacher. 
6) Closing 
 In this section, teacher gave some motivation to student for spirit 
in learning and teaching. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Avoidance 
 This strategy was used by student to refuse offers of 
teacher. The transcript 020/A1/A/M1 in data 1 showed that 
strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Peminatan 
 S : Kan wajibnya cuma hari rabu bu 
 
 That conversation showed that student used utterance to 
refuse teacher offers by say “kan wajibnya cuma rabu bu”. In 
English language is obligator only Saturday mom. In this case, 
student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The 
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condition is teacher offers to student for bring their book in 
wajib but the student refused it. 
b) General acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
 The transcript 021/A1/GAE/M1 in data 1 showed that 
student used general acceptance of an offer but giving no detail 
to refuse request of teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : Berarti besok ingetin ibu, adel suruh  
  kedepan yah 
 S : Alim ah bu, abi tos gering siah bu. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused offer of 
teacher, the student said “alim ah bu, abi tos gering siah bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “tidak mau bu, saya habis sakit bu.” do 
not want mom, I got sick mom (English language)”. In this 
case, student used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. 
The condition of this conversation is teacher gave offer to 
student to remind in next section for Adel come forward but 
Adel refused that offer. 
c) Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control. 
 This strategy was used by student to refuse request of 
teacher. The transcript 022/A1/PB/M1 in data 1 is the 
conversation: 
 T : Dah cukup, thank yo for your you attention 
  se you tomorrow 
 S : Ah moal sakola ah 
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 The conversation showed that student used refusal 
strategy, the student said “ah moal sakola ah”. In Indonesia 
language is “ah tidak sekolah ah”. Ah not going to school ah 
(English language)”. In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. The condition in this case is 
teacher gave closing and reminding to student but student 
refused that utterance. 
 In the first meeting of XI Science 1 by Mrs. Elin Roslinda M. Pd, student 
used refusal strategies in 5M are observing (mengamati), questioning 
(mempertanyakan), exploring (mengekplorasi),  associating (mengasosiasi), 
and communicating (mengkomunikasikan), but in the exploring 
(mengeksplorasi) section student do not make a refusal strategy. The totals 
of refusal strategy are 22 data. In this section, refusal strategies used to refuse 
invitations, offers, suggestion, and request of the teacher. The topic of this 
section is asking and giving opinion. 
b. Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 1 in 
Meeting One 
Table 4.1 Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 1 in 
Meeting 1 
No Refusal Strategies Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
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1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm 
 2 9,1 
2. Offers an alternative 3 13,63 
3. Postponement (delaying 
answer) 
3 13,63 
4. Put the blame on a third party 
or something over which you 
have no control 
2 9,1 
5. Avoidance 4 18,2 
6. General acceptance of an 
offer but giving no details 
1 4,54 
7. Divert and distract the 
addressee 
3 13,63 
8. General acceptance with 
excuse 
2 9,1 
9. Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
2 9,1 
Total 22 100 
 Based on the table above, in the first meeting the student of XI Science 
1 class they used mostly avoidance (18,2%) in the teaching learning process 
at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. In addition, other kinds of refusal strategies that 
used by the students are 1) be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm (8%), 
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2) offers an alternative (12%), 3) postponement (13,63%), 4) put the blame 
on a third party or something over which you have no control (4,54%), 4) 
general acceptance of an offer but giving no details (4,54%), 5) divert and 
district the addressee (13,63%), 6) general acceptance with excuse (9,1%), 
7) say what is offered is inappropriate (9,1%). From the percentage above, 
its means that avoidance mostly used by XI Science 1 in the first meeting 
in teaching and learning process. 
c. The second meeting on English learning process at XI Science 1 class. 
1) Opening 
 In opening the class, teacher greets the students used some 
utterances which can attract students in learning process in the next. 
Start from said greeting, asking student’s condition, and 
commanding student to do something. Teacher prepare students 
psychologically and physically to follow the learning process with 
greet, engage learners and their appearance class tidied up, and 
check for the presence of the students. On the analysed of the first 
meeting in XI Science 1 that appear include: 
a) General acceptance with excuse 
 In the first section student used general acceptance to 
refuse request of teacher. The transcript 001/A1/GAE/M2 in 
data 2 showed the strategy. The conversation is: 
 T  : Ok, I am good. Where is absen today?  
  Where is the other student? Mana yang  
  lainnya? 
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 S : Teu terang bu, itu ning bu anu nyanyi 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused the 
utterance of teacher, the student said “teu terang bu, itu ning bu 
anu nyanyi”. In Indonesia language is “Tidak tau bu, itu bu yang 
nyanyi”. “I don’t know mom, that sing a song (English 
language)”. In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. The condition in this case, teacher asked a 
question and gave request and the student refused it. 
b) Offers an alternative 
 The transcript 002/A1/OA/M2 in data 2 showed that 
student used refusal strategy to refuse request of teacher. The 
conversation of this case is: 
 T : Oh lomba agustusan? 
 S : Sanes bu, itu ning bu anu nyayi 
 
 The conversation described about refusal strategy of 
student to refuse request from teacher, the student said “sanes 
bu, itu ning anu nyanyi”. In Indonesia language is “Bukan bu, 
itu yang nyanyi”. “Not mom, that sing a song (English 
language)”. In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. The condition of this case is teacher gave 
question or request to student to knowing where other student. 
And then, the student refused it. 
c) Avoidance 
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 The refusal strategy used to refuse suggestion of teacher. 
Transcript 003/A1/A/M2 in data 2 showed the conversation 
between student and teacher, the conversation is: 
 T : Baragernya bu suryamah mah cararicing  
  wae, ditempo geus sare. 
 S : Tah si itu bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student used utterance to 
refuse suggestion of teacher, the student said “tah si itu bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “tuh si itu bu”. “That’s one mom 
(English language).” In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. In this case, teacher suggested 
that student sleep in historical material by Mrs. Suryamah but 
student refused that suggestion. 
2) Observing 
 In this section teacher gave some questions of asking and giving 
opinion. And then the students answered it. The next, student make 
some question. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Divert and district the addressee 
 In this case, student used refusal strategy to refuse 
invitation of teacher. The transcript 004/A1/DD/M2 in data 2 is 
a conversation between student and teacher, the conversation is: 
 T : Gimana contohnya? I give you example.  
  What is your view about adel? Come on! 
 S : Ih bu bahasa Indonesia we nya 
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 The conversation tell about refusal strategy was used by 
student, the student said “ih bu bahasa Indonesia we”. In 
Indonesia language is “Ih bu bahasa Indonesia saja bu”. “just 
Indonesia language mom (English language)”. In this case, 
student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance”. 
The condition of this case is the teacher gave suggestion to 
students for answer in English language but student refused it. 
b) General acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
 This case showed refusal strategy of student to refuse 
suggestion of the teacher. The researcher displayed this case in 
transcript 005/A1/GA/M2 in data 2. The conversation is: 
 T : overactive dela amah ya? 
 S : astagfirullahaladzim bu. 
 
 The conversation said about refusal strategy was used by 
student with said “astagfirullahaladzim”. This condition, when 
teacher gave suggestion that Dela is overactive student but Dela 
refused the suggestion. 
c)  Avoidance 
 This refusal strategy was used by student when teacher 
gave offers. The transcript 006/A1/M2 in data 2 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Cerewed bahasa inggrisna sanes cerewed  
  atuh. Sok naon sok! 
 S : Siuen bu bisi lepat 
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 The conversation showed that student used refusal 
strategy, the student said “sieun bu bisi lepat”. In Indonesia 
language is “takut salah bu”. “Afraid of being wrong mom 
(English language)”. In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of this case is 
when teacher gave some offers. The offer about the cerewed in 
English language and then the teacher asked to student to search 
the meaning of cerewed but student refused it. 
d) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 In this case, student used refusal strategy to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 007/A1/SWO/M2 in data 2 
showed that strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Dia sepertinya pendiem ya, ternyata  
  memendam rasa yang lain 
 S : Ih ibu, pendiem pisan abi mah 
 
 The conversation discuss about refusal strategy used by 
the student by say “ih bu, pendiem pisan abi mah”. In Indonesia 
language is “Ih bu, saya pendiem banget bu”. “I am really cool 
mom (English language)”. In this case, student used indirect 
refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition in this case, 
when teacher gave suggestion that student gave talk more in that 
class but student refused it.  
3) Associating 
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 This section, student answered the question of other group. 
Teacher asked to student for read their answer of group. The refusal 
strategies found are: 
a) Offers an alternative 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 008/A1/OA/M2 in data 2 
showed refusal strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : 6 kelompok? Ada yang 6 ada yang 7  
  berarti? Kalau 7 kelompok ada yang 5 ada  
  yang 4 yah? 
 S : 5 kelompok we bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of the teacher, the student said “5 kelompok we bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “5 kelompok ya bu”. “Just 5 groups 
mom (English language)”. In this case, student used indirect 
refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of the case, 
when teacher asked to student for make 7 groups but the student 
refused it. 
b) Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control. 
 This strategy was used by student to refused suggestion 
of teacher. The transcript 009/A1/PB/M2 in data 2 showed the 
conversation about refusal strategy. The conversation is: 
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 T : Urang sunda banyak menggunakan kata su 
  ceunah nya, teman saya sulastri, suryamah  
  terus sugiyono 
 S : Ah henteu oge bu, ai dindin hayo, hehe 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “ah henteu og bu, ai dindin hayo. 
Hehe”. In Indonesia language is “Ah tidak juga bu, lah dindin 
hayo”. “Ah not really mom, dindin (English language)”. In 
this case, student used direct refusal strategy and implicit 
utterance. The condition of this case, when teacher said name of 
Sundanese have in the first word but student refused it. 
c) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The transcript 010/A1/SWO/M2 in data 2 showed that 
student used refusal strategy. The refusal strategy used to refuse 
invitation of teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : Sok cari temen groupnya! Satu sebelah  
  sini! 
 S : didieu we bu 
 
 Student used refusal strategy by say “didieu we bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “di sini saja bu”. In here mom (English 
language)”. In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. The condition of this case, when the teacher 
gave suggestion to student for move from their place but student 
refused it. 
d) General acceptance with excuse 
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 This refusal strategy was used by student to refuse offer 
of teacher. The conversation of that we can see in transcript 
011/A1/GAE/M2 in data 2. The conversation is: 
 T : Teu ngurut gapapa sok 
 S : ah abi mah hoyong ngurut we, bagus  
  ngurut bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refuse offer of 
teacher, student said “ah abi mah hoyong ngurut we, bagus 
ngurut bu”. In Indonesia language is “Saya pengennya 
berurutan bu, bagus kalau berurutan”. I want it sequentially 
mom, will good if sequentially (English language)”. In this 
case, student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit 
utterance. The condition, when teacher gave offer to student for 
do not arrang but student refused it. 
e) Offers an alternative 
 Offers an alternative was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 012/A1/OA/M2 in data 2 
showed that. The conversation is: 
 T : Paling tidak dua! 
 S : Paling tidak dua ceunah, jadi kudu  
  nyieun tilu 
 
 The conversation showed that student say “paling tidak 
dua ceunah, jadi kudu nyieun deui”. In Indonesia language is 
“Paling tidak dua, jadi harus bikin dua.” At least two, so you 
have to make two (English language)”. In this case, student 
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used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition 
of this case, when teacher ask student to make two question 
minimum but student refused it. 
 
f) Divert and district the addressee 
 The transcript 013/A1/DD/M2 in data 2 showed that 
student use refusal strategy to refuse offer of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Boleh, kalau dikonsep dulu manga 
 S : Bu masa harus dijawab deui bu? 
 
 The conversation showed that student used refusal 
strategy with said “bu masa harus dijawab deui bu?”. In 
Indonesia language is “masa harus dijawab lagi bu?”. Time 
must be answered again mom (English language)”. In this 
case, student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit 
utterance. This condition is when teacher gave offer to student 
for make a concept but student refused it. 
g) Postponement 
 Postponement is the refusal strategy used to refuse 
invitation of teacher in this case. The transcript 014/A1/P/M2 in 
data 2 was showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Mana? Ayo semuanya udah? 
 S : ngke heula bu 
 S : belum bu 
 S : pr keun we bu, hoyong pr 
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 The conversation showed that student used refusal 
strategy, the student said “ngke heula bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “Nanti dulu bu”. Just a minutes mom (English 
language)”. In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. The condition of this case is when teacher 
gave invitation to collect the question but student refused it. 
4) Closing 
 In this section, teacher gave some motivation to student for spirit 
in learning and teaching. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Offer an alternative 
 This strategy was used by student to refuse offers of 
teacher. The transcript 015/A1/OA/M2 in data 2 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Nanti kumpulkan yah, sok sekarang boleh  
  istirahat. 
 S : Bawa pulang we bu 
 
 This conversation showed that student refused offer of 
teacher by say “bawa pulang we bu”. In Indonesia language is 
“Dibawa pulang saja bu”. Bring at home mom (English 
language)”. In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy 
and explicit utterance. The condition, when teacher asked 
student for collect the question after break but student don’t 
agree with teacher. 
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 In the second meeting of XI IPA 1 by Mrs. Elin Roslinda M. Pd, student 
used refusal strategies in 5M are observing (mengamati), questioning 
(mempertanyakan), exploring (mengekplorasi),  associating (mengasosiasi), 
and communicating (mengkomunikasikan), sections student do not make a 
refusal strategy. The total of refusal strategies are 15 data. In this section, 
refusal strategies used to refuse invitations, offers, suggestions, and requests 
of the teacher. The topic of this section is asking and giving opinion. 
d. Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 1 in Meeting 
Two 
Table 4.2 Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 1 in 
Meeting 2 
No Refusal Strategies Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm 
0  0 
2. Offers an alternative 4 26,66 
3. Postponement (delaying 
answer) 
1 6,66 
4. Put the blame on a third party 
or something over which you 
have no control 
1 6,66 
5. Avoidance 2 13,33 
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6. General acceptance of an 
offer but giving no details 
1 6,66 
7. Divert and distract the 
addressee 
2 13,33 
8. General acceptance with 
excuse 
2 13,33 
9. Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
2 13,33 
Total 15 100 
 Based on the table above, in the second of XI Science 1 class in the 
second meeting used mostly offers an alternative (26,66%) in the teaching 
learning process at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. The be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm not found in this meeting. In addition, other kinds of refusal 
strategies that were used by the students are 1) Postponement (delaying 
answer) (6,66%), 2) put the blame on a third party or something over which 
you have no control (6,66%), 3) avoidance (13,33%) 4) general acceptance 
of an offer but giving no details (6,66%), 5) divert and distract the addressee 
(13,33%) general acceptance with excuse (13,33%), 6) say what is offered 
is inappropriate (13,33%), 7) general acceptance with excuse(13,33%) 
From the percentage above, its means that offers an alternative  most used 
by XI IPA 1 in the second meeting in teaching and learning process. 
e. The first meeting on English learning process at XI IPA 2 class. 
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1) Opening 
 In opening the class, teacher greets the students used some 
utterances which can attract students in learning process in the next. 
Start from saying greeting, asking student’s condition, and 
commanding student to do something. Teacher prepare students 
psychologically and physically to follow the learning process with 
greet, engage learners and their appearance class tidied up, and 
check for the presence of the students. On the analysis of the first 
meeting in XI IPA 2 that appear include: 
a) Avoidance 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 001/A2/A/M1 in data 3 
showed refusal strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Ok, I am very well thank you. Only angga  
  getting sick today? Satu orang? Cuma  
  angga. 
 S : teuing teu apal. 
 
 The student said “teuing teu apal” to refuse request of 
teacher. In Indonesia language is “tidak tau”. I don’t know 
(English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. The condition is when teacher 
asked to student who is absen today in the class and she just said 
Angga getting sick, gave request to student but student refused 
it. 
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b) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The transcript 002/A2/SWO/M1 in data 3 was showed 
strategy of refusal by student to refuse offer of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : terus apa lagi? What do you feel boleh. 
 S : Ah urang mah moal make eta 
 
 The condition in this case is when teacher gave offer to 
student for make a question with what do you feel, but student 
choose other sentence to make a question. Student refused offer 
of teacher with said “ah urang mah moal make eta.” In 
Indonesia language is “Ah saya tidak akan pakai itu”. I will not 
use it (English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. 
2) Observing 
 In this section teacher gave some question of asking and giving 
opinion. Then the students answered it. The next, student make 
some question. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Offer an alternative 
 The conversation of this case is: 
 T : What is your name? number two langsung! 
 S : my name is liza, number one we nya bu 
 
 That is refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The student said “my name is liza, 
number one we nya bu”. In Indonesia language is “Nama saya 
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liza, nomor satu saja bu”. my name is liza, stiil number one 
mom(English langauge). In this case, student used indirect 
refusal strategy and explicit utterance. Student refused 
suggestion of teacher. The condition is when teacher suggested 
to student for answered just number two, but student refused that 
suggestion. The transcript 003/A2/OA/M1 in data 3 is 
conversation for this case. 
 
b) General acceptance with excuse 
 General acceptance with excuse strategy used in this 
case to refuse offer of teacher. The transcript 004/A2/GAE/M1 
in data 3 showed this strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Don’t eat yakin? 
 S : nooo, maneh we atuh don’t eat mah. 
 
 This condition, when the teacher gave offers to student 
for choose don’t eat or don’t drink, but the student refused her 
utterance. The student said “nooo, maneh we atuh don’t eat 
mah”. In Indonesia language is “tidak, kamu saja yang jangan 
makan”. No, you don’t eat (English language). In this case, 
student used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. 
c) Offer an alternative 
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 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 005/A2/OA/M1 in data 3 
showed that strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Berarti permennya ga boleh, awas nanti  
  kalau ada yang makan. 
 S : Ulah don’t eat, don’t drink we 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused offer of 
teacher. The student said “ulah don’t eat, don’t drink we”. In 
Indonesia language is “jangan tidak boleh makan, tidak boleh 
minum saja”. Choose don’t drink, not don’t eat (English 
language). In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. The condition this case, when teacher gave 
offers to student for don’t eat that candy but student refused it. 
d) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The transcript 006/A2/SWO/M1 in data 3 showed that 
student used refusal strategy to refuse invitation of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Iya beda lagi! Ini yang kedua every body  
  stand up! 
 S : Lah ngging bu 
 
 The condition of this case, when teacher gave invitation 
to student for stand up but the student refused it. The student 
refused invitation of teacher by said “lah ngging bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “ jangan bu”. Don’t mom (English 
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language). In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. 
3) Questioning 
 This section showed that student discuss with their friends to 
make some question. Teacher and student used more dialogue in this 
section. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) General acceptance with excuse. 
 This strategy was used by student to refuse offer of 
teacher. The transcript 007/A2/GAE/M1 in data 3 showed this 
strategy. The conversation is: 
 T  : Every body sit down! What you have to do 
  it? You should make two question asking  
  asking about opinion. Hanya dua saja. 
 S : Jangan dua bu, satu boleh? 
 
 The conversation showed about refusal strategy used by 
student, the student said “jangan dua bu, satu boleh?”. Not two 
mom, can one? (English language). In this case, student used 
direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of 
this case, when teacher offers to student for make two questions 
about asking opinion, but student refused it. 
b)  General acceptance of an offer but giving no detail 
 This refusal strategy was used by student to refuse offer 
of teacher. The transcript 008/A2/GA/M1 in data 3 showed 
refusal strategy. The conversation is: 
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 T : I give you only five minutes to do! Go  
  head. Sok lima menit saja cukup lah   
  pertanyaan temen-temen. What do you fell,  
  terserah lah. 
 S : Ah mbung 
 
 The conversation showed that student say “ah mbung” 
to refuse offer of teacher. In Indonesia language is “ah tidak 
mau”. Don’t not want (English language). In this case, student 
used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition 
in this case, when teacher gave example of make a question 
about asking and opinion, and the student refused it. 
 
c) Postponement 
 Postponement used in this conversation to refuse 
invitation of teacher. The transcript 009/A2/P/M1 was showed 
about refusal strategy. The conversation is: 
 T  : Pongporang? Go head! 
 S : Ngke heula bu, banjir naon? 
 
 The condition is when teacher invited student to come 
forward to answer question, and then the student refused by say 
“ngke heula bu, banjir naon?”. In Indonesia language is “Nanti 
dulu bu, banjir apa?”. Just a minutes mom, what is flood? 
(English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. 
d) Avoidance 
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 The transcript 010/A2/A/M1 in data 3 showed about 
refusal strategy of student to refuse offer of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Match, match, matematik. In English 
 S : In Indonesia we bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student used utterance to 
refuse offer of teacher, the student said “in indonesia we bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “Bahasa Indonesia saja bu”. In 
Indonesia language mom (English language). In this case, 
student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The 
condition of this case is when teacher gave offer to student for 
make an answer with English language but student refused it. 
4) Exploring 
a) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
 This strategy was used by student to refuse invitation of 
teacher. The transcript 011/A2/BHS/M1 in data 3 showed that 
strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Come on! What do you think of senior high 
  school one banjarsari? 
 S : just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly 
 
 The condition of this case is when student refused offer 
of teacher to come forward to answer question. But the student 
refused that utterance by “silent”. 
b) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
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 The transcript 012/A2/SWO/M1 in data 3 showed about 
refusal strategy was used by student to refuse offer of teacher. 
The conversation is: 
 T : Buah, tapi tidak boleh yang sudah dibahas. 
  Water melon, banana, dragon fruit, dragon  
  ball ya. Sok kasih name of your groups and  
  member of your group. 
 S : Ah ribet ah 
 
 In this case, teacher gave offer for name of student group 
with water melon, banana, dragon fruit groups but student refuse 
it. The student was refused it by said “ah ribet ah”. Ah very 
complicated (English language). In this case, student used 
indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. 
c) Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control. 
 The refusal strategy used to refuse offer of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Di luar boleh 
 S : Yuk ah di wc di wc, daripada di luar. 
 
 This conversation showed in transcript 013/A2/PB/M1 
in data 3. The condition of this case is when student refused 
teacher offer to answer question in front of class but student 
refused it by said “yuk ah di wc di wc, daripada di luar.” Let’s 
go in bathroom, of the out class (English language). In this 
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case, student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit 
utterance. 
5) Associating 
 This section, student answered the question of other group. 
Teacher asked to student for read their answer of group. The refusal 
strategies found are: 
a) Postponement 
 The transcript 014/A2/A/M1 in data 3 showed that 
student used refusal strategy to refuse request of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
  T : Finish? Give to me! 
  S : Nanti dulu bu, belom dikasih nama. 
 
  The condition of this case is when teacher request to give 
their job to her but student refused, the student said “nanti dulu 
bu, belom dikasih nama”. Just a minutes mom, I don’t put the 
name (English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. 
b) General acceptance with excuse 
 The refusal strategy used to refuse suggestion of teacher. 
The transcript 015/A2/P/M1 in data 3 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Jangan pegang hp ya! 
 S : Ibu bade ijin pegang hp, bade ngawa  
  mamah da kacamata abi tinggaleun. 
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 This conversation showed that teacher gave some 
suggestion to student for don’t use mobile phone but student 
refused it. The student said “ibu bade ijin pegang hp, bade 
ngawa mamah da kacamata abi tinggaleun”. In Indonesia 
language is “Ibu mau izin pegang HP, mau ngewa mamah 
karena kacamata saya ketinggalan”. Permission mom, I will 
using mobile phone, because my glasses remainder (English 
language). In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. 
6) Communicating 
 This section, student read the question answer from other 
groups. And then, the refusal strategies found are: 
a) Avoidance 
 The transcript 016/A2/A/M1 in data 3 showed about 
refusal strategy was used by student to refuse invitation of 
teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : Yah ready! Grape, one of you come  
  forward. Salah satu dari kalian kesini. 
 S : Jig maneh we jig 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher by say “jig maneh we jig.” In Indonesia language is 
“sana kamu saja coba itu”. Let’s you try it (English language). 
In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit 
utterance. The condition, when student gave suggestion to 
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student for come forward to answer question but student refused 
it. 
b) Divert and district the addresses 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 017/A2/DD/M1 in data 3 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Apa? Developing country. Negara   
  berkembang sama dengan Negara maju.  
  Developing. 
 S : Emang uhun bu? 
 
 The student says “emang uhun bu” to refuse utterance 
of teacher. In Indonesia language is “Apa iya bu?”. Is it true 
mom (English language). In this case, student used indirect 
refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of this case 
in when teacher suggest that developing country same with 
Negara maju but student refused the utterance. 
c) General acceptance with excuse 
 In this case, student refused request of teacher. The 
transcript 018/A2/GAE/M1 showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Ok the next! 
 S : What is your opinion of in my feeling  
  challenge? In my opinion its make a fun,  
  but don’t safety for other people 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
the teacher. In this case, the condition is when student come 
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forward to give her argument, in her argument he explain that he 
doesn’t agree with that challenge.  
d) Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control. 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 019/A2/PB/M1 in data 3 
showed refusal strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Science class is like social class katanya 
 S : Wah penghinaan eta mah euy 
 
  The conversation showed that student refused 
suggestion of teacher, the student said “wah penghinaan eta 
mah euy”. In Indonesia language is “wah penghinaan itu”. 
Wow that’s insult (English language). In this case, student used 
indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of 
this case is when teacher suggest that science class is like social 
class and the student refuse the utterance. 
 In the first meeting of XI IPA 2 by Mrs. Elin Roslinda M. Pd, student 
used refusal strategies in 5M are observing (mengamati), questioning 
(mempertanyakan), exploring (mengekplorasi),  associating (mengasosiasi), 
and communicating (mengkomunikasikan), but in the closing (penutup) 
section student do not make a refusal strategy. The total of refusal strategies 
are 19 data. In this section, refusal strategies used to refuse invitations, 
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offers, suggestions, and requests of the teacher. The topic of this section is 
asking and giving opinion. 
f. Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 2 in Meeting 
One 
Table 4.3 Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 2 in 
Meeting 1 
No Refusal Strategies Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack of 
enthusiasm 
 1 5,26 
2. Offers an alternative 2 10,53 
3. Postponement (delaying answer) 2 10,53 
4. Put the blame on a third party or 
something over which you have 
no control 
2 10,53 
5. Avoidance 3 15,8 
6. General acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details 
1 5,26 
7. Divert and distract the addressee 2 10,53 
8. General acceptance with excuse 3 15,8 
9. Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
3 15,8 
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Total 19 100 
 Based on the table above, in the second meeting XI Science 2 class used 
mostly avoidance and say what is offered are 1) avoidance, 2) general 
acceptance with excuse, and 3) say what is offered is inappropriate (15,8%) 
in the teaching learning process at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. The kinds of refusal 
strategies that were used by the students are 1) be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm (5,26%), 2) Offers an alternative (10,53%), 3) Postponement 
(delaying answer) (10,53%), 4) put the blame on a third party or something 
over which you have no control (10,53%), 5) general acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details (5,26%), 6) divert and distract the addressee (10,53%). 
From the percentage above, its means that avoidance and say what is offered 
is inappropriate was mostly used by XI Science 2 in the first meeting in 
teaching and learning process. 
g. The second meeting on English learning process at XI Science 2 class. 
1) Opening 
 In opening the class, teacher greets the students used some 
utterances which can attract students in learning process in the next. 
Start from said greeting, asking student’s condition, and 
commanding student to do something. Teacher prepared students 
psychologically and physically to follow the learning process with 
greet, engage learners and their appearance class tidied up, and 
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checked for the presence of the students. On the analysis of the first 
meeting in XI Science 2 that appear include: 
a) Be silent, hesitate, show lack an enthusiasm 
 The refusal strategy used to refuse request of teacher. 
The transcript 001/A2/BHS/M2 in data 4 showed about the 
strategy. The conversation is: 
 T : Angga only angga? 
 S : Just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly 
 The conversation showed that teacher gave request to 
answer her question but the student just silent to refuse that 
utterance. 
b) Postponement 
 The transcript 002/A2/P/M2 in data 4 showed that 
student refused utterance of teacher. The utterance of teacher is 
request. The conversation is: 
 T : Bahasa inggris wajib kapan ya? Bahasa  
  inggris wajib teh senin ya? 
 S : Sanes bu, kemarin bu 
 
 The conversation showed that teacher gave request to 
student, but student refused it. The condition of this case is when 
teacher gave request to student for answer her question and then 
student refused the utterance. 
c) Avoidance 
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 The refusal strategy used to refuse offer of teacher. The 
transcript 003/A2/A/M2 in data 4 showed it. The conversation 
is: 
 T : Don’t eat? Berarti ga boleh minum ga  
  boleh makan 
 S : Puasa abi mah bu 
 
 The condition of that conversation is when student 
refused offer of teacher, the student said “puasa abi mah bu”. 
In Indonesia language is “Saya puasa bu”. I am fasting mom 
(English language). In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. Teacher gave offer to student for 
don’t eat in teaching learning process. 
2) Questioning 
 This section showed that student discuss with their friends to 
make some question. Teacher and student used more dialogue in this 
section. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Divert and district the addressee 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 004/A2/DD/M2 in data 4 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Saya menempatkan some pictures outside  
  of the class, you can discuss with your  
  friend! One group consist of four person 
 S : Five we atuh bu 
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 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “five atuh bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “Lima saja bu”. Just five mom (English language). 
In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit 
utterance. The condition in this case, when teacher gave 
suggestion to student for make one group consists of four 
persons and then the student refused it. 
b) Avoidance 
 The transcript 005/A2/A/M2 in data 4 showed that 
student used refusal strategy to refuse suggestion of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Sok cari disitu gambarnya! 
 S : Ah di dieu we bu 
 
 The condition in this case is when teacher gave 
suggestion to student for search the picture inside of teacher but 
student refused it. The utterance of the student is “ah di dieu we 
bu”. In Indonesia language is “Ah di sini saja bu”. In here mom 
(English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. 
3) Associating 
 This section, student answered the question of other group. 
Teacher asked to student for read their answer of group. The refusals 
strategy found are: 
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a) Postponement 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 006/A2/A/M2 in data 4 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Dikonsep dulu, nanti hasilnya saya berikan 
  folionya yah. Ada? Sok cari dulu temenya 
 S : Ngke heula bu, teu acan aya groupna 
 
 Delaying answer of student is strategy of refusal. 
Students said “ngke heula bu, teu acan aya groupna” to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. In Indonesia language is “ntar dulu bu, 
belum ada groupnya”. Just a minute mom, there is not group 
yet (English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of this case, when 
teacher suggest student to search their friend but student refused 
it. 
b) General acceptance with excuse 
 The transcript 007/A2/GAE/M2 in data 4 showed that 
student used refusal strategy to refuse suggestion of teacher. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Sampai lima kok 
 S : Ih kedah 7 panginten bu, tapi upami  
  hoyong adil nya 7 orang bu. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “ih kedah 7 panginten bu, tapi upami 
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hoyong adil nya 7 orang bu.” In Indonesia language is “Ih, 
harusnya 7 kanyanya bu, tapi kalau mau adil ya 7 orang bu”. 
It’s must be 7 people mom, but if you want to be fair is 7 
people mom (English language). In this case, student used 
indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition in 
this case is when teacher give suggestion to student for make a 
group consist of 7 persons but student refused it. 
c) Avoidance 
 The refusal strategy used to refuse offers of teacher. The 
transcript 008/A2/A/M2 in data 4 showed it. The conversation 
is: 
 T : Semua, jadi dari a sampai e 
 S : Ih nya seer bu 
 
 The condition in this case is teacher gave offer to student 
for make a group start from a until e but student refused it. The 
utterance of the student is “ih nya seer bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “ih, banyak banget bu”. A lot of member mom 
(English language). In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. 
d) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The transcript 009/A2/SWO/M2 in data 4 showed that 
student refused suggestion of the teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : Iya sok, go ahead. Direncanakuen dulu aja 
  nanti dicatat! 
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 S : Langsung we bu ah 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “langusng we ah”. In Indonesia 
language is “langsung saja bu”. Straight to mom (English 
language). In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy and 
explicit utterance. The condition of this case, when teacher 
suggest to student for make a draft and then wrote the question 
but student refused it. 
e) Offer an alternative 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse offer 
of teacher. The transcript 010/A2/OA/M2 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Sok bebas, sayuran sok 
 S : Tina buah-buahan we nya bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused offer of 
teacher, the student said “tina buah-buahan we bu.” In 
Indonesia language is “Dari buah-buahan saja bu”. From 
fruits mom (English language). In this case, student used 
indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition in 
this case, when teacher gave offers to student for make a group 
with name of vegetables but student refused it. 
4) Closing 
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 In this section, teacher gave some motivation to student for spirit 
in learning and teaching. The refusal strategies found are: 
 
a) Avoidance 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 011/A2/A/M2 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Ngke kumpulkeun nya di meja ibu pas  
  istirahat! 
 S : Pas pulang we bu 
 
 The condition of this case, when teacher gave request to 
student collected the answer in her table but student refused it. 
The utterance of student is “pas pulang we bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “Waktu pulang saja bu”. Just go home mom 
(English language). In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. 
 In the second meeting of XI Science 2 by Mrs. Elin Roslinda M. Pd, 
student used refusal strategies in 5M are observing (mengamati), questioning 
(mempertanyakan), exploring (mengekplorasi), associating (mengasosiasi), 
and communicating (mengkomunikasikan), sections student do not make a 
refusal strategy. The total of refusal strategies are 11. In this section, refusal 
strategies used to refuse invitations, offers, suggestions, and requests of the 
teacher. The topic of this section is asking and giving opinion. 
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h. Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI IPA 2 in Meeting 
Two 
Table 4.4 Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI IPA 2 in 
Meeting 2 
No Refusal Strategies Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm 
1  9,1 
2. Offers an alternative 1 9,1 
3. Postponement (delaying 
answer) 
2 18,2 
4. Put the blame on a third party 
or something over which you 
have no control 
0 0 
5. Avoidance 4 36,36 
6. General acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details 
0 0 
7. Divert and distract the 
addressee 
1 9,1 
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8. General acceptance with 
excuse 
1 9,1 
9. Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
1 9,1 
Total 11 100 
 Based on the table above, in the second meeting XI IPA 2 class used 
mostly avoidance (36,36%) in the teaching learning process at SMAN 1 
Banjarsari. The kind of refusal are 1) put the blame on a third party or 
something over which you have no control and 2) general acceptance of an 
offer but giving no details not found in this meeting. In addition, other kinds 
of refusal strategies that were used by the students are 1) be silent, hesitate, 
show lack of enthusiasm (9,1%), 2) offers an alternative (9,1%), 3) 
Postponement (delaying answer) (18,2%), 4) divert and distract the 
addressee (9,1%), 5) general acceptance with excuse (9,1%), 6) say what is 
offered is inappropriate (9,1%). The avoidance mostly used by XI Science 
1 in the second meeting in teaching and learning process. 
i. The first meeting on English learning process at XI Science 4 class. 
1) Opening 
 In opening the class, teacher greets the students used some 
utterances which can attract students in learning process in the next. 
Start from saying greeting, asking student’s condition, and 
commanding student to do something. Teacher prepare students 
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psychologically and physically to follow the learning process with 
greet, engage learners and their appearance class tidied up, and 
checked for the presence of the students. On the analysis of the first 
meeting in XI Science 4 that appear include: 
a) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 001/A4/SWO/M1 in data 5 
showed about it. The conversation is: 
 T : No hnd phone ya! 
 S : Lahhhh 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “lahhh”. In this case, student used 
indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of 
this case, when teacher suggest student don’t used hand phone 
in the class but student refused it. 
2) Observing 
 In this section teacher gave some question of asking and giving 
opinion. And then the students answered it. The next, student make 
some question. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Divert and distract the addressee 
 In the class, student used refusal strategy to refuse 
request of teacher. The utterance between teacher and student is: 
 T : Tidak boleh makan dikelas? Tidak boleh  
  makan dikelas ya? 
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 S : Yah ketika pelajaran ibu aja? Don’t  
  drink? 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher, the student said “yah ketika pelajaran ibu aja? Don’t 
drink?”. In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy and 
explicit utterance. The condition of this case is when teacher 
gave role in her class to student for don’t drink in the class but 
student refused it. The transcript for this case has write in 
002/A4/DD/M1 of 5 data. 
b) Avoidance 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse offer 
of teacher. The transcript 003/A4/A/M1 in data 5 was showed it. 
The conversation is 
 T : Bener don’t drink? 
 S : Ihhhh alim bu, haus 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused offer of 
teacher, the student said “ih alim bu, haus”. In Indosnesia 
language is “ih, gak mau bu, haus”. I don’t want mom, thirsty 
(English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of this case, when 
teacher gave offer to student for don’t drink, and then student 
refused it. 
c) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
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 The transcript 004/A4/BHS/M1 in data 5 showed that 
student refused request of teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : We can change some information, good!  
  Another opinion? Answer the number one.  
  Up your hand! 
 S : just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher, the student did not said everything. The condition of this 
case, when teacher gave offer to student for answer the question 
but student just silent. 
 
 
d) Offer an alternative 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse offer 
of teacher. The transcript 005/A4/OA/M1 in data 5 showed it. 
The conversation is: 
 T  : For, what’s your opinion about facebook?  
  Up your hand if your answer and ask  
  question. 
 S : Tadi urang nggeus, geura maneh lah! 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused offers of 
teacher, the student said “tadi urang nggeus, geura maneh 
lah!”. In Indonesia language is “Tadi saya sudah, sekarang 
giliran kamu”. I have already, now it’s your turn (English 
language). In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy and 
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explicit utterance. The condition of this case, when teacher 
asked to student for answer the question and then student refused 
it. 
e) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 006/A4/SWO/M1 in data 5 
showed about that. The conversation is: 
 T : Yuliaaaaa 
 S : Ih nging abi atuh bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher, the student said “ih nging abi atuh bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “Ih jangan saya bu”. Don’t choose me mom 
(English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of this case, when 
teacher request student to come forward, answered question and 
then student refused it. 
f) Avoidance 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 007/A4/A/M1 in data 5 was 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Ok finish? You dandi udah? 
 S : nging abi heula nya bu, nu  sanes heula. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refuse request of 
teacher by say “nging abii heula bu, nu sanes heula”. In 
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Indonesia language is “Jangan saya dulu bu, yang lain saja 
dulu”. Don’t me first mom, the other first (English language). 
The condition is when teacher gave request for student to ask 
question but student refused it. 
g) General acceptance of an offer but giving not details 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 008/A4/GA/M1 in data 5 
was showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : I think ridwan love to me 
 S : Astagfirullahaladzim 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “Astagfirullahaladzim”. The 
condition of this case is when teacher give some utterances to 
student that him love teacher but student refused it. 
h) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
 In this case, student used refusal strategy to refuse 
invitation of teacher. The transcript 009/A4/BHS/M1 in data 5 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Go ahead, up your hand! Come on! 
 S : Just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly 
 The conversation showed that student refused invitation 
of teacher, the student did not said everything. The condition, 
when teacher ask to student for come forward to answer but 
student refused it. 
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i) Postponement 
 Postponement was used by student to refuse suggestion 
of teacher. This case can see in transcript 010/A4/P/M1 in data 
5. The conversation is: 
 T : Ok 5 minutes life. 5 menit lagi! Cuma bikin 
  3, just question. Hanya pertanyaan saja ga  
  butuh jawaban. 
 S : Ih bu, jangan sekarang. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher. The condition, when teacher gave suggestion to 
student for collected their job 5 minutes again, but the student 
refused it. 
 
 
3) Exploring 
a) Avoidance 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
invitation of teacher. The transcript 011/A4/A/M1 in data 5 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Representative of guavas group? Siapa  
  yang mau menjelaskan dari guavas group?  
  Come forward! 
 S : Ulah urang, maneh be jig. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused invitation 
of teacher, the student said “ulah urang, maneh be jig”. In 
Indonesia language is “Jangan saya, kamu dulu saja”. Don’t 
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me, you just first (English language). In this case, student used 
direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition is 
when teacher invited some student from guavas group but 
student rejected it. 
b) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The transcript 012/A4/SWO/M1 in data 5 showed that 
student refused request of teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : Finish? Kumpulkan! 
 S : Acan bu, ke heula 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher, the student said “acan bu, ke heula”. In Indonesia 
language is “Belum bu, nanti dulu”. Not yet mom, just a 
minutes (English language). In this case, student used direct 
refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition is when 
teacher invited student to collect their job but student refused it. 
c) Postponement 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 013/A4/P/M1 in data 5 showed 
it. The conversation is: 
 T : Finish? Kumpulkan! 
 S : Acan bu, ke heula. 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher by say “acan bu, ke haula”. In Indonesia language is 
“Belum bu, nanti dulu”. Not yet mom, just a minute (English 
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language). In this case, student used direct refusal strategy and 
implicit utterance. The condition is when teacher ask to student 
to collect the question of opinion but student refused it. 
d) General acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
 This strategy was used by student to refuse suggestion of 
teacher. The transcript 014/A4/GA/M1 in data 5 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : Pelit, orangnya pelit berarti kikir? Apa ya? 
  Kikir ya berarti ya. Orangnya pelit, kalau  
  uang boleh kata yang lain. do not give a lot  
  of money. She doesn’t give a lot of money.  
  Banyak uang. 
 S : Bukan money bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “bukan money bu”. Not money 
mom (English language). In this case, student used direct refusal 
strategy and implicit utterance. The condition of this case, when 
student explain about “pelit” in English language and then the 
student refused it. 
4) Communicating 
 This section, student read the question answer from other 
groups. And then, the refusal strategies found are: 
a) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
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 This strategy was used by student to refuse suggestion of 
teacher. The transcript 015/A4/BHS/M1 in data 5 was showed 
it. The conversation is: 
 T : Ok good, thank you so much. Sebuah  
  koreksi tadi. Bukan we opinion tapi our  
  opinion ya. Dragon fruit! Which one. Go  
  ahead 
 S : just silent (in the class student make their  
  sound louderly 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher. The condition is when teacher asked to student to 
come forward to answer question but student refused it. 
 In the firts meeting of XI IPA 4 by Mrs. Elin Roslinda M. Pd, student 
used refusal strategies in 5M are observing (mengamati), questioning 
(mempertanyakan), exploring (mengekplorasi),  associating (mengasosiasi), 
and communicating (mengkomunikasikan), sections student do not make a 
refusal strategy. The total of refusal strategies are 15. In this section, refusal 
strategies used to refuse invitations, offers, suggestions, and requests of the 
teacher. The topic of this section are asking and giving opinion. 
j.  Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 4 in Meeting 
One 
Table 4.5 Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 4 in 
Meeting 1 
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No Refusal Strategies Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm 
 3 20 
2. Offers an alternative 1 6,66 
3. Postponement (delaying 
answer) 
2 13,33 
4. Put the blame on a third party 
or something over which you 
have no control 
0 0 
5. Avoidance 3 20 
6. General acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details 
2 13,33 
7. Divert and distract the 
addressee 
1 6,66 
8. General acceptance with 
excuse 
0 0 
9. Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
3 20 
Total 15 100 
 Based on the table above, in the first meeting of XI Science 4 class 
meeting used mostly 1) be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 2) 
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avoidance, 3) say what is offered is inappropriate (20%) in the teaching 
learning process at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. The kind of refusal are 1) put the 
blame on a third party or something over which you have no control and 2) 
general acceptance with excuse not found in this meeting. In addition, other 
kinds of refusal strategies that used by the students are 1) offers an 
alternative (6,66%), 2) general acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
(13,33%), 3) Postponement (delaying answer) (13,33%), 4) divert and 
distract the addressee (6,66%). From the avoidance most used by XI 
Science 4 in the first meeting in teaching and learning process. 
k. The second meeting on English learning process at XI Science 4 class. 
1) Opening 
 In opening the class, teacher greets the students used some 
utterances which can attract students in learning process in the next. 
Start from saying greeting, asking student’s condition, and 
commanding student to do something. Teacher prepare students 
psychologically and physically to follow the learning process with 
greet, engage learners and their appearance class tidied up, and 
checked for the presence of the students. On the analysis of the first 
meeting in XI Science 4 that appear include: 
 
 
a) Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have 
no control 
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 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 001/A4/PB/M2 in data 6 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : I am good, tiara still getting sick. Tiara  
  masih sakit dirawat di puskesmas banjar? 
  S : Di rumah sakit bu, sanes di puskesmas 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher, the student said “di rumah sakit bu, sanes di 
puskesmas”. In Indonesia language is “Di rumah sakit bu, 
bukan di puskesmas.” In the hospital mom, not puskesmas 
(English language). In this case, student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. The condition of this case, when 
teacher gave request to student for answer her question that 
where tiara now? But student was refused it. 
2) Observing 
 In this section teacher gave some question of asking and giving 
opinion. And then the students answered it. The next, student make 
some question. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Avoidance 
 In transcript 002/A4/A/M2 in data 6 showed that student 
refused request of teacher. The conversation about this case is: 
 T : Peminatan! What you opinion or what do  
  you think about? Sudah di kedepankan  
  sudah? 
 S : Alim ka depankeun bu 
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 That conversation showed that student refused request of 
the teacher, the student said “alim ka depankeun bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “Tidak mau ke depankan bu”. Do not 
want to come forward mom (English language). In this case, 
student used direct refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The 
condition is when student request to student for collect the 
question but student refused it. 
3) Questioning 
 This section showed that student discuss with their friends to 
make some question. Teacher and student used more dialogue in this 
section. The refusal strategies found are: 
a) Say what is offered is inappropriate 
 The strategy was used by student to refuse request of 
teacher. The conversation is: 
 T : Terus apa lagi? 
 S : Nging disebutkeun hiji-hiji we bu! 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused request of 
teacher by say “nging disebutkeun we bu”. In Indonesia 
language is “Jangan disebutkan satu-satu bu”. Do not mention 
one by one (English language). In this case, student used direct 
refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The transcript of 
conversation in 003/A4/SWO/M2 in data 6. The condition of 
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this case when student refuse request to repeat all of the question 
but student refused it. 
b) Divert and district the addressee 
 In this case student make a refusal strategy to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 004/A4/DD/M2 in data 6 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Nah, I want to add with a suggestion. What 
  is the meaning of suggestion? 
 S : sugesti meren bu? 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “sugesti meren bu?”. In Indonesia 
language is “suggesti kali bu”. Suggestion mom (English 
language). In this case, student used indirect refusal strategy and 
explicit utterance. The condition of this case, when student 
refused suggestion of teacher about material but student refused 
it. 
c) Avoidance 
 Avoidance is refusal strategy was used by student to 
refuse suggestion in this case. The transcript 005/A4/A/M2 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Don’t sleep 
 S : Duh hayang sare kadituna 
 
 The conversation showed refusal strategy of student to 
refuse suggestion from teacher. The condition is when teacher 
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suggest to student for don’t sleep in the class but student refuse 
it by say “duh haying sare kadituna”. In Indonesia language is 
“Duh pengen tidur”. I want sleep (English language). In this 
case, student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit 
utterance. 
d) General acceptance of an offer but giving no details 
 The strategy of this case is when student refused offers 
of teacher. The transcript 006/A4/GA/M2 in data 6 showed it. 
The conversation is: 
 T : Boleh sok, six and seven 
 S : Ya Allah 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused offer of 
teacher, the student said “Ya Allah”. The condition is when 
teacher gave offer to student for make group six or seven person 
but student refused it. 
e) Offer an alternative 
 The strategy was used by student to refuse suggestion of 
teacher. The transcript 007/A4/OA/M2 in data 6 showed it. The 
conversation is: 
 T : What is your view about that? In English  
  ya 
 S : Pake bahasa Indonesia we bu 
 
 The conversation showed that student refused suggestion 
of teacher, the student said “pake bahasa indonesia we bu”. In 
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Indonesia language is “Pakai bahasa Indonesia saja bu”. In 
Indonesia language mom (English language). In this case, 
student used indirect refusal strategy and explicit utterance. The 
condition is when student refused suggestion of the teacher to 
answer question make an English language but student refused 
it. 
f) General acceptance with excuse 
 The strategy of refusal was used by student to refuse 
suggestion of teacher. The transcript 008/A4/GAE/M2 in data 6 
was showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Dibuat asking and giving opinion! Jadi two 
  opinon about picture apa dan lain   
  sebagainya gitu. Bagaimana giving   
  opinionnya? Terus ada dikasih   
  suggestionnya gitu. Kedah nyambung  
  diantara itu. 
 S : asana tiasa bu tapi waktosna lami 
 
 The condition of this case when teacher gave some 
suggestions to student for make a good question and the student 
refused it. The utterance of student is “asana tiasa bu, tapi 
waktosna lami”. In Indonesia language is “Kayanya bisa bu, 
tapi waktunya lama”. It’s can mom, but it’s a long time 
(English language). In this case student used indirect refusal 
strategy and explicit utterance. 
4) Closing 
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 In this section, teacher gave some motivations to student for 
spirit in learning and teaching. The refusal strategies found are: 
 
 
a) Postponement 
 The refusal strategy was used by student to refuse 
request of teacher. The transcript 009/A4/P/M2 in data 6 was 
showed it. The conversation is: 
 T : Ibu ada perlu dulu, nanti  dikumpulin  
  istirahatnya! 
 S : Istirahat kedua we nya bu. 
 
 The conversation showed that student used refusal 
strategy, the student said “istirahat kedua we nya bu”. In 
Indonesia language is “Istirahat kedua saja bu”. In the second 
break mom (English language). In this case, student used direct 
refusal strategy and implicit utterance. The condition is when 
teacher request to collect answer of student in office and the 
student refused it. 
  In the first meeting of XI Science 4 by Mrs. Elin Roslinda M. 
Pd, student used refusal strategies in 5M are observing (mengamati), 
questioning (mempertanyakan), exploring (mengekplorasi), associating 
(mengasosiasi), and communicating (mengkomunikasikan) sections 
student do not make a refusal strategy. The total of refusal strategies are 9. 
In this section, refusal strategies used to refuse invitations, offers, 
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suggestions, and requests of the teacher. The topic of this section is asking 
and giving opinion. 
 The percentage of refusal strategies that used by students in teaching 
learning process at SMAN 1 Banjarsari, showed in the table below: 
l. Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 4 in Meeting 
Two 
Table 4.6 Kinds of Refusal Strategies Used by Student of XI Science 4 in 
Meeting 2 
No Refusal Strategies Frequency Percentage 
(%) 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm 
 0 0 
2. Offers an alternative 1 11,11 
3. Postponement (delaying 
answer) 
1 11,11 
4. Put the blame on a third party 
or something over which you 
have no control 
1 11,11 
5. Avoidance 2 22,22 
6. General acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details 
1 11,11 
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7. Divert and distract the 
addressee 
1 11,11 
8. General acceptance with 
excuse 
1 11,11 
9. Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
1 11,11 
Total 9 100 
 Based on the table above, in the second meeting of XI Science 1 class 
used mostly avoidance (22,22%) in the teaching learning process at SMAN 
1 Banjarsari. The kind of refusal strategies is be silent, hesitate, show lack 
of enthusiasm not found in this meeting. In addition, other kinds of refusal 
strategies that were used by the students are 1) offers and alternative 
(11,11%), 2) postponement (delaying answer) (11,11%), 3) put the blame 
on a third party or something over which you have no control (11,11%), 4) 
divert and district the addressee (11,11%) 5) general acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details (11,11%), 6) general acceptance with excuse 
(11,11%), 7) say what is offered is inappropriate (11,11%). From the 
percentage above, its means that divert and distract the addressee most used 
by XI Science 1 in the second meeting in teaching and learning process. 
m. Data Finding of Refusal Strategies 
Table 4.7 Data Finding of Refusal Strategies 
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No. Refusals strategies 
S.
A
1.
M
1 
S.
A
1.
M
2 
S.
A
2.
M
1 
S.
A
2.
M
2 
S.
A
4.
M
1 
S.
A
4.
M
2 
A
o
S 
Perce
ntage 
(%) 
1. 
Be silent, hesitate, 
show lack of 
enthusiasm 
2 0 1 1 3 0 7 7,7 
2. 
Offer an alternative 
3 4 2 1 1 1 
1
2 
13,2 
3. 
Postponement 
(delaying answer) 
3 1 2 2 2 1 
1
1 
12,1 
4. 
Put the blame on a 
third party or 
something over which 
you have no control 
2 1 2 0 0 1 6 6,6 
5. 
Avoidance 
4 2 3 4 3 2 
1
8 
19,8 
6. 
General acceptance of 
an offer but giving no 
details 
1 1 1 0 2 1 6 6,6 
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7. 
Divert and distract the 
addressee 
3 2 2 1 1 1 
1
0 
11 
8. 
General acceptance 
with excuse 
2 2 3 1 0 1 9 10 
9. 
Say what is offered is 
inappropriate 
2 2 3 1 3 1 
1
2 
13,2 
Total 
2
2 
1
5 
1
9 
1
1 
1
5 
9 
9
1 
100 
 Table 4.7 showed that there are 1 data containing refusal strategies. The 
avoidance is the dominant frequency of all types of refusal strategies. There 
are 18 data (19,8%) containing avoidance. The lowest-rank frequency of 
refusal strategies are 1) put the blame on third party or something over 
which have you no control and 2) general acceptance of an offer but giving 
no details. 
B. Discussion 
 In the part of discussion, the researcher would like to discuss about the 
result of the study related to the realization refusal strategy that used by second 
grade student in SMAN 1 Banjarsari based on the theory of refusal strategy by 
Rubin’s. In this research, the researcher used the Ruben’s theory about kinds of 
refusal strategy. Then, the researcher applied the theory to analyze the dialogue 
between students and teacher in teaching and learning process in SMAN 1 
Banjarsari. Ruben’s theory showed that there are 9 kinds of refusals strategy; 
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1) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, 2) offer an alternative, 3) 
postponement (delaying answer), 4) put the blame on a third party or something 
over which you have no control, 5) avoidance, 6) general acceptance of an offer 
but giving no details, 7) divert and distract the addressee, 8) general acceptance 
with excuse, 9) say what is offered is inappropriate. 
 Based on the observation result the students in the first meeting of XI 
IPA 1 used refusal strategies. There are 22 utterances in the first meeting. In the 
first meeting the students used kinds of refusal strategies in mengamati 
(observing), mempertanyakan (questioning), mengasosiasi (associating), and 
mengkomunikasikan (communicacting). Based on the result of the observation, 
the students used all kind of refusal strategies by Rubin’s theory. Based on the 
result of the observation at the first meeting, the researcher found that are two 
kinds of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal are; Be silent, 
hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, put the blame on a third party or something 
over which you have no control, general acceptance with excuse, and say what 
is offered is inappropriate. In every ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of 
refusal above, there are two data in every kind of ways of expressing “no” as 
the strategies of refusal. There are also three kinds of ways of expressing “no” 
as the strategies of refusal are; Offer an alternative, postponement (delaying 
answer), and divert and distract the addressee. In every ways of expressing “no” 
as the refusal strategies above, the researcher found that three are data in every 
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ways. Moreover, the most data that the researcher found in this meeting is 
avoidance. 
 Based on the observation result the students in the second meeting of 
XI IPA 1 used refusal strategies. There are 15 utterances in the first meeting. In 
the first meeting the students used kinds of refusal strategies in mengamati 
(observing) and mengasosiasi (associating).  Based on the result of the 
observation at the second meeting, the researcher found that are two kinds of 
ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal are; avoidance, divert and 
distract the addressee, general acceptance with excuse, and say what is offered 
is inappropriate. In every ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal 
above, there are two data in every kind of ways of expressing “no” as the 
strategies of refusal. There are also three kinds of ways of expressing “no” as 
the strategies of refusal are; postponement, put the blame on a third party or 
something over which you have no control, general acceptance of an offer but 
giving no details have. In every ways of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies 
above, the researcher found that one are data in every ways. Moreover, the most 
data that the researcher found in this meeting is offer an alternative. In addition, 
the students did not used strategies of ways of expressing “no” as the refusal 
strategies, the strategy is be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm. 
 Based on the observation result the students in the first meeting of XI 
IPA 2 used refusal strategies. There are 19 utterances in the first meeting. In the 
first meeting the students used kinds of refusal strategies in mengamati 
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(observing), mempertanyakan (questioning), mengasosiasi (associating), and 
mengkomunikasikan (communicacting). Based on the result of the observation, 
the students used all kinds of refusal strategies by Rubin’s theory. Based on the 
result of the observation at the first meeting, the researcher found that are two 
kinds of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal are; Be silent, 
hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm and general acceptance of an offer but giving 
no details. In every ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal above, 
there are one data in every kind of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of 
refusal. There are also three kinds of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies 
of refusal are; Offer an alternative, postponement (delaying answer), put the 
blame on a third party or something over which you have no control. In every 
ways of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies above, the researcher found 
that two data in every ways. Moreover, the most data that the researcher found 
in this meeting are avoidance, general acceptance with excuse, and say what is 
offered is inappropriate.  
 Based on the observation result the students in the second meeting of 
XI IPA 2 used refusal strategies. There are 11 utterances in the first meeting. In 
the first meeting the students used kinds of refusal strategies in 
mempertanyakan (questioning) and mengasosiasi (associating). Based on the 
result of the observation at the first meeting, the researcher found that are five 
kinds of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal are; be silent, 
hesitate, show lack an enthusiasm, offer an alternative, divert and distract the 
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addressee, general acceptance with excuse, and say what is offered is 
inappropriate. In every ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal 
above, there are one data in every kind of ways of expressing “no” as the 
strategies of refusal. There also one kind of ways of expressing “no” as the 
strategies of refusal is   postponement (delaying answer). In this ways of 
expressing “no” as the refusal strategies above, the researcher found that one 
data in this way. Moreover, the most data that the researcher found in this 
meeting is avoidance. In addition, the students did not used strategies of ways 
of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies, the strategy is put the blame on a 
third party or something over which you have no control. 
 Based on the observation result the students in the first meeting of XI 
IPA 4 used refusal strategies. There are 15 utterances in the first meeting. In the 
first meeting the students used kinds of refusal strategies in mengamati 
(observing), mengeksplorasi (exploring), and mengkomunikasikan 
(communicacting). Based on the result of the observation at the first meeting, 
the researcher found that are two kinds of ways of expressing “no” as the 
strategies of refusal are; Postponement and general acceptance of an offer but 
giving no details. In every ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal 
above, there are two data in every kind of ways of expressing “no” as the 
strategies of refusal. There are also two kinds of ways of expressing “no” as the 
strategies of refusal are; Offer an alternative and divert and distract. In every 
ways of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies above, the researcher found 
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that one data in every ways. Moreover, the most data that the researcher found 
in this meeting are be silent, hesitate, show lack an enthusiasm, avoidance, and 
say what is offered is inappropriate. In addition, the students did not used 
strategies of ways of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies, the strategy is 
put the blame on a third party or something over which you have no control. 
 Based on the observation result the students in the second meeting of 
XI IPA 4 used refusal strategies. There are 9 utterances in the second meeting. 
In the first meeting the students used kinds of refusal strategies in 
mempertanyakan (questioning) and mengasosiasi (associating). Based on the 
result of the observation at the first meeting, the researcher found that five kinds 
of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal are; be silent, hesitate, 
show lack an enthusiasm, offer an alternative, divert and distract the addressee, 
general acceptance with excuse, and say what is offered is inappropriate. In 
every ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal above, there are one 
data in every kind of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal. There 
are also one kind of ways of expressing “no” as the strategies of refusal are; 
postponement. In this ways of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies above, 
the researcher found that two data in this ways. Moreover, the most data that 
the researcher found in this meeting is avoidance. In addition, the students did 
not used strategies of ways of expressing “no” as the refusal strategies, the 
strategy is put the blame on a third party or something over which you have no 
control. 
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 The researcher analysed the dialogue of teacher and students in teaching 
learning process in the second grade class of SMAN 1 Banjarsari. Researcher 
found that of all kind of refusal strategies used by second grade. The most 
refusal strategies that of the student used is avoidance. The student used 
avoidance to refuse offers, suggestions, requests, and invitations of teacher in 
teaching and learning process. In teaching learning process the student used 
refusal strategies to refuse of teacher’s utterance. Based on the observation, the 
student refused the teacher utterance because the students did not follow with 
their teacher command to them. There are so many kinds of refusal strategies 
that used in the classroom. This condition made the teaching and learning 
process in the class felt happy and funny. 
 The total of refusal strategy that was used by students are 91 data. The 
researcher found that 7 refusal strategies of be silent, hesitate, show lack of 
enthusiasm, 12 refusal strategies of offer an alternative, 11 refusal strategies of 
postponement (delaying answer), 6 data refusals strategies of put the blame one 
a third party or something over which you have no control, 18 data refusal 
strategies of avoidance, 6 data refusal strategies of general acceptance of an 
offer but giving no details, 10 data refusal strategies of divert and distract the 
addressee, 9 data refusal strategies of general acceptance with excuse, and 12 
data refusal strategies of say what is offered is inappropriate. Its means that 
7,7% of them are be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, 13,2% are offer 
an alternative, 12,1% are postponement (delaying answer), 6,6% are put the 
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blame one a third party or something over which you have no control, 19,8% 
are avoidance, 6,6% are general acceptance of an offer but giving no details, 
11% are divert and distract the addressee, 10% are general acceptance with 
excuse, 12% are say what is offered is inappropriate. 
 Based on the observation of the refusal strategies used by students in 
SMAN 1 Banjarsari, the English teaching learning process have 9 types of 
refusal strategies. They are: 1) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, 2) 
offer an alternative, 3) postponement (delaying answer), 4) put the blame on a 
third party or something over which you have no control, 5) avoidance, 6) 
general acceptance of an offer but giving no details, 7) divert and distract the 
addressee, 8) general acceptance with excuse, 9) say what is offered is 
inappropriate. It means that student used all of kind in refusal strategies 
according to Rubin’s theory in teaching learning process.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
 This research concerned with the pragmatic analysis of the refusal 
strategies used by second grade student in teaching learning process at SMAN 
1 Banjarsari. In line with the objective of the research, to identify the refusals 
strategies used by second grade student in classroom conversation at SMAN 1 
Banjarsari,the research result can be concluded as follow : The kinds of refusal 
strategies used by second grade student in teaching learning process at SMAN 
1 Banjarsari. 
 There are nine types of refusals strategies used by second grade student 
at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. They are 1) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, 
2) offer an alternative, 3) postponement (delaying answer), 4) put the blame on 
a third party or something over which you have no control, 5) avoidance, 6) 
general acceptance of an offer but giving no details, 7) divert and distract the 
addressee, 8) general acceptance with excuse, 9) say what is offered is 
inappropriate. The avoidances are most frequent refusal strategy, while the put 
the blame on a third party or something over which you have no control and 
general acceptance of an offer but giving no details are the fewest. 
 There are the realization of refusal strategies that was used by second 
grade student in SMAN 1 Banjarsari. In this research, researcher uses the 
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Rubin’s theory about kinds of refusal strategies. Then, the researcher applied 
the theory to analyse the dialogue of teacher and student in teaching learning 
process at SMAN 1 Banjarsari. Rubin’s theory shows that there are 9 kinds of 
refusals strategies: 1) Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm, 2) offer an 
alternative, 3) postponement (delaying answer), 4) put the blame on a third 
party or something over which you have no control, 5) avoidance, 6) general 
acceptance of an offer but giving no details, 7) divert and distract the addressee, 
8) general acceptance with excuse, 9) say what is offered is inappropriate. 
However, the realization of refusals strategies in SMAN 1 Banjarsari is good. 
Because, the student can use good refusals strategies in teaching learning to 
refuse offer, suggestion, invitation, and request of teacher in the classroom and 
be able to communicate with their teacher. 
 Furthermore, student in SMAN 1 Banjarsari have a good ability to 
communicate with teacher and student. Then, the students have good ability to 
refuse teacher offer, suggestion, invitation, and request with see situation in the 
class. 
B. Suggestion 
  Based on the result of research finding, the researcher would like to 
give some suggestions for the following people: 
1. To the English teacher 
 The English teacher should be able to use good utterance in teaching 
learning process. In the learning process utterance is most important role to 
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give some material for the student. In addition, teacher should be able to use 
utterance because if teacher don’t use good utterance in teaching learning 
process student can refuse their argument. 
2. To the student 
 When teacher use bad utterance, student should see the situation of the 
class. Refusal strategy use to refuse utterance like invitation, suggestion, 
offer, and request of teacher. But in the teaching learning process student 
should be able to use refusal by see situation. 
3. To the other researcher 
 For the other researchers who want to conduct a research about refusals 
strategies by student, the result of the study can used as an additional 
reference to do similar research.  
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TRANSCRIPT 1 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : XI IPA 1 
Meeting : 1 (one) 
Topic  : Asking and Giving Opinion 
Teacher : Elin Roslinda, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Date  : Thursday, August 2nd 2018 
Time  : 12.30 – 14.00 
T  : Teacher 
S  : Student 
 
T : Assalamualaikum 
S : Walaikumsalam 
T : Ok, good afternoon every one? 
S : Just silent 
T : Good afternoon every one? 
S : Good afternoon 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine and you? 
T : Ok I am very well thank. Dea and zaidah getting sick? 
S : Sanes sick bu 
T : Permission ya? 
S : Iya bu 
T : Some body still on the class? Ada yang masih diluar? 
S : Tidak 
T : Sudah masuk semua? 
S : Sudah, tapi asana aya nu diluar 
T : What you have learn last week? Belajar apa kemarin? 
S : Belum bu 
T : Belum? 
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S : Belum, kamari mah wajib ayeuna peminatan 
T : Ibu ada lagi kapan? Besok? 
S : Besok bu 
T : Sudah semua masuk? 
S : Sudah 
T : Today we are going to learn about asking and giving opinion. Before I began  
 I will make a class roles of today! Apa calss roles today? 
S : Don’t eat 
T : Don’t eat? 
S : Don’t sleep bu 
T : Ok don’t sleep 
S : Don’t seat bu 
S : Maneh we don’t seat mah 
T : Don’t use mobile phone! 
S : Ah teu bisa maen mobile legend euy 
T : Berarti drink boleh? 
S : Boleh 
T : Berarti eat boleh, asking and giving opinion! 
S : Ngke heula bu 
T : The question is, what do you think of mobile phone? What your opinion, 
 what you ever to visit to karapyak beach? Have you ever go to karapyak 
 beach before? Have you? 
S : Bu, sebelumnya ada pr. 
T : Yang mana atuh? 
S : Yang itu bu. 
T : Ceunah katanya belum belajar? 
S : Ih bu, tapi ntos di pasih pr bu 
T : Subahanallah 
S : Nuju itu ibu nuju teu aya bu 
T : Oh, 
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S : Tugas ning bu dari ibu kania 
T : Tapi sudah dijawab? 
S : Sudah 
S : Acan bu, 
T : Ih kenapa gak dijawab? 
S : Ntos dijawab bu, tapi sanes bahasa inggris bu 
T : Jadi rivew ya, what do you think of karpayak beach? Jadi jawabannya 
 gimana? 
S : I think bla bla blab bu 
T : In my opinion, that ok. What is your view about? 
S : My view about bla bla bla we bu 
T : Jadi sudah dijawab prnya? 
S : Sudah 
T : Please someone to come forward to answer the question! Go head, sok 
 kedepan. Iya boleh. Name take masih aman? 
S : Aman 
T : Only one, number one. 
S : Bu name take wajibkan ya 
T : Oh peminatan tidak, wajib aja. Atau mau dipeminatan? 
S : Nggaaa, tidak usah 
T : Ga usah ya sudah. Katanya wajib wae. Number one! 
S : What is your opinion about mobile phone? My opinion about mobile phone 
 is make your to communication 
T : To communication, bukan to communication to communicate 
S : As intertaiment media 
T : As intertaiment media ok, sit down. Another one! Still number one 
S : Just silent 
T : Still number one, still number satu! 
S : Nu ngajawab arep saha? Sok maneh we 
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T : Still number one, go head, up yor hand, rise your hand if you want to 
 answer! Go head. You come forward still number one. 
S : Itu wae bu. 
T : What your opinion about mobile phone? My opinion of mobile phone is 
 technology that can make simple 
T : Ok good. What is your name? 
S : Aya 
T : Number two? Not you again I have another students here. Yang lainnya, 
 anak ibu banyak. Come one number two. Ok what is your name? 
S : Ajat 
T : Ajat! 
S : What your fell about karapyak beach? My view about karapyak beach is a 
 beatufil place. 
T : Another one or another two! Go head! What is your name honey? 
S : Lia, what do you think of facebook? I think of facebook is 
T : Still number two! 
S : Oh number two bu, tilu we. What is you view about karapyak beach? I 
 think is karapyak beach is nice beach. 
T : Another three, number three go head. Rise your hand! Up your hand! 
S : Adel bu 
S : What do you think of facebook? I think facebook is media of interaction 
T : Bisa diganti media, still number three. Ok go head, what is your name? 
S : What do you think of facebook? My view about facebook he have friend and 
 can get information 
T : Oh can get information. Next one, thank you so much. So, now we 
 discuss about asking and giving opinion. Is there any question so far? 
S : Just silent 
T : Now, we try to make at list to sentences asking and opinion. Just asking 
 and opinion. Sok! Hanya menanyakan opini saja  two question. About 
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 anythink about every think in general every body nows about it. Kaya 
 ibu bikin kemarin about karapyak beach.  
S : Bu hiji we 
T : Two questions. 
S : Bu sa question we nya 
T : No, two question. 
S : Berarti kita membuat pertanyaan sendiri gitu bu? 
T : Yes offcurse. Don’t try to answer it, just question. 
S : Ah hoyong dijawab euy 
T : Only five minutes, go head. About everythink. You can ask everythink to 
 your friends. 
T : Two minutes left. Kumpulkan! 
S : Ih acan bu 
T : Finish? 
S : Teu acan bu 
T : If you finish up your hand! 
S : Belum 
T : Make a simple question. 
S : Atuh da hese bu, ngke heula we bu 
T : For example what do you think of me? Still giving question. 
T : Tadi anak kelas 10 minta foto ke miss di, cekrek-cekrek katanya 
S : Siapa bu? 
T : Ga tau siapa namanya. Padahal cek urang. Take a picture mom. Cekrek-
 cekrek, ga usah dikasih, maksud saya ada…. Finish? 
T : Finish, up your hand if you already finish 
T : Go ahead, girls, boys. Every body finish? 
S : Yes, finish 
T : Who one to come forward? Jangan yang tadi no. suhendra naon, another one. 
 You or boys 
S : You come 
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T : Choose one question that you will give to your friends, pilih satu aja! 
 Choose one dari yang dua itu. Pilih salah satu. Listen to, what is your name? 
S : Deny 
T : Listen to deni 
S : What do you think of youtube? 
T : What do you think of youtube? Up yor hand! Come one go head. 
S : Ngke heula bu, teu acan terang jawabanna. 
T : Yang lain come on, up your hand! What do you think of youtube? I think… 
 ya go head you 
S : I think youtube is a wacth creative video. 
S : Ulah eta wungkul atuh jawabanna 
S : Ke heula bu, 
T : One of creative video 
S : One of creative video and information. Ngke heula bu hese ngomongna 
bu 
T : You should not writing anything, kalau mau ngobrol kita ga mungkin. 
 Anak-anak, one of creativity video that’s all. Hanya itu aja thank you, 
 another one! Ok you go head 
S : Hese ngomongna 
T : Listen to, what is your name? 
S : Mbun 
T : Mbun oh mbun 
S : What is your view about banjarsari one senior high school? 
T : What is your view about your school? Go head! 
S : Opinion? 
S : View! 
T : Ok someone go head! 
S : My view about senior high school one banjarsari is a favorite school 
T : Is a favorite school. Good one thank you. Another one opinion may be? 
 You! Another opinion neng tapi ga papa. Hari ini kamu ga focus deh! 
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S : Focus ih bu 
T : Listen to, what is your name? 
S : Nanung 
T : Nanung, 
S : What is your opinion about matematik? 
T : What is your? 
S : May about matematik 
T : What is your idea about matematik? Subjek ya, expesially subjek ya? Your 
 teacher ya. Ok you 
S : In my opinion about matematik is legend study eh pelajaran apa 
S : Legend? 
S : Difficult 
T : Difficult? Is a difficult study? Or difficult lesson yah. Ok , may be another 
 opinion about matematik? Another one? 
S : In may opinion about matematik many pattern 
T : Oh date atau pattern ya. Go head, saking kebanyakan rumus jadi bingung 
 bikin rumus sendiri yah? Da hayang jawabanna eta jadi  eta jawabanana 
 teuing rumus mana. Another one to be give question, iyah you! Go head. 
 What is your name? 
S : Muhammad sodiq 
T : Muhammad sodiq ok, listen to sodiq, go head! 
S : What do you think about my self? 
T : What do you think about? 
S : My self 
S : Kasep euy, padahal. Hehe 
T : Oh, about me! Bukan bilang my self tapi of me. What do you think about 
 me? I think you bla bla bla. Go head! 
S : I think you crazy friend 
T : Heee, you are my crazy friend. Ok go head suhendra. I think 
S : I think about you so lazy 
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T : You are so lazy person, true or no? 
S : Oh no bu 
S : True ih 
T : Ok that’s true katanya. Another answer may be? Jawaban yang lain? 
S : Tadi urang ngadengena lain my self siah, tapi pak asep 
S : My self ih 
T : Another question may be? Come forward! Siapa yang mau kedepan. 
 Pertanyaan lain? 
S : Just silent.  
S : Sok geura maju atuh 
T : Come on! 
S : Toni bu toni! 
T : Oh iya toni. Toni go head! 
S : What do you think of Indonesia? 
T : What do you think of Indonesia? Up your hand! 
S : Indonesia is naonnya? 
T : Ok, up your hand! Boys or girls. Ok you 
S : I think of Indonesia 
T : I think Indonesia is 
S : Indonesia is beautiful country 
T : Beautiful country. Ok, 
S : Asa heunteu da 
S : Kunaon atuh? 
T : Another opinion, another one may be? Want to try boy. Boys or girls. Cukup 
 yah 
S : Cukup 
T : Atau mau kedepan? 
S : Hiji deui we bu 
T : Ok, one more. Go head! 
S : What do you think of mobile legend? 
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T : Suhendra! 
S : I think of mobile legend as intertaiment media. 
T : Entertainment media. Another opinion may be about mobile legend. 
S : Ayo gewat euy! 
T : I think…. Yah 
S : I think mobile legend make me is boring 
T : Make me boring, mobile legend bosen gitu 
S : Bosen sote pedah noob si eta mah. 
T : I just the main point dari tadi yang sudah kita lakukan, what think that you 
 can get? Apa hal yang sudah kalian dapatkan? Hmmm tadi yang sudah 
 dilakukan apa yang sudah didapatkan? Belajar apa? 
S : Belajar speaking meren bu. 
T : Yah, speaking ability and listen to the other person yah? And how self 
 confident. Kalau yang ga berani mah diem bae. Kumaha bisa saya teh 
 nya? Yang lainnya ayo belajar 
S : Ngke heula bu, mun aya pertanyaan deui. 
T : Jangan takut salah, tidak akan pernah tau bahwa itu salah kalau tidak mau 
 mencoba! Try it, coba yah! Jangan say say cat nya! 
S : Naon eta bu? 
T : Do you can speak English? Ceuk a dede teh dari belakang, do you can speak 
 englilsh? Terus aya nu jawab a dede little little se I can a. now, I like you to 
 works in a group. And then make only five question. Pertanyaan saja ya! Inget 
 ya kamu mah sok hayaang jeung jawabanana! Nanya jawab sorangan kamu 
 mah yah. 
S : Wios atuh bu 
T : Five question about everythink, tapi belum yang pernah didiskusikan 
 bebas saja. Do you understand? 
S : Jelaskan lagi bu! 
T : I just one to count, only four group. 
S : 1,2,3,4,5 
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T : No say 1 
S : Henteu dugi 5 bu? Dugi opat wungkul. 
T : Ok go head, making group. Sok duduk, yang group pertama here! 
 Bawa tuh bukunya. 
S : Si ibu hoyongna kumaha dih? 
T : Group one here! Semuanya yang dapat nomor satu sebelah sini!, group 
 two, group three here. 
S : Di dieu we nya bu. Didieu dua? 
T : Finish? Ready? Go head! Write your name of your group and the name 
 of your group! The name of group is form fruits. Dari buah-buahan yah 
 sok bikin dari buah-buahan but in English 
S : Indonesia we bu 
S : Apple 
S : Guava 
T : Nu hiji watermelon, nu hiji guava sing bener atuh. Grapes group 
S : Hoyongna melon bu 
S : Peteuy we bu peteuy 
T : Dah banana, penaple, grave, and orange group. Write down the 
 member of your groups. Five minutes go head 
S : Bebas we atuh bu 
S : Bu macam-macam Negara boleh 
T : Ya boleh sekiranya kamu tahu, tapi jangan yang orang lain ga tahu! 
S : Bu 
T : Apa? 
S : Fell yang kau rasakan bu 
T : Iya apa yang kau rasakan 
T : Sudah, kumpulkan! 
S : Ngke heula bu eker di iyeu keun heula. 
T : Sudah semua? Kumpulkan! Two minutes left dua menit lagi. 
S : Tuh geura dikumpulkeun ih 
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T : Ok finish! 
S : Finish 
T : Group siapa ini? Ini orange sudah, penaple udah, guava udah, berarti ini 
 punya banana! 
S : Huuuuu, saha sih ketuana 
T : Which one grape, mana grape? You come forward. 
T : Penaple? Penaple. Choose one of them 
S : Nu iyeu we nya bu. 
T : Banana choose one! Go head answer some question! More than one 
 sentences. Lebih dari satu kalimat paling banyak itu! 
S : Satu kalimat we nya bu 
T : Ayo kumpulkan! 
S : Ngke heula bu, iyeu kelompok naon nu ngajawab di tulis? 
T : Oh iya, answer by? 
S : Answer by banana group 
T : One more, one more! Which one orange? 
S : Orange good 
T : One of you come forward, salah satu dari kalian kedepan! 
S : Jig kaharep maneh we 
T : Attention please! Jadi question answer 
S : Pertanyaannya we nya bu 
S : What do you think about rose flower? 
T : Rose flower. Bunga apa itu? 
S : Bunga mawar 
S : I think rose flower is beautiful and romantic 
T : And then 
S : What is your view rainbow? My view about rainbow is a good fenomena and 
 has many colors 
T : Good fenomena and many colors. Go head 
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S : What is your opinion about smoke and drugs? In my opinion smoke and 
 drugs is very danger 
T : Dangers 
S : What do you think about your friends palying game in the classroom? I think 
 play game in the classroom so bad because the classroom is studying place. 
S : Tah dangukeun jang. 
S : What do you think of teacher in this school? I think teacher in this school a 
 good person 
T : Ok good. Grape which one grape? 
S : Jig maneh we 
S : What is your view about bromo mountain?  My view about bromo mountain 
 is a beautiful mountain in Indonesian. 
T : Indonesia 
S : What do you think about Indonesia culture? I think Indonesia culture is the 
 best in the world. What your opinion about san?  In my opinion sun is central 
 flesh. 
T : Sun? and then your opinon? 
S : Central flash 
T : Tempat utama? Maksudnya apa? 
S : Jadi teh sumber cahaya 
T : Source sumber itu source 
S : Aa na sesat bu aa na sesat 
S : Ulah kitu 
S : What do you think about volley ball? I think volley ball is make a boring. 
 What is you opinion about galendo? I think galendo is favorite food in ciamis, 
 because… 
T : Jadi kalau what is your coment langsung dibacakan yah. Gausah tadi yang 
 depannya apa tuh. Jadi kalau mau. Tadi jawabannya apa? 
S : It is my coment 
T : Bukan it is my coment, its is my favorite food misalnya ya. Penaple? 
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T : The girls come on come forward 
S : Adel we bu 
S : Ibu alim ah 
T : Berarti besok ibu ada lagi ya? 
S : Iya, tapi besok wajib apa peminatan? 
T : Peminatan. 
S : Kan wajibnya cuma hari rabu bu 
T : Iya sama miss. Die aja 
S : Berarti hari kemarin 
T : Berarti besok ingetin ibu adel suruh  kedepan yah 
S : Alim ih bu, abi tos gering siah bu 
T : Adel teh banyak kemampuannya, Cuma keberaniannya aja. Tapi 
 berabi kok. Oh nya arek ibu catet XI 11 teh aya adel 
S : XI 1 bu 
T : Dah cukup, thank you for attention se you for tomorrow. Adel 
 tomorrow 
S : Ah moal sakola ah 
T : Assalamualaikum 
S : Walaikumsalam 
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TRANSCRIPT 2 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : XI IPA 1 
Meeting : 2 (two) 
Topic  : Asking and Giving Opinion 
Teacher : Elin Roslinda, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Date  : Friday, August 3rd 2018 
Time  : 10.15 – 11.45 
T  : Teacher 
S  : Student 
 
T : Asslamualaikum 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb. 
T : Good morning every one! 
S : Good morning 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine, and you? 
T : Ok I am good. Where is absen today? Where is the other students? 
 Mana yang lainnya? 
S : Teu terang bu, tapi masih makan mereun? 
T : Masih makan? 
S : Teu bu, aya nu kumpulan lomba. 
T : Lomba naon neng? 
S : Kanggo agustusan bu 
T : Oh lomba agustusan 
S : Sanes bu, itu ning bu anu nyayi 
T : Oh, nyanyi bahasa inggris? 
S : Uhun 
T : Sela, saha deui? 
S : Bu yadi sakit bu! 
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S : Ngga bu, yadi ada kumpulan di kantor 
T : Gening ai iyeu ditulis mulyadi? 
S : Ih hentu ceunah, tadi si mulyadi ngomong ka urang teu jadi 
S : Tapi diserat sakit di agendana 
S : Ih di agendana pang etakeun ceunah, tapi da teu sakit aya di kantor. 
S : Ah eta mah bohong we 
T : So, mul, tadi dari pagi dia gak masuk? 
S : Tidak, tapi ada disana bu. Abis dari kantor tapi gak masuk ke kelas 
S : Katanya sakit, bakat ku liuer mereun 
T : Si mul pi omongeun wae. Saha deui? 
S : Hmmm sudah bu 
S : Aya ih, raina bu. 
T : Raina izin? 
S : Iya 
T : Terus siapa lagi? 
S : Udah 
T : Dah? Do you have home work? Ada pr? 
S : No 
T : Ga ada pr? Mana yang kemarin sudah sampai mana? What do you think 
 about karapyak beach? Sudah ini belum di suruh kedepan yah? 
S : Sudah kok bu. 
T : How many students here? Ada berapa? 30? 
S : Sanes bu, 33 
T : Naon ieu? Sejarah barusan?  
S : Bu suryamah 
T : Baragernya bu suryamah mah caricing wae, ditempo geus sarare. 
S : Tah si itu bu, sanes abi. 
T : What do you learn? Apa yang akan kita pelajari? Pelajari apa? 
S : Asking and giving opinion 
T : Asking and giving opinion for example contohnya apa? 
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S : Duka bu hilap, 
T : Adel sok, oh nya di kelas iyeu aya adel. Adel nyanyi lagu some one like you 
 yah? 
S : Iya 
T : Nging nyanyi nya del. 
S : Henteu atuh bu 
T : Gimana contohnya? I give you example. What is your view about adel? 
 Come on! 
S : Ih bu bahasa Indonesia we nya 
T : Eh apa bahasa inggrisnya cerewed? 
S : Cerewed we ntos bu 
T : Cerewed bahasa inggrisna sanes cerewed atuh. Sok naon sok! 
S : Siuen bu bisi lepat 
T : Talkactive cerewed. Apa lagi? Active ya, and easy going may be? 
S : Sanes active bu, overactive. 
T : Overactive dela mah ya? 
S : Astagfirullahaladzim bu. 
T : Dia sepertinya pendiem ya, ternyata memendam rasa yang lain. 
S : Ih bu, pendiem pisan abi mah. 
T : Heeh cek guru nu lain teh si eta mah cicingan, heeh cicingan teh jadi 
 kumaha ekspresina the? Apa lagi? Cukup ya! Asking and giving opinion. 
 So, now I like you to definded to groups. Berapa orang disini? Nu aya nu 
 aya ulah nu teu aya! 
S : 34 bu 
S : 32 ih 
T : 6 kelompok? Ada yang 6 ada yang 7 berarti? Kalau 7 kelompok ada 
yang 5 ada yang empat yah? 
S : 5 kelompok we bu 
T : So, and then I will give you a picture. Ada gambar nanti kamu pura-puranya 
 ada 4 orang satu kelompoknya gitu. Asking opinionnya dimana? Setelah 
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 asking and giving opinion give suggestion. Kasih suggestion. Kasih 
 sugestionnya apa pada gambar itu! I suggest that atau I advice boleh pakai 
 advice yah. Nanti ada yang di dalam kelas dan ada yang diluar kelas. 
 Usahakan dikonsep dulu terus, bikin nama group boleh dari apa saja buah-
 buahan, bunga, dan lain sebagainya. Cuma ga ada jengkol ya sama peteuy 
 jangan ya! 
S : Ah urang mah arek jengkol we namanya. 
T : Urang sunda banyak menggunakan kata su ceunah nya, teman saya 
 sulastri, suryamah terus sugiyono. 
S : Ah henteu oge bu, ai dindin hayo. Hehe 
T : Lain kali gak pake aksesoris ya, eh siapa namanya? 
S : Aqil 
T : Aqil? Siapa nama kamu? 
S : Zain 
T : Sudah pernah bertemu saya? 
S : Sudah 
T : Oh zain dan aqil ya, ok berarti berapa kelompok? 7 kelompok? 
T : Sok cari teman groupnya! Satu sebelah sini! 
S : Didieu we bu, 
T : Group two come here! 
S : Tiris bu 
T : Group three! Aqil group berapa? Belakang! 
S : Bu ngke heulanya bu 
T : Kamana? 
S : Bade kumpulan heula saur pak asep. 
T : Pak asep? Naon ceunah kumpulan naon? Futsal? 
S : Sanes bu voli 
T : Kamu mau voli? 
S : Ngke we atuh diajar kitu. Pak asep iyeh 
T : Gini-gini bilangnya, pak tapi sebentar kata bu elin. 
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S : Ah bu. 
T : Mana group one? How many person? Four? 
S : Lima bu 
T : Kamu group one? Sok gabung atuh kamu mah. 
S : Hoyong di dieu heula bu 
T : Sok kasih nama groupnya! 
S : Peteuy selong 
T : Sok beside the class. 
S : Ah didieu we bu 
T : Iya tar dulu, group three which one? Outside the class yah. Semua harus 
 dilihat ya! Kertasnya ada sampai. a,b,c,d,e yah 
S : Ah abi mah didiue we heula 
T : Group five? Six you six? Seven? Semua gambar harus terobservasi? Sok 
 kemana aja sok 
S : Abi mah di luar heula we nya bu! 
S : Sok dimana aja sok 
T : Iya go head 
S :…….. 
T : Apa? 
S : Ngurut etana nya bu? 
T : Teu ngurut gak papa sok 
S : Ah abimah ngurut we 
S : Bu boleh pake mobile phone? 
T : Boleh pake mobile phone sok 
S : Berarti asking and giving opinion? 
T : Iya asking and giving opinion terus giving suggestion 
S : Satu kelompok satu suggestion bu 
T : Minimal dua 
S : Ah satu we nya bu 
S : Bu ini teh bikin kalimat deui? 
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T : Iya, nanti setelah itu bikin kalimat asking and giving opinion terus 
 kasih suggestion ya! 
S : Bu, asking and suggestion we nya bu 
T : Asking and giving opinion terus kasih suggestion lebih dari satu 
 kalimat. Minimal 2 we. 
S : Ah ngadamel 3 we 
S : Bu satu gambar berapa kalimat? 
T : Paling tidak dua! 
S : Paling tidak dua ceunah, jadi kudu nyiuen 3 
S : Dua we atuh 
S : Jadi kita teh lihat dulu gambar semua 
T : Atau gak satu-satu terus asking and giving opinion tentang that picture 
S : Terus dijawab gitu? Udah? 
T : Udah! Sama diberi suggestionnya ya 
S : Bu wios pake hp we nya 
T : Wios, yah 
S : Bu asking and giving opinon wungkul we nya 
T : Sama suggestion 
S : Bu nulisnya langusung disini we nya bu 
T : Boleh, kalau dikonsep dulu manga. 
S : Bu masa harus dijawab deui bu? 
S : Bu 1 we nya? 
T : Paling gak dua 
S : Dua ceunah, hiji we  teu nanaon 
S : Bu ada contoh kalimat suggesti? 
T : I suggest for example, I suugest if you coming late to school kira-kira 
 suggestionnya gimana? 
S : Is no idea bu 
S : Bu ai damel kalimatna dua bu? 
T : Paling tidak dua, lebih dari dua boleh? Boleh 
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S : Alim ah bu, dua we bu. 
T : Finish? Kumpulkan! 
S : Ih acan bu. 
S : Bu ibu, satu gambar dua? 
T : Paling tidak dua, paling sedikit. 
S : Abi bade damel tiga bu. 
T : Boleh paling sedikit dua. 
S : Ibu bu, 
T : Iya 
S : Kalimat sedang teh continuous ya bu. 
T : Iya nantinya 
S : Berarti subjek + tobe 
T : I am standing, iya. 
S : Ibu boleh minta kertas lagi? 
T : Oh boleh, take it.  
T : Mana? Ayo semuanya udah? 
S : Ngke heula bu 
S : Belum bu 
S : Pr keun we bu, hoyong pr 
T : Nanti kumpulin yah, sok sekarang boleh itirahat 
S : Bawa pulang we bu 
T : Jangan dibawa pulang, gak boleh dibawa pulang. Tulis groupnya, tulis 
 kelasnya. Sudah ya, assalamualaikum 
S : Waliakumsalam bu. 
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TRANSCRIPT 3 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : XI IPA 2 
Meeting : 1 (one) 
Topic  : Asking and Giving Opinion 
Teacher : Elin Roslinda, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Date  : Wednesday, August 1st 2018 
Time  : 07.00 – 08.30 
T  : Teacher 
S  : Student 
 
S : Siap terima salam 
T : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb. 
S : Berdoa mulai! Selesai 
T : Sok mau doa apa dulu? 
S : (reading holy Al-quran and asmaul husna) 
T : Agenda! Oke, good morning every one! 
S : Good morning. 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine, and you?  
T : Oke, I am very well thank you. Only angga getting sick today?  Satu 
orang Cuma  angga aja? 
S : Teuing teu apal. 
T : Satu aja? 
S : Iya 
T : Do yo have home work? 
S : No 
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T : Eh kemarin apa? Peminatan apa wajib? 
S : Wajib bu. 
T : Sekarang peminatan? Kemarin udah wajib. Yang paling depan itu. Sekarang 
apa?  Opinion yah? Ibu sudah memberikan ini ya? Opinion ya? 
S : Sudah bu. 
T : Kelas ini ibu masuk sudah berpa kali? Sering ya. So kemarin sudah? Asking 
about  opinion ya and now want to review. Asking and giving opinion yah! Kalau 
asking  miasalnya gimana? 
S : What do you think of? 
T : What do you think of apa? Misalnya what do you think of karapyak beach? 
Itu ada pr  kan? Pr nya? 
S : Iya bu 
T : Tadi ibu nanya do you have home work? 
S : Hahaha, males bu 
T : Yang waktu minggu kemarin saya tinggal ya? 
S : Iya bu 
T : Terus apa lagi? 
S : What is your about krapyak beach? 
T : Terus apa lagi? What do you feel boleh. 
S : Ah urang mah moal make eta. 
S : Boleh ceunah 
T : Asking and giving opinion. You have home work? Ada pr kan? What is your 
opinion  apa? What is your opinion about mobile phone ya? Oke please some 
one to come forward  to answer that question! Go head! Please come forward! 
S : Aduh, maneh we 
T : What is your name? sok number two langsung! 
S : My name is liza, number one we ya bu? 
T : Ok still number one. 
S : What is your opinion about mobile phone? My opinion about mobile phone 
is easy to  use it. 
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T : Ok, liza come. You can to take it. Apa class rulenya? 
S :  Don’t sleep 
T : Emang ada pagi-pagi tidur? And the the second one? 
S : Don’t’ eat!  
T : Don’t eat yakin? 
S : Nooo, maneh we atuh don’t eat mah. 
S : Don’t drink atuh! 
S : Mbung ah 
T : Ayo pilih don’t eat apa don’t drink? 
S : Ulah don’t drink, don’t eat wae 
T : Berarti permennya gak boleh, awas nanti kalau ada yang makan. 
S : Ulah don’t eat, don’t drink we 
S : Ihhh, ngke haus atuh 
T : The last one don’t use mobile phone? 
S : No bu, penting  hpna bu, ngke ka wc make hpna ah 
T : Bearti don’t drink yah tidak boleh minum. Again, want to answer 
another  opinion! Oke come on 
S : Moal ah, ah si eta mah neangan permen. 
T : Still number one! 
S : What is your fell about karapyak beach?  
S : Number one!!! 
S : Oh, what is your fell about mobile phone? In my opinion mobile phone is 
very easy to  aces anything 
T : Ok, take it. And then what is your name?  
S : Gina 
T : Ok gina, number two. 
S : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S & T : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb. 
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S : What is your fell about karapyak beach? My fell about karapyak beach is 
very beautiful  to take picture. 
T : Ok go head, must be carefully ditambah ya kang, oke go head number two 
S : Bu  bu bu! 
T : Ok go head 
S : What is your view about karapyak beach? Karapyak beach is beside 
pangandaran beach. 
T : Ok thank you so much, number three? 
S : Bu bu bu.  
T : What is your name? 
S : Triadi 
T : Ok 
S : What do you think of facebook? In my opinion facebook is one of the most 
social media  application but, the drawback is still easy. 
T : The last one? 
S : Bu 
T : Ok, I very love to teach here because boys and girl is very active. 
S : What do you think of facebok? Facebook is social media that can be used to 
message  with the other 
T : Ok, thank you. So , now karena ini kelasnya aktif. Tapi nanti kita lihat ya, 
besok itu  sebenarnya di schedule saya kita masih peminatan tapi kita lihat 
schedule karena belum  pernah kesini ya. Sekarang refresing sedikit saja. Ice 
breaker. Nanti ada berbagai macam  ice breaker 
S : Iya bu 
T : Bisa? 
S : Acan bu, ulangi! 
T : Bisa? 
S : Acan bu, sekali lagi! 
T : One two three, beemmmm 
S : Ah, si ibu mah beda lagi 
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T : Iya beda lagi! Ini yang kedua every body stand up! 
S : Lah ngging bu 
T : Biar gak ngantuk ya! 
T : Every body sit down! What you have to do it?  You should make two 
question  asking about opinion. Hanya pertanyaan saja. 
S : Jangan dua bu, satu boleh? 
T : Paling sedikit dua, bebas Tanya apa saja?  Nanti berdiri di depan  
memberikan  pertanyaan itu kedepan teman-teman  kalian. Tapi tidak boleh yang 
sudah di bahas,  karapyak beach apa lagi? Pangandaran, mobile phone, 
facebook. 
T : I give you only five minutes to do! Go head. Sok lima menit saja cukup 
lah  pertanyaan temen-temen. What do you think, what do you fell, terserah 
lah. 
S : Ah mbung, eweh deui. 
S : Bisa lah bisa 
T : Nih kelas aja yang gampang. 
S : Ah alim bu, hoyong what do you think about love wae! 
T : Ok no problem 
T : Finish? 
S : Finish 
S : Maneh mah, belom bu. 
T : Come on. About everything, tapi general ya. Yang orang sekelas tau. 
S : Siap bu 
T : Boleh eat ya? Yang gak boleh don’t drink ya 
S : Lah si ibu, seret bu 
T : Finish? 
S : Finish 
T : Finish? 
S : Finish bu, not yet belum 
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T : Please some one come forward to give some question to your friend, go 
head. Up your  hand! Not you again. Another one, yang sudah tadi kedepan gak boleh. 
Kecuali jawab boleh. Tapi kalau memberikan questiong jangan. You go head! What 
is your name? 
S : Intan, hai. What do you fell when you falling in love? 
T : Up your hand! 
S : I am very happy and make me rilex 
T : Ok thanks, take it your candy. And give to your friend just one. What is your 
name? 
S : Nizar 
T : Listen to nizar 
S : Nizar bu 
S : Hallo, what your view about pongporang village? 
T : Pongporang? Go head! 
S : Ngke heula bu, banjir naon? 
T : Go head 
S : Banjir naon bu? 
T : Banjir? Go head  
S : Pongporang like a jungle 
T : Another one? Maneh sok! 
S : Nging abi bu 
T : Go head! 
S : What do you think of bali? 
T : Bali? 
S : Hahaha balibar we 
T : Beautiful place, another one? What is your name? 
S : Anggit, what is your opinion about match? 
T : Match, match. Matematik. In English! 
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S : Indonesia we bu 
T : You, matematik is? 
S : Hard 
T : Is difficult one, another opinion, boy? Ayo boy! 
S : Cewe we bu 
T : Up your hand! 
S : Fell happy bu, senang 
T : Oh fell happy? 
S : Huuuuuuu, siga nu heeh 
T : You fell happy ya? 
S : Iya bu 
T : Ok, good one. Itu kan senang 
S : Rame bu itu kan rame 
S : Huhu parah, hoax 
T : Come on laki-laki come on, boys! 
S : Come on. Hehe  
T : Boy belum? 
S : Deni wae bu deni 
T : Ok go head. Boy can answer this question 
S : What do you think of this school 
T : Aaaa senior high school 1 banjarsari? Oke go head 
S : Heeh bu 
S : Haha si eta kuduna ngomong uhun. 
T : Ok go head, rise your hand! What do you think of senior high school one 
banjarsari? 
S : Tengah sawah meren 
T : Tengah sawah? 
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S : Kulan-kulan tengah sawah? Ulah-ulah 
T : Come on! What do you think of senior high school one banjarsari? 
S : (just silent) 
S : Ah euy, bingung bahasa inggrisna 
T : Come on, boys or girls, jawbannya I think or my opinion that? Come on go 
head. Senior  high school one banjarsari. 
S : In my opinion, senior high school one banjarsari is a favorite school in 
banjarsari 
T : Favorite school in banjarsari, another opinion?  You! 
S : I think senior high school 1 banjarsari is famous for senior high school in 
banjarsari. 
T : Oh, its only famous for the other senior high school of banjarsari. 
Thank you so  much. Come on give it to your friend. Kasih yang itu. Yang 
answer! 
S : Ini aja bu. 
T : You, what is your name? 
S : Monika, what your opinion about eks? 
S : Hah naon sih? Mantan meren 
T : Boy friend or girl friend? 
S : Si itu we bu, jomblo bu. 
T : Gak boleh. I have a eks boy friend because he became my husband. Go 
head. 
S : In indoneasia we atuh bu 
T : No in English, your opinion. Ok go head you! 
S : I think she is slime body. 
T : Wow, waktu jaman dulu saya flat ya. Sekarang mah slimut nggak. 
S : Ageung bu 
T : Another one? Another opinion? Yah 
S : In my opinion I can move on 
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T : What is your name? 
S : Liza 
T : Ok good. So what you have to do is now, I will give you  a paper you will 
work in  group, you have to do is aahhh make etlis five sentences, question 
to the other  person. Next time me collect it and change to your friend. 
Silahkan bergroup ke  belakang. Give names for your group. Namanya 
dari buah-buahan. 
S : Jengkol we bu 
T : Buah, tapi tidak boleh yang sudah di bahas. Water melon, banana, 
dragon fruit,  drgaon ball ya. Sok kasih name of your groups and member of 
your group. 
S : Ah ribet ah 
T : Kalau sekiranya temenya ngedengerin pertanyaannya you can go outside and 
then write  down some question of…. Five question, only question 
S : Nang kene aja nang kono. 
T : Di luar boleh 
S : Yuk ah di wc di wc, daripada di luar 
S : Bu pertanyaannya bebas? 
T : Bebas asal yang belum pernah ibu bahas. Yang udah kalian pernah 
bahas tadi  jangan. 
S : Padahal mah wios bu 
S : Kepala sekolah boleh bu? 
T : Oh boleh, kemarin ada yang nanya 
S : Alim ah bu, pak asep kumis we 
T : Finish? Giving to me! 
S : Nanti dulu bu, belum di kasih nama 
S : Bu dah bu 
T : Udah? Giving to me, take the name of your group and the name of 
member group.  Ok, giving to me! 
S : Ngke heula bu, mau dikasih nama anggotanya. 
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T : Ini bananas group oke 
S : Sanes bu, dragon fruit iyeu mah 
T : Water melons group 
S : Ngke heula bu, acan selesai 
T : One more group 
S : Sabar bu, ngke heula 
T : Jangan pegang hp ya! 
S : Ibu bade ijin pegang hp, bade nga wa mamah da kacamata abi 
tinggalen 
T : Oh ya manga di luar ya. 
S : Woy don’t use mobile phone woy 
T : Yah ready! Grape, one of you come forward. Salah satu dari kalian 
kesini. 
S : Jig maneh we jig 
T : Bananas group? 
S : Maneh we, nitah-nitah 
T : Dragon fruit, ya go head 
S : Alim nu eta ah bu. 
T : Answer that questions, go head. Discuss with your friend ya silahkan. 
It’s must  should more than one sentences. Harus lebih dari satu kalimat. 
S : Ah sakalimat we bu 
T : Kapan eta tah what is your opinion in view, I think… boleh pake itu ya 
depannya ya 
S : Kumaha abi we ya bu, bebas. hehe 
T : That his atau her apa ya? Hak apa? Keinginan.  
S : Sanes kitu bu. 
T : Maksudnya apa sih? Tah kitu we 
S : Makasih bu 
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T : Ya, tegas apa ya? Disipline. 
S : Lah, bahasa inggrisya apa bu? 
T : Ya discipline. Pake discipline aja teh discipline. 
S : Bu kalau berkurang apa bu 
T : Apa ya? Affect, given affect. Pengaruh ya? 
S : Affect? Kata sanesna naon bu? 
T : Affective kan? Berpengaruh 
S : Bu kalau Negara maju apa bu? 
T : Apa? Developing country  Negara berkembang sama dengan Negara 
maju.  Developing 
S : Emang uhun bu? 
T : Ok three minutes left, tiga menit lagi. Selesaikan! 
S : Ngke heula iih bu. 
T : Finish? Giving to me! 
S : Ngke heula bu, kumaha iye euy? 
T : Group apa yang jawabnya the, answered  by . nanti ditulis disitu dibawahny, 
answered   by…ok go head, two minutes left. Giving to me, dua menit lagi, 
seleasi! 
S : Aduh bu. Teu acan bu! 
T : Naon maksudna, permited eta mah! 
S : Legally we atuh bu. 
T : Ok legally boleh. 
S : Nging pake nama buah-buhan we bu 
T : Eta pake nama buah-buahan, tadi apa namanya. Dragom fruit! 
T : Ok go head, please come forward! Representative of bananas group. 
Perwakilan  dari bananas group mana? Siapa yang ke depan. Just read! 
S : Maneh we jig, nging abi. 
T : Answer and question, bananas group, bananas group! Read and answer. 
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S : Read aja we bu. 
T : Read and answer, listen to gina please! 
S : Liza bu sanes gina 
T : Oh liza, sorry liza. Go head 
S : First question, what is your opinion about broken hearth? In my opinion its 
make sad  and cry 
T : Ok, number two! 
S : The second question, what do you think of hangout with someone special? In 
my  opinion its can be make a nerveous. 
T : Ok good, number three 
S : What is your view about…. 
T : Confortable and make happy 
T : Ok, and then? 
S : What do you think of shopie? I think its make a very happy. 
T : Ok the next! 
S : What is your opinion of in my feeling challenge? In my opinion its make 
a fun, but  don’t’ safety for other people 
T : Ok, come forward. In my feeling challenge. Jadi kalau saya gak tahu 
jadi itu apa  ya gitu. Kita harus up to date ikutnya ikut kalian ya. Ok, and then 
dragon fruits  group go head 
S : Kuduna urang tah, lain si itu. 
S : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. Number one, what do you think of scout in 
Indonesia? I  think scout in Indonesia very fun. Number two, what do you think of 
American cultural?  My opinion about American culture is developing country and 
one of country is legally  free sex. Number three what you feel of scien class. 
T : Scien class is like social class katanya ya 
S : Wah penghinaan eta mah euy 
T : And the what else? 
S : What do you think about Asian games? My view about Asian games good to 
sport and  online game. 
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T : Jadi sekarang lebih banyak online jadi itu bagus katanya ya! 
S : Asana teu aya online mah bu. 
S : What is your opinion of free sex and drugs? My opinion is negative 
behavior. 
T : Ok, good thank you so much. Grapes group? Go head 
S : Maneh is geuwat. 
S : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. What do you think of science two? I think 
science two is  science two class is like family and active class 
T : Berarti pelajaran lain aktif gak? Jangan- jangan pasif nya? 
S : Aktif atuh bu, semua pelajaran. 
S : How do you feel is someone like you? 
T : Eehhh someone like you or some one falling in love with you katanya. 
S : I feel is love that is funy, but…… 
T : Ok, kalau sama-sama jatuh cinta ya senang, kalau bertepuk sebelah tangan 
ya sedih. Go  head! Again. 
S : What is your opinion about bowo and nurani? I think bowo and nurani is 
contropersonal  person. 
T : Ok good, Indonesian ya.  
S : What is your ….. 
S : Number five, what do you think of mr. asep kusmayadi? I think Mr. asep 
kusmayadi is  discipline teacher. 
T : Waters melon group? 
S : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S & T : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb 
S : Number one, what do you think of Indonesian football? I think one of 
sport can  make provide for Indonesian contry. Number two, what is your 
opinion about  online game?  In my opinion, online game can forward 
everything. 
S : No 
S : Yes 
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S : What do you think of this class? I think this class make me happy and 
confortable.   Number five, what your opinion about mr. asep kusmayadi? In my 
opinion, mr. asep  kusmayadi is famous and legend teacher. 
T : Ok thank you so much. Ok, I want to review. Ada, how do you spell  this 
first? 
S : Students 
T : Next time hoplly when I teaching saya nanti bikin roles don’t do the other 
home work.  Gak boleh mengerjakan pr yang lain yah nanti saya kurangi nilainya. 
Tidak boleh yah,  inggris ya inggris, kalau pr disekolah.  Ibu besok lagi ya? 
Thank you for your attention.  Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb.  
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TRANSCRIPT 4 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : XI IPA 2 
Meeting : 2 (two) 
Topic  : Asking and Giving Opinion 
Teacher : Elin Roslinda, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Date  : Thursday, August 2nd 2018 
Time  : 08.30 – 10.00 
T  : Teacher 
S  : Student 
 
T : Good morning every one! 
S : Good morning 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine, and you? 
T : Ok, I am good. Who some body who absen today? 
S : Angga 
T : Angga still getting sick? 
S : Sick 
T : Angga only angga? 
S : Just silent 
T : Bahasa inggris wajib kapan ya? Bahasa inggris wajib teh senin nya? 
S : Sanes bu, kemarin bu 
T : Senin, sudah tiga kali saya. Jadi wajibnya senin ya. Sekarang peminatan ya! 
Sudah.  Class rolesnya mau apa? 
S : Don’t eat, don’t sleep 
T : Masa pagi-pagi ada yang sleep? 
S : Ih uhun bu, sok aya nu tidur 
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T : Naon deui? 
S : Don’t eat, don’t drink! 
S : Eh naon sih, sok maneh wae 
T : Don’t eat? Berarti ga boleh minum ga boleh makan 
S : Puasa abi mah bu 
T : And berarti you can use your mobile phone! If you want to translate. 
S : Yaahhh 
T : What we  have ready learn yesterday? 
S : Asking and giving opinion 
T : Asking and giving opinion, what you like to say if you want to ask an 
opinion to your  friends? Kalau mau asking opinion apa gimana? 
S : What do you think….what is your view… 
T : What do you feel, and then giving opinion? 
S : I think, my view, my opinion. 
T : Ok, now I would like to asking giving opinion with suggestion. Suggestion 
itu apa? 
S : Suggesti bu 
T : Suggestion itu apa? 
S : Ih sugesti ibu 
T : Some one getting sick for example. You can suggest him or her to go to 
doctor. Yah, so  I will give you in two groups, which group consist of 4 person. 
Jadi tidak terlalu banyak  jadinya 4 orang bakalan lebih mudah yah I think. I will 
give you picture! Ibu akan  berikan gambar. You can make or asking or giving 
opinion jadi aya asking opinionnya  ada asking opinionnya! Giving opinion and 
giving suggestion for that picture untuk  gambar itu. You understand? 
S : Yes 
T : Saya menempatkan some pictures outside of the class, you can discuss 
with your  friend! One group consist of four person 
S : Five we atuh bu. 
T : Jadi kelas ini ada berapa group? 
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S : Ga tau bu 
T : 4 atau 5? 
S : 5 
T : Kalau 5 jadi berapa group? 
S : 7 
T : 7? 5 berarti ya? 
S : Iya 
T : Sok cari disitu gambarnya! 
S : Ah disini we bu 
T : Sok disitu boleh 
T : Dikonsep dulu, nanti hasilnya saya berikan folionya yah. Ada? Sok cari 
dulu  temenya! 
S : Ngke heula bu, teu acan aya groupna 
T : Mana group one?  
S : Ih abi jeung saha 
T : Group two siapa? Which one five? Go head! 
 S : Ibu tujuh orang we nya. 
T : Sampai lima kok. 
S : Ih nya kedah 7 panginten bu, tapi  upami hoyong adil nya tujuh orang 
bu. 
T : 5 kan? 
S : Kalau lima group itu satu anggotanya 7 orang bu 
T : Oh, satu group tujuh orang. Banyak bener ya? Jadi lima group? 
S : Iya, ga papa weh bu 
T : Ga mau ah, duduk lagi!  
S : Ah si ibu, duduk lagi, duduk lagi 
T : Berarti countnya sampai 7 yah? 
S : Ah bu, 
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T : Sorry honey, sorry. Itung sampai tujuh yah! 
S : Iya bu 
S : Ah bu bu 
T : Count sampai seven yah 
S : 1,2,3,5 
S : Fourrrrrr 
T : Four 
T : Go head, cari yang satu group. Ok enough? Sudah, have you find your 
group? 
S : Ngke heula bu! Kedap deui. 
T : Have you group? Ok, which one group one?  
S : Sanes abi ih 
T : Go head sini, group one.  Group two! 
S : Tu nu itu bu sanes abi 
T : Group two here! Group three go head which one! Group four! Five! Six! 
S : Tuh nu six 
T : The last one, seven which one seven? 
S : Sanes abi 
S : Atuh saha deui? 
T : Ok, attention please! Write down your name member of your group and 
this a  paper. And then after that give a name. it can be flower or something, but 
in  English. For example, watermelons group. 
S : Indonesia we bu, jengkol. 
T : No 
T : And then, you have to observe some picture outside of the class or in the 
class this about  five picture. A,b,c,d, and e picture. And what you have to do? 
You should observe and  after that write down asking and opinion and then after 
that give you opinion about that  picture and then give suggestion for the picture.  
Do you understand? 
S : Yes 
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T : Go head, is there any question so far? Ada pertanyaan? 
S : No 
T : Is there more suggestion? Because one group consist of five person. Ya! 
Tolong  usahakan tidak satu suggestion kepalamu ada lima disitu! Paling ga 
dua misalnya, yah!  Go head. Nanti berputar. 
T : Ready? 
S : Ready 
T : Ya go head, find the pictures 
S : Bu berarti pertanyaan sama jawaban harus sinkron? 
T : Ya iya lah 
T : Kira-kira ap? 
S : Bocengan tilu bu 
S : Lain ih, reptile eta mah 
S : Bu satu kelompok satu apa? 
T : Apanya yang satu kelompok satu? 
S : Picturenya bu 
T : Semua? 
S : Ih semua bu? 
T : Semua, jadi dari a sampai e 
S : Ih nya seer bu 
T : Hooh berlima, kan jeung pa pendi jeung bu nuy. 
S : Bu, ini asking and giving opinionnya bergabung? 
T : Iya berhubungan lah jadi ini 2 memebrikan asking yang tiga lain 
memberikan opini apa?  Pura-puranya begitu jadi ya pertanyaan di jawab disitu. 
S : Berapa sih pertanyaannya? 
T : Ya terserah tapi lebih daripada satu 
S : Ah satu we bu 
T : Ga boleh satu aja! 
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S : Satu aja bu? 
S : Ih tidak boleh. 
T : Sok kapan orangnya ada lima. 
T : What picture is that? 
S : Tentang naon sih nya? 
S : Cita-cita 
T : Idea the future ya, so may be what is your idea about that picture misalnya? 
My opinion  naon misalnya. 
S : Tah kieu we bu 
T : Yah bisa, terus nanti dikasih suggestion apa 
S : Caranya gimana? 
T : Iya sok, go head. Di rencanakeun dulu aja nanti di catet! 
S : Langsung we bu ah 
S : Bu nulisnya langsung di folio we nya bu. 
T : Sok, nanti kalau ga setelah disusun, kamu bikin konsep aja. Sok 
S : Ibu bebas? 
T : Bebas naon? 
S : Nama kelompoknya? 
T : Sok bebas, sayuran sok. 
S : Tina buah-buahan we nya bu. 
S : Bu suggestina lebih dari satu? 
T : Kalau bisa lebih dari satu karena satu group kepalanya lima itu. 
S : Tilu we nya bu. 
T : Finish? 
S : Belom 
T : Lima menit lagi kumpulkan! 
S : Ih bu, belum bu 
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T : Lima menit lagi cukup? 
S : Ih bu banyak keneh 
S : Satu jam lagi we bu 
T : Udah selesai satu jam mah atuh 
T : Ngke kumpulkeun nya di meja ibu pas istirahat! 
S : Pas pulang we bu 
T : Ga boleh, sudah cukup ya. Kalau sudah selesai kumpulin aja ke ibu ya. Ga 
usah  maksain terlalu banyak. Yo, assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb. 
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TRANSCRIPT 5 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : XI IPA 4 
Meeting : 1 (one) 
Topic  : Asking and Giving Opinion 
Teacher : Elin Roslinda, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Date  : Tuesday, July 31th 2018 
Time  : 12.30 – 14.00 
T  : Teacher 
S  : Student 
 
T : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb. 
T : Ok, good afternoon everyone 
S : Good afternoon mom 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine, thank you. And you? 
T : Ok I am good, this is some body who absen today? Tiara? 
S : Tiara, sakit. 
T : Tira sakit ya. Do you have home work? Ada PR? 
S : Ada, mana bukuna? Mana pulpen euy? 
T : Mana bukunya peminatan ya! 
T : So, for the first one the question is? Apa kemarin? 
S : ……………………… 
T : Sudah 
S : Sudah 
T : Okey, I would like to tell you about class roles dulu ya! Aturannya hari ini 
mau apa?  Aturan kelasnya apa?  3 aja lah. Di kelasnya aturannya mau apa? 
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T : No hand phone ya! 
S : Lahhhh 
T : Jadi selama kelas, don’t use  your mobile phone 
S : Don’t use your mobile phone 
T : Udah? Don’t use your mobile phone!, tidak boleh menggunakan hand 
phone! 2 jam ini  dengan saya, kalau nanti setelah ini pelajaran siapa? Guruna 
saha? 
S : Pak muhidin, kesel euy. Hahahaha 
T : Yang kedua apa? The second one what is that? 
T : Tidak boleh makan di kelas? Tidak boleh makan di kelas ya? 
S : Yah, ketika pelajaran ibu aja? Don’t drink? 
T : Bener don’t drink? 
S : Iiiiihhhhh alim bu, haus 
T : Oke, berarti drink boleh? Eat yang gak boleh, apa lagi? 
S : Hmmmmm, don’t sleep. Haaaaaaaa 
T : Ok ya, don’t use mobile phone,and then don’t eat, and don’t sleep. Ibu 
akan  nambahkan satu aja, 
S : Naon deui euy? Hehe 
S : Duh, nambahkeun naon deui tah? 
T : Jadi, rise your hand if you want to ask or answer question ya? Kalau mau 
jawab atau  bertanya rise your hand. The first want don’t use hand phone, 
disimpan teleponnya tidak  boleh digunakan di English class, and then don’t eat 
gak boleh makan even itu permen no  berarti itu makan. Drink berarti boleh? 
Boleh  silahkan saya tidak mau melarang karena  tidak ada disini. Terus don’t 
sleep. Gak ada yang tidur ya. 
T : So your homework  are, PR nya apa? The first questions? 
S : What dou you think about mobile phone? 
T : Answer question please, up your hand! up your hand! 
S : I think mobile phone have more information, so we can change the 
information with the  others 
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T : We can change some information, good! Another opinion? Answer the 
number  one. Up your hand! 
S : Silent 
S : My opinion mobile phone have some information in education, 
communication and  much more. 
T : Anything else? Ada lagi? That still number one, another opinion still 
number one? 
S : Ah ibu mahh 
S : Saya bu 
T : Ok go ahead. 
S : My opinion mobile phone can get more information 
T : Still number one, another one? 
S : Silent… 
T : Ya cewek 
S : My opinion, mobile phone very useful for us. 
T : Good, number two. What is question for number two? 
S : What is your view about karapyak beach? 
T : Yah, what is your view about karapyak beach. 
S : Nging si itu bu, ntos si eta mah! 
T : Ok, not you again, I have another student. Yes you! 
S : I think, karapyak beach is very beautiful place. 
T : Ok good answer, another one? Another one? Up your hand! 
S : Silent 
T : Another one? Yah 
S : I think karapyak beach is good place for relax with family or friends 
T :  Ok with family, friend or special one. 
S : Haaaaaaaaa 
T : Another one? Oke yang belum 
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S : Just silent 
T : Up your hand! Another one may be! Another opinion? Up your hand! 
Not you  again, I have another student. Another one? Go head! 
S : Ah abdi mah moal bu. 
T : Hehe 
T : Ok for the last one, yang terakhir apa? 
S : What’s your opinion about facebook? 
T : For, what’s your opinion about facebook? facebook? Up your hand! 
Rise your  hand if your answer and ask question.  
S : Tadi urang ngges, geura maneh lah! 
T : Come on, I still have candy. Don’t you again, I have another students. Come 
on! 
S : Just silent 
T : Come on! Up your hand! Don’t be afraid of making mistakes! Kita tidak 
pernah tau  kalau itu salah ketika kita tidak melakukannya. Jadi jangan takut! Up 
your hand! I have  fives candy. Go  head! 
S : Assalamualaikum 
T : Walaikumsalam, hehehe manga, tebih nya shalatna. Duduk! 
S : Ngke bu, ngantosan babaturan 
S : Hahahahaha 
T : Ada lagi? Come on! Number three! 
S : Udah, gak ada lagi bu. 
S : Sok maneh, gewat atuh da! 
T : Jangan itu-itu aja, go ahead! 
S : Jangan saya bu, nu ulang tahun we tah bu. 
T : Siapa? 
S : Yuliaaaaa 
S : Ih nging abi atuh 
S : Makan di gratisan bu 
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T : Ok go head, come on! What’s your opinion? 
S : Sanes abi bu, tah si eta wae bu. 
T : Ok come on! 
S : I think facebook is very useful and communicating with friend. 
T : Another one? Up your heand! Where is my boys? Howe about you? 
S : I think facebook is application that almost everyone use it 
T : Almost every one use it. Oke good, another one? Go ahead. Another one? 
Come on! Up  your hand! 
S : Just silent. 
T : I just want to rise to speak in English, come on! Every one? I still have three 
candy 
S : Alhamdulliah, hahah si eta ngerakeun. 
S : My opinion, facebook have some information in entertainment 
S : Eta mah sarua jeung instagram sekarng mah yah, another one!  Dua lagi! 
Come on.  Jangan kamu lagi atuh yang lain! Kan cewe banyak. Another one, 
come on! Cukup?  Berarti saya simpan buat next yang lain, season yang lain. So 
now, please make about  two sentences! You can ask, your opinion about 
everything, buatlah apa? Kalimat tentang  opinion bertanya pada temanmu nanti 
saya lemparkan kepada temanmu yah, siapa itu,  siapapun yg ada dalam kelas. 
What’ your opinion about apa. What is your view about  apa. What do you think of 
apa ya. Silahkan! 
S : Aduh hese euy bu. Dua sareng pertanyaan? 
T : Tolong bertanya yang sekiranya, banyak temenmu tau gitu. Mungkin 
film apa  tapi jangan yang aneh-aneh. What do you think of Jakarta? 
Babaturana can tantu  pernah ka Jakarta. Sok apa? Usahakan tidak 
bertanya tentang religion, politik,  saya tidak mau karena bukan ranahnya kita 
bebicara itu. 
S : Ah bu, kunaon emang bu? 
T : Make two sentences, finish? 
S : Not yet, ke heula bu 
T : Ok finish? you dandi udah? 
S : Nging abi heula nya bu, nu sanes heula 
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T : Ok, siap ya? Siapa yang bertanya pada temannya? Opinion. You just read the 
question!   Membaca saja pertanyaan. Come on up your hand! Yang tadi sudah 
mengacungkan,  boleh mengacungkan lagi. Go ahead rise your hand! 
S : Fikri bu, 
T : Ok up your hand! Go ahead! 
S : Just silent 
S : Bu langsung di jawab? 
T : Ya ngga lah masa pertanyaan langsung d jawab sendiri. kumaha damang? Ih 
 alhamdullilah sae. Go head! You? Siapa? 
S : Ridawan bu 
T : Ridwan you will try? Come, take it your book. Ambil bawa bukunya! 
S : Ini bu, langsung d jawab ku babaturan abi? 
T : Ngga nanti aja siapa yang mau jawab, the question is? 
S : What is your opinion about me? 
T : What is your opinion about me? Rise your hand! Up your hand! Come 
on! You  can try to answer. Up your hand! What your opinion ya 
pertanyaannya, berarti  awabannya my opinion about ridwan is? Go head! 
S : Ih bu, bingung yeuh. 
T : Every body attention please! 
S : I think ridwan love to me 
S : Astagfirulahaladzim 
T : Another one? Yang lain, another person! Tuh temennya udah dapet dua 
S : Ah henteu bu, eta mah bade ngumpulkeun permen. 
T : Ok you! 
S : My opinion ridwan is very friendly to me. 
T : Friendly to you, oke sangat ramah katanya 
S : Thank you 
T : Go ahead, sudah dua orang menjawab. Thank you ridwan. Another one?  
Yang ngasih  pertanyaan, yah you! 
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S : What’s your opinion about motor cycle? 
T : Go ahead, up your hand! Come on 
S : Just silent 
S : My opinion about motor cycle is a transpotation to going to another place 
T : Ok siapa lagi? Another one? 
S : Silent 
S : What’s your view about senior high school one banjarsari? 
T : Go head to answer 
S : Sok maneh wae, mangga mangga manga 
T : Another one go head, what’s your view about senior high school one 
bajarsari?  Kelemahan kita memang dari dulu ya de, basicly kadang aduh aya 
jawaban teh, tapi hard  to explain ya. Jadi saya hanya rise your ability to speak 
ya. Jadi bagaimana caranya nya  ya. So what is your view about senior high 
school one banjarsari? Go head. 
S : Go head, bener teu nya? 
S : Si itu mah hayang permen 
T : Yang gak ngomong ya gak dapat permen. Come on go head! 
S : I think senior high school one banjarsari is one of school in ciamis 
T : Familiar, boleh ditambahin. One of familiar famous school  in banjarsari. 
Eehh in  ciamis boleh yah. Thank you sit down. Another opinion may be to 
give some questions.  Ada yang mau kasih pertanyaan atau mau menjawab. Masih 
rewash yah dulu yang kebiasaan dulu yang kelas 10 siapa?  
S : Pak pendiii 
T : Dua-duanya? Enakeun teu? 
S : Alim deui ah bu, mending ku ibu 
T : Kitu weh nya, dikasih ibu yang rame, tah inilah kitu yah. Karena tidak 
melulu hanya  terus menghafal. Sudah? Kita akan bikin sebuah simulation. Satu 
group sekarang  mainnya satu group. Karena maen personal sudah agak sulit 
nanti group. Ini mau dikasih  semua tentang buah-buahan, friuits. Ini satu baris satu 
group. In English, in English! 
T : Banana groups, you oke durian groups. 
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S : Ibu alim banana hoyong ganti akh 
T : No no no 
T : Ok, what is your name about your group? In English 
S : Bahasa sunda we bu 
T : In English 
S : Guava 
T : Tau guava itu apa? 
S : Jambuuuuu….. 
T : Bisi gak tau. Oke now, in this paper you can write your name of group and 
then please  give three questions and your questions will give to the other groups. 
Hanya tiga  pertanyaan saja, tapi tidak boleh yang sudah di bahas atau sebelumnya 
yang sudah pernah  saya bahas, tidak boleh. Oke sok silahkan diskusi. Yang sudah 
ibu kasihkan tidak boleh  yang udah dibahas. Tulis nama anggotanya. 
S : Pertanyaannya bebas bu? 
T : Bebas, tapi sekiranya temanmu tau! 
T : Ok 5 minutes life. 5 minute lagi! Cuma bikin 3, just question. Hanya 
 pertanyaannya saja gak butuh jawaban. 
S : Ih bu, jangan sekarang 
T : Cukup? Give to me! Thank you. 
T : Guavas group and dragon fruit as already finish their job, how about 
you? Go   head, giving to me 
S : Ngke heula, giving to me ceunah.  
T : Ok go head! guavas group and dragon fruit as already finish  their job! Go 
head! 
S : Just silent 
S : Ih, iye mun ewueh jigana rame. 
T : Finish?  Oke go head! Bananas groups 
S : Ngke heula ih bu 
T : Representative of guavas group? Siapa yang mau menjelaskan dari 
guavas group?   Come forward! 
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S : Ulah urang, maneh be jig. 
T : Come forward! Take it one of them! Ambil salah satu diantaranya. Jangan 
dibuka dulu,  jangan dibuka! 
S : Just silent and open that paper. 
T : And then, durians group 
S : Buru ka hareup, ulah urang. 
T : Take it one of them! Don’t put, eh don’t open.  Tidak boleh di buka. 
S : Ah eung, mbung iyeu. Moal bener si eta mah! 
T :  Keep answer! Go head. Harus lebih dari satu kalimat. 
S : Abi mah teu bisa ngajawab bu. 
T : Go head! Usahakan lebih dari satu kalimat. 
S : Keun wae hiji we bu. 
T : Finish? Kumpulkan! 
S : Acan bu, ke heula. 
T : Finish? Ayo! 
S : Ngke heula bu. 
S : Bu bahasa inggrisnya pelit apa? 
T : Pelit, orangnya pelit berarti ya? Apa ya? Kikir ya berarti ya. Orangnya  
pelit,  kalau uang boleh kata yang lain. Do not give a lot of money. She doesn’t 
give a lot of  money. Banyak uang.  
S : Bukan money bu, theetring! 
T : She atau he doesn’t theetring to the other of mobile phone gitu ya to the 
other student.  Cerewed apa? Cerewed? 
S : Just silent 
T : Kasih sayang? Kasih sayang apa ya?  Apanya? 
S : Nging love bu. 
T : Ok what do you thing about love? Banyak memberi misalnya. Attention! 
S : Ibu bau mulut apa? Smell boleh? 
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T : Boleh, itu bau mulut bau badan jadi smel. Oke 3 minutes left, 3 menit 
lagi segera  kumpulkan! Give to me. Yang jawabnya siapa? Atua group apa 
yang jawabnya?  Answer by? 
S : Answer we bu. 
T : Thank you. Representative of guavas group come on for forward! 
S : Maneh bae ih, abi mah teu bisa. 
T : Listen to some question and answer. Baca pertanyaannya dulu teh baru 
jawabannya  satu-satu. 
S : Jadi ininya dulu bu? 
T : Hooh, ya! 
S : Dibaca we bu! 
T : Gak usah. 
S : What do you think of your boy friend? 
T : Not, one by one. Jadi satu pertanyaan satu jawaban 
S : Number one, what do you think of your boy friend? I think my boy friend is 
really  handsome boys. 
T : And then 
S : HFJDFSDJFHDFDKJFSKN 
S : Teu kadangu euy! 
S : Number two, what is your opinion about your parents? My opinion about my 
parents is  give me help and always beside me when I happy or sad. 
T : Sssst sssttt 
S : (tetap rame) 
S : Tega aing mah. 
T : Jadi yang paling ganteng Sandra. 
S : Hahaha kok si eta 
T : Bananas group! One of them. Come forward! 
S : Saha yeuh euy? Jig maneh wae. 
T : Ok number one? 
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S : What do you think of Mr. Asep kusmayadi? I think Mr. asep kusmayadi is a 
legend   teacher in senior high school 1 banjarsari coach volley ball and 
football 
S : Apa heeh euy. hahaha 
T : Ok terus! 
S : Number two, what your opinion about capetarian in our school? My opinion 
in  capetarian in our school a placed good area. Number three, what is your view 
about  ceremony every day in our school? My view when ceremony every Monday 
many  student in field and many student handsome. Thank you. 
T : Ok good, thank you so much. Sebuah koreksi tadi. Bukan we opinion 
tapi our  opinion ya. Dragon fruit! Dragon fruit! Which one. Go head, 
S : Just silent 
T : Listen to your friend. 
S : What is your opinion about members of banana group? Our opinion about 
member  banana group is they are very very active. Number two, what is your 
view about nature in  Indonesia?  Our view about nature Indonesia is very beautifull 
and  we must keep the  nature of indoneasi. Number three, what do you think 
about nurani?  
T : Nurani which one? 
S : Nu itu ning bu 
T : Oh nurani yang itu, go head 
S : I think nurani is one of viral human in Indonesia now and she is very 
beautiful 
T : Sedikit review, walaupun dalam artian sangat tapi penggunaan verynya 
cukup satu kali  saja ya. Ga usah dua kali ya! I love you, tidak very love tapi 
bisa menggunakan I do love  you, kalau sangat membencinya I do heat you.  Durian! 
Go head, come forward. Listen to  you friend, attention please! 
S :  Halo, question number one is what is your opinion about Mrs. Elin roslinda? 
My  opinion about Mrs. Elin roslinda is she is a kind and fun teacher. Question 
number two,  what is your view about senior heigh school 1 banjarsari. I think senior 
high school one  banjarsari is a good place. Question number three is what do 
you think about love? I  think love is but woreness and full of careness. 
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T : And full of caring ya. Oke thank you. So to day we learn about asking and 
giving  opinion ya. Cukup ya, ibu ada lagi hari apa? Besok apa kapan? Selasa, rabu, 
kamis,  alhamdulilah. Tapi saya belum lihat besok wajib apa peminatan ya.  
S : Wajib sama peminatan bu 
T : Yah bawa aja lah bukunya dua-duanya ga papa kok! 
T : Ok sampai disini dulu yah, assalamualaikum 
S : Walaikumsalam. 
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TRANSCRIPT 6 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : XI IPA 2 
Meeting : 2 (two) 
Topic  : Asking and Giving Opinion 
Teacher : Elin Roslinda, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Date  : Thursday, August 2nd 2018 
Time  : 10.15 – 11.45 
T  : Teacher 
S  : Student 
 
T : Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb. 
T : Ok, good morning every one? 
S : Good morning mom 
T : How are you today? 
S : I am fine thank you, and you? 
T : I am good, tiara still getting sick. Tiara masih sakit masih di rawat di 
puskesmas  banjar? 
S : Di rumah sakit bu, sanes d puskesmas. 
T : I just want to review. What did you learn yesterday? Belajar apa kemarin? 
S : Wajib bu? 
T : Peminatan! What you opinion or what do you think about? Sudah di 
kedepankan  sudah? 
S : Alim ka depankeun bu. 
S : Sudah 
T : Sudah dilihat? Now, kemarin asking yah? Asking and giving opinion. And 
then, asking  for opinion gimana? 
S : What is your opinion about karapyak beach? 
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T : Terus apa lagi? 
S : Nging d sebutkeun hiji-hiji we bu! 
T : Terus apa lagi eh? 
S : What do you think of…? 
T : What do you think of apa gitu ya! And then, giving opinion? 
S : My opinion.. 
S : Eh salah euy, I think 
T : My view boleh? 
S : Asana sanes bu. 
T : Nah, I want to add with a suggestion. What is the meaning of 
suggestion? 
S : Sugesti meren bu 
T : Sugesti itu bentuk kepeduliannya, atau percaya kepada sesuatu. Tapi 
suggestion? 
S : Emang uhun bu? 
T : Suggestion? 
S : Just silent 
T : I suggest you to find another boy friend or girl friend! 
S : Memberi saran bu 
T : Memberi saran, I suggest you, I think gitu ya…. Biasanya menggunakan 
verb dua ya itu  suggestion, so what you have to do. Now, how many student 
here? 30 berapa? 31? 
S : No, 34 bu. 
T : 34 ok 34. Sebelum itu nanya dulu review. Uang kas sudah? Biasa jalan? 
S : Jalan 
T : Eh ibu can mayarnya? Poho wae can mayar. Kaingetan. 
S : Pohoan si ibu mah 
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T : Terus yang nitip buat beli kaos sudah, mana? Ada sedikit-seikit ada yang 
sudah nitip?  Biasakan dari uang jajan jangan minta terus sama mama sama bapa ya! 
5 ribu, 10 ribu.  Kalau sudah terlalu banyak simpen heula di ibu heula yah! 
S : Kanggo jajan we kirang bu. Hehe 
T : Terus, I will give you in two groups. Which group consist  of five 
students lima  anak, and then you discuss about picture nanti saya akan berikan 
picture, you can  asking and opinion, ada yang bertanya misalnya dua orang 
atau tiga orang  bertanya. Nanti  giving opinion tapi harus nyambung. 
S : Wios teu nyambung ge bu. Hehe 
T : Asking giving sama suggestionnya harus nyambung ya! Class rolesnya mau 
apa? 
S : Don’t eat 
T : Jadi permen no ya! 
S : Don’t sleep 
T : Don’t sleep 
S : Duh hayang sare kadituna 
T : And then? 
S : Rise your hand 
T : Rise your hand boleh. Don’t eat, don’t sleep and then rise your hand it 
means you  can use your mobile phone! Jadi boleh, for using translation! 
Bukan main wad an  main sebagainya ya! Ok 
S : Ah hayang ngegame. hehe 
T : Tadi bahasa sunda saha? Pak johan? 
S : Tanes bu, bu anggi 
T : Bu anggi? Nanti wajib siapa? 
S : Pa muhidin 
T : Semangat atuh! 
S : Pa muhidin, mbung euy 
S : Wajib atuh semangat 45 
T : Pa muhidin? Ari peminatan?  
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S : Pa warto 
T : Berarti 2 jam? 
S : Eh 4 jam bu 
T : Eh 4 jam ya? Ga papa semangat atuh 
S : Hmmmm pasti! 
T : Pastina teu ridho kitu! Semangat ya beda-beda orang mah ya? Banyak 
ceramah  gitu ya, basicly point everything. Apapun yang kalian peajari for  
the first one  interistic for the person whicis teac you. Jadi harus lihat person 
dulu siapa yang  bawakan kalau miss alena begini oh miss alena. I feel so 
nervous, I feel you sleepy  when miss alena teach. Kalau sudah dalam 
mindsitenya, kalau melihat matematik  susah gurunya gitu dan lain 
sebagainya udah ngeblank gitu ya. Sok apalagi siang  ya? 
S : Engga bu bisa aja, tapi sok ngantuk. 
T : Kalau kemarin bahasa inggris ga kerasa ya. Dua ja, juga gak kerasa. Kalau 
ini mungkin  gak kerasa juga ya? 
S : Iihhh kerasa banget ibu. Serasa sabaraha jam. 
T : PAI siapa PAI? 
S : Pa tusirin 
T : Sejarah? 
S : Bu suryamah 
T : Oh bu suryamah. Bagaimana? Dulu kelas 10 sama siapa? 
S : Pa alif 
T : Pa alif sudah pindah ke cianjur ya. Gimana sejarah menyenangkan? 
S : Senang, tapi riet bu 
T : Oh kitu ya. Riuet! Diem aja, anak-anak diem bagian sejarah mah tau-tu 
udah  tidur we. Asa di dongengan, gitu da kamu kan begitu ngantuk, barudak 
teh balager  cicing wae. Iya balager teh sare nu aya. Sok di lieuk ih gening 
sare. 
S : Henteu ah bu, tapi asa di dongengan. 
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T : Tah eta ceunah asa di dongengan. Di saya ada aturan don’t sleep gak 
boleh tidur.  Nanti di kasih nama groupnya. Boleh bebas dari buah-buahan, 
dari bunga dan lain  sebagainya asal bahasa inggris tidak ada jengkol ya! 
S : Ah hoyong jengkol bu namina 
T : Ready? Berarti seven group ya? Ari jumlah aya sabaraha 35? 
S : Sanes bu, 34 
T : Sok berhitung! 
S : 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
S : Eh one 
T : Find out your group! Group satu sama group satu sok. Group one here! 
S : Di ditu we nya bu. 
T : Group four, didieu 
S : Bae lah didieu we 
T : Five group 
S : Didieu we bu, jauh diditu mah 
T : Boleh sok, six and seven. 
S : Ya allah tebih bu 
T : Discuss with your friend, write your name and your group. And then, 
ada  gambarnya di dalam kelas dan diluar kelas. 
S : Ah tebih teuing di luar. 
T : Cari gambarnya ya, semua harus ada! A,b,c,d and e ada 5 gambar 
semua harus di  observe sama kalian. Go head, you can go out!  Disini ada 
satu tuh! 
S : Di dieu heula we 
T : Mau dikonsep dulu setelah lihat gambar atau bagaimana? 
S : Ibu, jadi kita membuat pertanyaan? 
T : Iya, question about that condition ya! 
S : Di konsep heula we nya bu? 
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T : Iya sok kalo mau di konsep dulu. Jangan satu, satu group ada lima 
kepala. 
S : Ah wios we atuh bu hiji 
T : Jangan satu ya! Ada lima kepala maenya ngan hiji. 
T : You make asking opinion, giving opinion sama suggestion nya apa? 
S : Kumaha sih bu contohna? 
T : What is your view about that? In English ya 
S : Pake bahasa Indonesia we bu. 
T : No, in English. 
T : Sok mau  dimana sok, di kelas boleh! 
S : Ah di luar we bu 
S : Ibu, dibuat gimana? 
T : Di buat asking and giving opinion! Jadi two opinion about picture apa 
dan lain  sebagainya gitu. Bagaimana giving opinionnya. Terus ada dikasih 
suggestionnya  gitu. Kedah nyambung diantara tiga itu! 
S : Asana tiasa bu, tapi waktosna lami bu 
T : Sok mau yang mana! Diditu huela? 
S : Didie we heula lah 
S : Ibu, contohna kumaha? 
T : My view about naon kitu. 
S : Langsung di jawab we atuh bu. 
T : Iya boleh langsung dijawab boleh. Jadi kan ga kemana-mana gitu ya. 
S : Satu we nya bu. 
T : Ulah satu nya, lebih dari satu yah. Terus kalau udah gitu harus urut 
antara  pertanyaan jawaban dan kasih suggestion! Terus kenapa harus 
lebih daripada satu  karena groupnya juga five students ya! 
S : Bu pertanyaanna satu we nya bu 
T : Usahakan lebih dari satu! 
S : Ibu diserat jawabana wungkul we nya 
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T : Sareng pertanyaanna nya! 
S : Ah eung bu. 
S : Ibu seggestionnya satu atau dua? 
T : Lebih dari satu, lebih baik banyak 
S : Ah dua we bu. 
S : Ibu, semuanya apa lebih dari satu?  
T : Iya, usahakan lebih  dari satu. 
S : Hiji bae lah 
T : Ibu mau ada perlu dulu, nanti dikumpulin istirahatnya! 
S : Istirhat kadua we nya bu 
T : Ok. Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
S : Walaikumsalam Wr. Wb. 
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Table Data and Data Analysis 1 
 
No. Data Context Dialogues 
Refusal Strategies 
Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
D
D 
G
A
E 
S
W
O 
001/A1/BHS/M1 Opening 
T: Ok, good 
afternoon every 
one? 
S: Just silent (in 
the class student 
make their sound 
louderly) 
 
 
 
 
       Request 
002/A1/SWO/M1 Opening 
T: Ok I am very 
well thank. Dea 
and zaidah getting 
sick? 
S: Sanes sick bu 
         Suggestion 
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003/A1/GA/M1 Opening 
T: Sudah masuk 
semua! 
S: Sudah, tapi 
asana aya nu 
diluar 
         Invitation 
004/A1/A/M1 Opening 
T: Ok don’t sleep 
S: don’t seat bu 
S: Maneh we 
don’t seat mah 
         Suggestion 
005/A1/PB/M1 Opening 
T: Don’t use 
mobile phone! 
S: Ah teu bisa 
maen mobile 
legend euy 
         Request 
006/A1/GAE/M1 Observing 
T: Ih kenapa gak 
dijawab? 
S: Ntos dijawab 
bu, tapi sanes 
bahasa inggris bu 
         Request 
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007/A1/BHS/M1 Observing 
T: As intertaiment 
media ok, sit 
down. Another 
one! Still number 
one 
S: just silent (in 
the class student 
make their sound 
louderly) 
         Invitation 
008/A1/OA/M1 Observing 
T: Still number 
two! 
S: Ah number two 
bu, tilu we. What 
is you view about 
karapyak beach? 
I think is 
karapyak beach is 
nice beach. 
         Invitation 
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009/A1/P/M1 Questioning 
T: Make simple 
question 
S: Atuh da hese 
bu, ngke heula we 
          
010/A1/SWO/M1 Questioning 
T: You are so lazy 
person, true or 
no? 
S: Oh no bu 
          
011/A1/A/M1 Questioning 
T: Come on! 
S: Toni bu toni! 
         Invitation 
012/A1/DD/M1 Questioning 
T: What do you 
think of 
Indonesia? Up 
your hand! 
S: Indonesia is 
naonnya? 
         Invitation 
013/A1/P/M1 Questioning 
T: Yah, speaking 
ability and listen 
to the other 
         Suggestion 
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person yah? And 
how self 
confident. Kalau 
yang ga berani 
mah diem bae. 
Kumaha bisa saya 
teh nya? Yang 
lainnya ayo 
belajar 
S: Ngke heula bu, 
mun aya 
pertanyaan deui. 
014/A1/OA/M1 Questioning 
T: No say 1 
S: Henteu dugi 5 
bu? Dugi opat 
wungkul? 
         Request 
015/A1/DD/M1 Associating 
T: Ok go head, 
making group. 
Sok duduk, yang 
         Invitation 
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group pertama 
here! Bawa tuh 
bukunya. 
S: Si ibu 
hoyongna kumaha 
dih? 
016/A1/A/M1 Associating 
T: Penaple? 
Penaple. Choose 
one of them 
S: Nu iyeu we nya 
bu. 
         Offers 
017/A1/P/M1 Associating 
T: Ayo 
kumpulkan! 
S: Ngke heula bu, 
iyeu kelompok 
naon nu ngajawab 
di tulis? 
         Invitation 
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018/A1/OA/M1 Associating 
T: Attention 
please! Jadi 
question answer 
S: Pertanyaannya 
we nya bu? 
         Request 
019/A1/DD/M1 Communicating 
T: The girls come 
on come forward 
S: Adel we bu 
         Invitation 
020/A1/A/M1 Closing 
T: Peminatan 
S: Kan wajibnya 
cuma hari rabu 
bu 
         Offers 
021/A1/GAE/M1 Closing 
T: Berarti besok 
ingetin ibu adel 
suruh  kedepan 
yah 
S: Alim ih bu, abi 
tos gering siah bu 
 
         Request 
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022/A1/PB/M1 Closing 
T: Dah cukup, 
thank you for 
attention se you 
for tomorrow. 
Adel tomorrow 
S: Ah moal sakola 
ah 
 
         Request 
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Table Data and Data Analysis 2 
 
No. Data Context Dialogues 
Refusal Strategies 
Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
D
D 
G
A
E 
S
W
O 
001/A1/GAE/M2 Opening 
T: Ok I am good. Where is 
absen today? Where is the 
other students? Mana yang 
lainnya? 
S: Teu terang bu, tapi masih 
makan mereun? 
         Request 
002/A1/OA/M2 Opening 
T: Oh lomba agustusan? 
S: Sanes bu, itu ning bu anu 
nyayi 
         Request 
003/A1/A/M2 Opening 
T: Baragernya bu suryamah 
mah caricing wae, ditempo 
geus sarare. 
         
Suggestio
n 
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S: Tah si itu bu, sanes abi. 
 
004/A1/DD/M2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Observing 
T: Gimana contohnya? I give 
you example. What is your 
view about adel? Come on! 
S: Ih bu bahasa Indonesia we 
nya 
         Invitation 
005/A1/GA/M2 Observing 
T: Overactive dela mah ya? 
S: Astagfirullahaladzim bu. 
 
         
Suggestio
n 
006/A1/A/M2 Observing 
T: Cerewed bahasa inggrisna 
sanes cerewed atuh. Sok 
naon sok! 
S: Siuen bu bisi lepat 
 
         Offers 
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007/A1/SWO/M2 Observing 
T: Dia sepertinya pendiem 
ya, ternyata memendam rasa 
yang lain. 
S: Ih bu, pendiem pisan abi 
mah. 
 
         
Suggestio
n 
008/A1/OA/M2 Associating 
T: 6 kelompok? Ada yang 6 
ada yang 7 berarti? Kalau 7 
kelompok ada yang 5 ada 
yang empat yah? 
S: 5 kelompok we bu 
 
         
Suggestio
n 
009/A1/PB/M2 Associating 
T: Urang sunda banyak 
menggunakan kata su 
ceunah nya, teman saya 
sulastri, suryamah terus 
sugiyono. 
S: Ah henteu oge bu, ai 
dindin hayo. Hehe 
         
Suggestio
n 
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Table Data and Data Analysis 3 
 
010/A1/SWO/M2 Associating 
T: Sok cari teman groupnya! 
Satu sebelah sini! 
S: Didieu we bu, 
 
         Invitation 
011/A1/GAE/M2 Associating 
T: Teu ngurut gak papa sok 
S: Ah abimah ngurut we 
bagus ngurut bu. 
         Offers 
012/A1/OA/M2 Associating 
T: Paling tidak dua! 
S: Paling tidak dua ceunah, 
jadi kudu nyiuen 3 
 
         Request 
013/A1/DD/M2 Associating 
T: Boleh, kalau dikonsep 
dulu manga. 
S: Bu masa harus dijawab 
deui bu? 
 
         Offers 
014/A1/P/M2 Associating 
T: Mana? Ayo semuanya 
udah? 
         Invitation 
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No. Data Context Dialogues 
Refusal Strategies 
Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
D
D 
G
A
E 
S
W
O 
001/A2/A/M1 Opening 
T: Oke, I am very 
well thank you. Only 
angga getting sick 
today?  Satu orang 
Cuma angga aja? 
S: Teuing teu apal. 
         Request 
S: Ngke heula bu 
S: Belum bu 
S: Pr keun we bu, hoyong pr 
 
015/A1/OA/M2 Closing 
T: Nanti kumpulin yah, sok 
sekarang boleh itirahat 
 
S: Bawa pulang we bu 
 
 
         Offers 
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002/A2/SWO/M1 Opening 
T: Terus apa lagi? 
What do you feel 
boleh. 
S: Ah urang mah 
moal make eta. 
         Offers 
003/A2/OA/M1 Observing 
T: What is your 
name? sok number 
two langsung! 
S: My name is liza, 
number one we ya 
bu? 
         Suggestion 
004/A2/GAE/M1 Observing 
T: Don’t eat yakin? 
S: Nooo, maneh we 
atuh don’t eat mah. 
         Offers 
005/A2/OA/M1 Observing 
T: Berarti 
permennya gak 
boleh, awas nanti 
kalau ada yang 
makan. 
S: Ulah don’t eat, 
don’t drink we 
         Request 
006/A2/SWO/M1 Observing 
T: Iya beda lagi! Ini 
yang kedua every 
body stand up! 
S: Lah ngging bu 
         Invitation 
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007/A2/DD/M1 Questioning 
T: Every body sit 
down! What you 
have to do it?  You 
should make two 
question asking 
about opinion. 
Hanya pertanyaan 
saja. 
S: Jangan dua bu, 
satu boleh? 
         Offers 
008/A2/GA/M1 Questioning 
T: I give you only 
five minutes to do! 
Go head. Sok lima 
menit saja cukup lah 
pertanyaan temen-
temen. What do you 
think, what do you 
fell, terserah lah. 
S: Ah mbung 
         Offers 
009/A2/P/M1 Questioning 
T: Pongporang? Go 
head! 
S: Ngke heula bu, 
banjir naon? 
         Invitation 
010/A2/A/M1 Questioning 
T: Match, match. 
Matematik. In 
English! 
S: Indonesia we bu 
         Offers 
011/A2/BHS/M1 Exploring T: Come on! What 
do you think of 
         Invitation 
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senior high school 
one banjarsari? 
S: (just silent) 
012/A2/SWO/M1 Exploring 
T: Buah, tapi tidak 
boleh yang sudah di 
bahas. Water melon, 
banana, dragon 
fruit, drgaon ball ya. 
Sok kasih name of 
your groups and 
member of your 
group. 
S: Ah ribet ah 
         Offers 
013/A2/PB/M1 Exploring 
T: Di luar boleh 
S: Yuk ah di wc di 
wc, daripada di luar 
         Offers 
014/A2/P/M1 Associating 
T: Finish? Giving to 
me! 
S: Nanti dulu bu, 
belum di kasih nama 
         Request 
015/A2/GAE/M1 Associating 
T: Jangan pegang hp 
ya! 
S: Ibu bade ijin 
pegang hp, bade nga 
wa mamah da 
kacamata abi 
tinggalen 
         Suggestion 
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016/A2/A/M1 Communicating 
T: Yah ready! 
Grape, one of you 
come forward. Salah 
satu dari kalian 
kesini. 
S: Jig maneh we jig 
         Invitation 
017/A2/DD/M1 Communicating 
T: Apa? Developing 
country  Negara 
berkembang sama 
dengan Negara 
maju. Developing 
S: Emang uhun bu? 
         Suggestion 
018/A2/GAE/M1 Communicating 
T: Ok the next! 
S: What is your 
opinion of in my 
feeling challenge? In 
my opinion its make 
a fun, but don’t’ 
safety for other 
people 
         Request 
019/A2/PB/M1 Communicating 
T: Scien class is like 
social class katanya 
ya 
S: Wah penghinaan 
eta mah euy 
         Suggestion 
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Table Data and Analysis Data 4 
 
No. Data Context Dialogues 
Refusal Strategies 
Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
D
D 
G
A
E 
S
W
O 
001/A2/BHS/M2 Opening 
T: Angga only angga? 
S: Just silent (in the class 
student make their sound 
louderly) 
          Request 
002/A2/P/M2 Opening 
T: Bahasa inggris wajib kapan 
ya? Bahasa inggris wajib teh 
senin nya? 
S: Sanes bu, kemarin bu 
         Request 
003/A2/A/M2 Opening 
 T: Don’t eat? Berarti ga boleh 
minum ga boleh makan 
S: Puasa abi mah bu 
         Offers 
004/A2/DD/M2 Questioning 
T: Saya menempatkan some 
pictures outside of the class, 
you can discuss with your 
friend! One group consist of 
four person 
S: Five we atuh bu. 
         Suggestion 
005/A2/A/M2 Questioning T: Sok cari disitu gambarnya!          Suggestion 
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S: Ah disini we bu 
006/A2/P/M2 Associating 
T: Dikonsep dulu, nanti 
hasilnya saya berikan folionya 
yah. Ada? Sok cari dulu 
temenya! 
S: Ngke heula bu, teu acan aya 
groupna 
         Suggestion 
007/A2/GAE/M2 Associating 
T: Sampai lima kok. 
S: Ih nya kedah 7 panginten 
bu, tapi  upami hoyong adil 
nya tujuh orang bu. 
         Suggestion 
008/A2/A/M2 Associating T: Semua, jadi dari a sampai e 
S: Ih nya seer bu 
         Offers 
009/A2/SWO/M2 Associating 
T: Iya sok, go head. Di 
rencanakeun dulu aja nanti di 
catet! 
S: Langsung we bu ah 
         Suggestion 
010/A2/OA/M2 Associating 
T: Sok bebas, sayuran sok. 
S: Tina buah-buahan we nya 
bu. 
         Offers 
011/A2/A/M2 Closing 
T: Ngke kumpulkeun nya di 
meja ibu pas istirahat! 
S: Pas pulang we bu 
         Request 
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Table Data and Analysis Data 5 
 
No. Data Context Dialogues 
Refusal Strategies 
Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
D
D 
G
A
E 
S
W
O 
001/A4/SWO/M1 Opening T: No hand phone ya! 
S: Lahhhh 
         Suggestion 
002/A4/DD/M1 Observing 
T: Tidak boleh makan di 
kelas? Tidak boleh makan 
di kelas ya? 
S: Yah, ketika pelajaran 
ibu aja? Don’t drink? 
         Request 
003/A4/A/M1 Observing  T: Bener don’t drink? 
S: Iiiiihhhhh alim bu, haus 
         Offers 
004/A4/BHS/M1 Observing 
T: We can change some 
information, good! 
Another opinion? Answer 
the number one. Up your 
hand! 
S: Silent (in the class 
student make their sound 
louderly) 
         Request 
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005/A4/OA/M1 Observing 
T: For, what’s your 
opinion about facebook? 
facebook? Up your hand! 
Rise your hand if your 
answer and ask question.  
S: Tadi urang ngges, 
geura maneh lah! 
         Offers 
006/A4/SWO/M1 Observing S: Yuliaaaaa 
S: Ih nging abi atuh 
         Request 
007/A4/A/M1 Observing 
T: Oke finish? you dandi 
udah? 
S: Nging abi heula nya bu, 
nu sanes heula 
         Request 
008/A4/GA/M1 Observing 
S: I think ridwan love to 
me 
S: Astagfirulahaladzim 
         Suggestion 
009/A4/BHS/M1 Observing 
T: Go ahead, up your 
hand! Come on 
S: Just silent (in the class 
student make their sound 
louderly) 
         Invitation 
010/A4/P/M1 Observing 
T: Oke 5 minutes life. 5 
minute lagi! Cuma bikin 3, 
just question. Hanya 
pertanyaannya saja gak 
butuh jawaban. 
S: Ih bu, jangan sekarang 
         Suggestion 
011/A4/A/M1 Exploring T: Representative of 
guavas group? Siapa yang 
         Invitation 
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mau menjelaskan dari 
guavas group?  Come 
forward! 
S: Ulah urang, maneh be 
jig. 
012/A4/SWO/M1 Exploring 
T: Take it one of them! 
Don’t put, eh don’t open.  
Tidak boleh di buka. 
S: Ah eung, mbung iyeu. 
Moal bener si eta mah! 
         Request 
013/A4/P/M1 Exploring T: Finish? Kumpulkan! 
S: Acan bu, ke heula. 
         Request 
014/A4/GA/M1 Exploring 
T: Pelit, orangnya pelit 
berarti ya? Apa ya? Kikir 
ya berarti ya. Orangnya  
pelit, kalau uang boleh 
kata yang lain. Do not give 
a lot of money. She doesn’t 
give a lot of money. 
Banyak uang.  
S: Bukan money bu. 
         Suggestion 
015/A4/BHS/M1 Communicating 
T: Oke good, thank you so 
much. Sebuah koreksi 
tadi. Bukan we opinion 
tapi our opinion ya. 
Dragon fruit! Dragon 
fruit! Which one. Go head, 
         Suggestion 
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S: Just silent (in the class 
student make their sound 
louderly) 
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Table Data and Analysis Data 6 
 
No. Data Context Dialogues 
Refusal Strategies 
Means 
B
H
S 
O
A 
P P
B 
A G
A 
DD G
A
E 
S
W
O 
001/A4/PB/M2 Opening 
T: I am good, tiara still 
getting sick. Tiara masih 
sakit masih di rawat di 
puskesmas banjar? 
S: Di rumah sakit bu, sanes 
di puskesmas. 
         Request 
002/A4/A/M2 Observing 
T: Peminatan! What you 
opinion or what do you think 
about? Sudah di kedepankan 
sudah? 
S: Alim ka depankeun bu. 
         Request 
003/A4/SWO/M2 Questioning 
 T: Terus apa lagi? 
S: Nging di sebutkeun hiji-
hiji we bu! 
         Request 
004/A4/DD/M2 Questioning 
T: Nah, I want to add with a 
suggestion. What is the 
meaning of suggestion? 
S: Sugesti meren bu? 
         Suggestion 
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005/A4/A/M2 Questioning T: Don’t sleep 
S: Duh hayang sare kadituna 
         Suggestion 
006/A4/GA/M2 Questioning T: Boleh sok, six and seven. 
S: Ya allah 
         Offers 
007/A4/OA/M2 Questioning 
T: What is your view about 
that? In English ya 
S: Pake bahasa Indonesia we 
bu. 
         Suggestion 
008/A4/GAE/M2 Questioning 
T: Di buat asking and giving 
opinion! Jadi two opinion 
about picture apa dan lain 
sebagainya gitu. Bagaimana 
giving opinionnya. Terus ada 
dikasih suggestionnya gitu. 
Kedah nyambung diantara 
tiga itu! 
S: Asana tiasa bu, tapi 
waktosna lami bu 
 
         Suggestion 
009/A4/P/M1 Closing 
T: Ibu mau ada perlu dulu, 
nanti dikumpulin 
istirahatnya! 
S: Istirhat kadua we nya bu 
 
         Request 
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KOMPETENSI DASAR, MATERI PEMBELAJARAN, DAN  
KEGIATAN PEMBELAJARAN 
 
 Kompetensi Sikap Spiritual dan Sikap Sosial dicapai melalui pembelajaran 
tidak langsung (indirect teaching) pada pembelajaran Kompetensi Pengetahuan dan 
Kompetensi Keterampilan melalui keteladanan, pembiasaan, dan budaya sekolah 
dengan memperhatikan karaktersitik mata pelajaran serta kebutuhan dan kondisi 
peserta didik. 
 
 Penumbuhan dan pengembangan Kompetensi Sikap dilakukan sepanjang 
proses pembelajaran berlangsung dan dapat digunakan sebagai pertimbangan guru 
dalam mengembangkan karakter peserta didik lebih lanjut. 
 
A. Kelas XI 
Alokasi Waktu: 4 jam pelajaran/minggu 
Kompetensi Dasar Materi Pembelajaran Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
3.1. Menerapkan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
teks interaksi 
interpersonal lisan 
dan tulis yang 
melibatkan 
tindakan 
menyarankan 
untuk melakukan 
atau tidak 
melakukan 
sesuatu dengan 
penjelasan, serta 
meresponsnya, 
sesuai dengan 
konteks 
penggunaannya 
4.1. Menyusun teks 
interaksi 
interpersonal lisan 
dan tulis yang 
melibatkan 
tindakan 
menyarankan 
untuk melakukan 
atau tidak 
melakukan 
 Fungsi sosial  
Menjaga hubungan 
Interpersonal dengan 
guru, teman, dan orang 
lain  
 Struktur  teks 
- Memulai 
- Menanggapi 
(diharapkan/tidak 
diharapkan) 
 Unsur kebahasaa 
- Ungkapan yang sesuai 
untuk menyarankan.( I 
believe ..., I think ..., I 
suppose ..., In my 
opinion ...) 
- Penggunaan  nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan, tanda 
baca, dan tulisan tangan 
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
beberapa contoh 
percakapanmenyarankan 
untuk melakukan atau tidak 
melakukan sesuatu yang 
diperagakan guru, dengan 
ucapan dan tekanan kata 
yang benar. 
 Mengidentifikasi fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan dari 
beberapa ungkapan yang 
sedang dipelajari. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan yang 
digunakan dalam interaksi 
tersebut. 
 Menentukan ungkapan yang 
tepat secara lisan/tulis dari 
berbagai situasi lain yang 
serupa. 
 Secara lisan dan tulis, 
melakukan tindakan 
komunikatif yang sedang 
dipelajari dalam bahasa 
Inggris secara kontekstual. 
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Kompetensi Dasar Materi Pembelajaran Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
sesuatu dengan 
penjelasan, dan 
meresponsnya 
dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
yang benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
 Topik  
Berbagai kegiatan yang 
terkait dengan peserta 
didik sebagai remaja dan 
pelajar SMA, yang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajar. 
3.2. Menerapkan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
teks interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
tindakan/kegiatan
/ kejadian yang 
sudah/telah 
dilakukan/terjadi 
dikaitkan dengan 
satu titik waktu di 
waktu lampau, 
saat ini, dan 
waktu yang akan 
datang, sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
(Perhatikan unsur 
kebahasaan past 
perfect, present 
perfect, future 
perfect) 
4.2. Menyusun teks 
interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
tindakan/kegiatan
 Fungsi sosial  
Menjelaskan, meyakinkan, 
mengarahkan, menjanjikan, 
dsb. 
  Struktur teks 
- Memulai  
- Menanggapi 
(diharapkan/di luar 
dugaan) 
 Unsur kebahasaan 
- Pernyataan dan 
pertanyaan terkait 
tindakan/kegiatan/kejadi
an yang sudah/telah 
dilakukan/terjadi 
dikaitkan dengan satu 
titik waktu di waktu 
lampau, saat ini, dan 
waktu yang akan datang  
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan, tanda 
baca, dan tulisan tangan. 
 Topik 
Perbuatan, kegiatan, dan 
tindakan di sekolah, 
rumah, dan sekitarnya 
dan yang relevan dengan 
kehidupan peserta didik 
sebagai remaja dan 
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
interaksi yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi dan 
meminta informasi terkait 
tindakan/kegiatan/kejadian 
yang sudah/telah dilaku-
kan/terjadi dikaitkan dengan 
satu titik waktu di waktu 
lampau, saat ini, dan waktu 
yang akandatang sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 Membaca dengan cermat 
untuk mengidentifikasi fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks dan unsur 
kebahasaan percakapan 
tersebut. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan yang 
digunakan dalam interaksi 
tersebut. 
 Membandingkan fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan antara beberapa 
tindakan memberi dan 
meminta informasi terkait 
tindakan/kegiatan/ kejadian 
yang sudah/telah 
dilakukan/terjadi dikaitkan 
dengan satu titik waktu di 
waktu lampau, saat ini, dan 
waktu yang akan datang, 
dalam konteks yang berbeda  
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Kompetensi Dasar Materi Pembelajaran Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
/ kejadian yang 
sudah/telah 
dilakukan/terjadi 
dikaitkan dengan 
satu titik waktu di 
waktu lampau, 
saat ini, dan 
waktu yang akan 
datang, dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
yang benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
pelajar SMA, yang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
 Secara lisan dan tertulis, 
melakukan tindakan 
komunikatif yang telah 
dipelajari untuk 
tindakan/kegiatan/ kejadian 
yang sudah/telah 
dilakukan/terjadi dikaitkan 
dengan satu titik waktu di 
waktu lampau, saat ini, dan 
waktu yang akan datang 
sesuai dengan konteks. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
3.3. Menerapkan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
teks interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
rencana yang 
akan datang 
dengan kondisi 
tertentu, sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
(Perhatikan unsur 
kebahasaan if 
dalam present 
tense) 
4.3. Menyusun teks 
interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
rencana yang 
akan datang 
dengan kondisi 
 Fungsi sosial  
Mengingatkan, menasehati, 
berita-cita, menyatakan 
kebenaran umum, dsb. 
 Struktur teks 
- Memulai  
- Menanggapi 
(diharapkan/di luar 
dugaan) 
 Unsur kebahasaan 
- Pernyataan dan 
pertanyaan terkait 
menyatakan 
pengandaian: if …, 
unless … 
- Adverbial dengan –ly, 
adverbila untuk 
menyatakan waktu, 
tempat, dsb. 
- Kosa kata: benda-benda 
yang terkait dengan 
pembelajaran di SMA 
dan kehidupan peserta 
didik sebagai remaja 
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
interaksi yang melibatkan 
rencana yang akan datang 
dengan kondisi tertentu sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 Membaca dengan cermat 
untuk mengidentifikasi fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks dan unsur 
kebahasaan percakapan 
tersebut. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan yang 
digunakan dalam interaksi 
tersebut. 
 Membandingkan fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan antara beberapa 
rencana yang akan datang 
dengan kondisi tertentu, 
dalam konteks yang berbeda  
 Secara lisan dan tertulis, 
menyampaikanrencana yang 
akan datang dengan kondisi 
tertentu sesuai dengan 
konteks. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
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Kompetensi Dasar Materi Pembelajaran Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
tertentu, dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
yang benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan, tanda 
baca, dan tulisan tangan. 
 Topik 
Benda, binatang, tumbuh-
tumbuhan, kejadian, 
peristiwa yang penting dan 
relevan dengan peserta 
didik SMA,yang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
3.4. Menginterpretasi 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan  
teks khusus dalam 
bentuk poem, 
lisan dan tulis, 
dengan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
kehidupan 
remaja, sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya 
4.4. Menangkap 
makna secara 
kontekstual 
terkait fungsi 
sosial, struktur 
teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan  teks 
khusus dalam 
bentuk poem 
terkait kehidupan 
remaja 
 Fungsi sosial 
Untuk menjalin pergaulan 
dengan lingkungannya   
 Unsur kebahasaan 
- Tata bahasa: Simple 
Present Tense, Kalimat 
imperatif positif dan 
negatif, kalimat tanya, 
tata bahasa gaya puisi. 
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan, tanda 
baca, tulisan tangan. 
 Topik 
Berbagai hal terkait 
dengan kehidupan peserta 
didik sebagai remaja dan 
peserta didik SMA, yang 
dapat menumbuhkan 
perilaku yang termuat 
dalam KI. 
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
beberapa model teks khusus 
dalam bentuk poem. 
 Membaca dengan cermat teks 
khusus dalam bentuk poem 
dengan intonasi, ucapan, dan 
ejaan yang benar 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang hal-
hal lain yang belum dipahami 
terkait fungsi sosial, struktur 
teks dan unsur kebahasaan 
dari teks khusus yang sedang 
dipelajari. 
 Membaca dan mendiskusikan 
contoh tabel analisis isi teks 
khusus dalam bentuk poem 
yang sedang dipelajari.  
 Mempelajari cara 
mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis tersebut. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis secara lisan dalam 
kelompok masing-masing. 
 Membaca dan menganalisis 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan 
beberapa teks khusus dalam 
bentuk poem dari sumber 
lain. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis secara lisan di depan 
kelompok lain. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
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Kompetensi Dasar Materi Pembelajaran Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
3.5. Membedakan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan  
beberapa teks 
naratif lisan dan 
tulis dengan 
memberi dan 
meminta 
informasi terkait 
cerita pendek, 
sesuai dengan 
konteks 
penggunaannya 
4.5. Menangkap 
makna secara 
kontekstual 
terkait dengan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
teks naratif,lisan 
dan tulis, terkait 
cerita pendek 
   Fungsi sosial  
Memperoleh hiburan, 
menghibur dan 
mengajarkan nilai-nilai 
luhur, meneladani nilai-
nilai moral, dsb. 
  Struktur text 
(gagasan utama dan 
informasi rinci) 
- Pendahuluan (orientasi) 
dengan 
memperkenalkan tokoh, 
tempat, waktu, 
terjadinya cerita. 
- Penilaian (evaluasi) 
tentang situasi dan 
kondisi terjadinya 
cerita. 
- Krisis yang terjadi 
terhadap tokoh utama 
(komplikasi) 
- Akhir cerita di mana 
krisis berakhir (resolusi) 
dengan bahagia atau 
sedih 
- Ulasan atau komentar 
umum (reorientasi), 
opsional. 
  Unsur kebahasaan 
- Tata bahasa: tense 
Simple, Continuous, 
Perfect, dalam bentuk 
Present dan Past, 
dengan atau tanpa kata 
kerja bantu modal, 
secara terintegrasi 
- Kosa kata: terkait  
karakter, watak, dan 
setting dalam cerita 
pendek 
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
 Menyimak guru membacakan 
beberapa teks naratif  
berbentuk cerita pendek. 
 Menirukan guru membaca 
teks tersebut secara 
bermakna, dengan intonasi, 
ucapan, dan tekanan kata 
yang benar. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks 
dan unsur kebahasaan yang 
digunakan dalam teks 
tersebut. 
 Membaca dan mendiskusikan 
contoh tabel analisis isi teks 
yang sedang dipelajari.  
 Membahas cara 
mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis tersebut. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis secara lisan dalam 
kelompok masing-masing. 
 Membaca dan menganalisis 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan 
beberapa teks naratif  
berbentuk cerita pendek dari 
sumber lain. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis secara lisan di depan 
kelompok lain. 
 Menceritakan kembali teks 
naratif berbentuk cerita 
pendek yang telah dipelajari 
dengan menggunakan bahasa 
sederhana. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
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secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
- Semua jenis adverbia. 
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan dan 
tanda baca, dan tulisan 
tangan 
  Topik 
Cerita-cerita pendek yang 
memberikan keteladanan 
dan yang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
3.6. Menerapkan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
teks interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi melalui 
telepon terkait 
acara, tawaran, 
janji dan 
reservasi, sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannyape
nggunaannya 
4.6. Menyusun teks 
interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi melalui 
telepon terkait 
acara, tawaran, 
janji dan 
reservasi, dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
 Fungsi sosial 
Menjaga keharmonisan 
komunikasi antara 
penyedia jasa dan 
pelanggan untuk saling 
menguntungkan  
 Struktur teks 
- Memulai  
- Menanggapi 
(diharapkan/di luar 
dugaan) 
 Unsur kebahasaan 
- Ungkapan baku yang 
lazim digunakan. 
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan dan 
tanda baca, tulisan 
tangan 
 Topik 
Berbagai kegiatan yang 
terkait dengan peserta 
didik sebagai remaja dan 
pelajar SMA, yang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
percakapan untuk menelpon 
dan menerima telepon dalam 
(a) membuat perjanjian dan 
(b) membuat reservasi sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan yang 
digunakan dalam percakapan 
tersebut. 
 Membaca dengan cermat 
beberapa percakapan serupa 
dari sumber lain.  
 Membandingkan fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks dan unsur 
kebahasaan beberapa 
percakapantersebut. 
 Secara lisan dan tertulis, 
melakukan tindakan 
komunikatif memberi dan 
meminta informasi terkait 
menelpon dan menerima 
telepon dalam (a) membuat 
perjanjian dan (b) membuat 
reservasi sesuai dengan 
konteks yang berbeda. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
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yang benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
3.7. Membedakan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
beberapa teks 
khusus dalam 
bentuk brosur, 
leaflet, banner, 
dan pamflet, 
dengan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
promosi 
barang/jasa/kegiat
an sesuai dengan 
konteks 
penggunaannya 
4.7. Brosur, leaflet, 
banner, dan 
pamflet 
4.7.1. Menangkap 
makna secara 
kontekstual 
terkait fungsi 
sosial, struktur 
teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan 
brosur, leaflet, 
banner, dan 
pamflet terkait 
promosi 
barang/jasa/kegiat
an 
4.7.2. Menyusun teks 
khusus brosur, 
leaflet, banner, 
dan pamflet 
terkait promosi 
barang/jasa/kegiat
an, dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan, 
secara benar dan 
 Fungsi sosial  
Mempromosikan kegiatan, 
program, tokoh, dsb., agar 
menarik perhatian khalayak 
sasaran 
 Struktur text 
- Menyebutkan tujuan 
brosur, leaflet, banner, 
dan pamflet 
- Menyebutkan informasi 
rinci dan informasi 
tertentu dari brosur, 
leaflet, banner, dan 
pamflet 
 Unsur kebahasaan 
- Ungkapan dan kosa kata 
yang lazim digunakan 
brosur, leaflet, banner, 
dan pamflet 
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural 
secara tepat, dengan 
atau tanpa a, the, this, 
those, my, their, dsb 
secara tepat dalam frasa 
nominal  
- Ucapan, tekanan kata, 
intonasi, ejaan, tanda 
baca, dan tulisan tangan. 
 Topik 
Orang, barang, jasa, dan 
kegiatan (event) yang 
relevan dengan kehidupan 
peserta didik sebagai 
remaja dan peserta didik 
SMA,yang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
beberapa model teks khusus 
berbentuk brosur, leaflet, 
banner, dan pamflet. 
 Membaca dengan cermat teks 
khusus berbentuk brosur, 
leaflet, banner, dan pamflet 
dengan intonasi, ucapan, dan 
ejaan yang benar. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan hal-hal lain 
yang belum dipahami terkait 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks 
dan unsur kebahasaan dari 
teks khusus yang sedang 
dipelajari. 
 Membaca dan menganalisis 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan 
beberapa teks khusus 
berbentuk brosur, leaflet, 
banner, dan pamflet dari 
sumber lain. 
 Membuat proyek teks brosur, 
leaflet, banner, dan pamflet 
dan memajangnya di majalah 
dinding kelas.  
  
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
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sesuai konteks 
3.8. Menerapkan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
teks interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
pemberian 
contoh, sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
(Perhatikan unsur 
kebahasaan for 
example, such as) 
4.8. Menyusun teks 
interaksi 
transaksional 
lisan dan tulis 
yang melibatkan 
tindakan memberi 
dan meminta 
informasi terkait 
pemberian 
contoh, dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
yang benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
 Fungsi sosial 
Memberikan 
penjelasan/memperjelas 
informasi. 
 Struktur Teks 
- Memulai  
- Menanggapi 
(diharapkan/di luar 
dugaan) 
 Unsur kebahasaan 
Kosa kata, tata bahasa, 
ucapan, tekanan kata, dan 
intonasi. 
 Topik 
Berbagai hal terkait dengan 
interaksi antara guru dan 
peserta didik selama proses 
pembelajaran, di dalam 
maupun di luaryang dapat 
menumbuhkan perilaku 
yang termuat dalam KI. 
 
 Menyimak dan menirukan 
percakapan terkait pemberian 
contoh sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan yang digunakan 
dalam percakapan tersebut. 
 Membaca dengan cermat 
beberapa percakapan serupa 
dari sumber lain.  
 Membandingkan fungsi 
sosial, struktur teks dan unsur 
kebahasaan beberapa 
percakapantersebut. 
 Secara lisan dan tertulis, 
melakukan tindakan 
komunikatif terkait pemberian 
contoh sesuai dengan konteks 
yang berbeda. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
3.9. Membedakan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan  
beberapa teks 
hortatory 
exposition lisan dan 
tulis dengan 
memberi dan 
meminta informasi 
terkait 
pandangan/pendapa
 Fungsi Sosial 
Mengajak, membujuk 
orang lain/pembaca atau 
pendengar untuk 
menyetujui melakukan 
tindakan yang 
direkomendasikan dalam 
teks  
 Struktur teks 
- Menyebutkan pokok 
permasalahan terhadap 
 Menyimak guru membacakan 
beberapa teks eksposisi 
hortatori. 
 Menirukan guru membaca 
teks tersebut secara 
bermakna, dengan intonasi, 
ucapan, dan tekanan kata 
yang benar. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks 
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t mengenai topik 
yang hangat 
dibicarakan umum, 
argumentasi 
pendukung, serta 
saran, sesuai 
dengan konteks 
penggunaannya 
4.9. Teks hortatory 
exposition  
4.9.1. Menangkap 
makna secara 
kontekstual 
terkait fungsi 
sosial, struktur 
teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan teks 
hortatory 
exposition lisan 
dan tulis, terkait 
isu aktual 
4.9.2. Menyusun teks 
hortatory 
exposition lisan 
dan tulis, terkait 
isu aktual, 
dengan 
memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, 
dan unsur 
kebahasaan, 
secara benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
sesuatu yang hangat 
dibicarakan (Thesis 
statement) 
- Menyebutkan 
pandangan/pendapat 
mengenai permasalahan  
tersebut beserta ilustrasi 
sebagai  pendukung 
(Arguments) 
- Diakhiri dengan jalan 
keluar/ solusi yang 
ditawarkan untuk 
mengatasi permasalahan 
tersebut  
 Unsur Kebahasaan: 
- Kalimat Simple Present 
- Conditional Clauses 
- Modals  
- Kosa kata, tata bahasa, 
ucapan, tekanan kata, 
dan intonasi. 
 Topik  
Berbagai hal terkait 
dengan interaksi antara 
guru dan peserta didik 
selama proses 
pembelajaran, di dalam 
maupun di luar 
dan unsur kebahasaan yang 
digunakan dalam teks 
tersebut. 
 Membaca dan mendiskusikan 
contoh tabel analisis isi teks 
yang sedang dipelajari.  
 Membahas cara 
mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis tersebut. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis secara lisan dalam 
kelompok masing-masing. 
 Membaca dan menganalisis 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, 
dan unsur kebahasaan 
beberapa teks eksposisi 
hortatori dari sumber lain. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil 
analisis secara lisan di depan 
kelompok lain. 
 Menulis teks eksposisi 
hortatori secara kontekstual. 
 Menyampaikan isi teks 
eksposisi hortatori yang telah 
dibuatnya secara lisan sesuai 
dengan konteksnya. 
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
3.10. Menafsirkan 
fungsi sosial dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
lirik lagu terkait 
kehidupan remaja 
SMA/MA 
4.10. Menangkap 
makna secara 
kontekstual 
terkait dengan 
fungsi sosial dan 
unsur kebahasaan 
lirik lagu terkait 
- Fungsi sosial  
Memahami pesan moral lagu 
dan menghargai lagu sebagai 
karya seni  
- Unsur kebahasaan 
- Kata, ungkapan, dan tata 
bahasa dalam karya seni 
berbentuk lagu. 
- Penggunaan nominal 
singular dan plural secara 
tepat, dengan atau tanpa 
a, the, this, those, my, 
 Membaca, menyimak, dan 
menirukan lirik lagu secara 
lisan.  
 Mempertanyakan informasi 
dalam teks yang dibaca. 
 Bertanya dan 
mempertanyakan tentang 
fungsi sosial dan unsur 
kebahasaan dari lirik lagu, 
yang sedang dipelajari secara 
kontekstual. 
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kehidupan remaja 
SMA/MA 
their, dsb secara tepat 
dalam frasa nominal 
 Membacakan dan menyalin 
lirik lagu yang telah dipelajari 
dengan memperhatikan fungsi 
sosialdan unsur kebahasaan.  
 Melakukan refleksi tentang 
proses dan hasil belajarnya. 
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Materi Pembelajaran : 
 
ASKING FOR OPINIONS & GIVING OPINIONS 
Asking for opinions : 
1. What do you think of.............. 
2.  Is that right (true) that........... 
3. Do you think it’s going ............ 
4. Why do they behave like that ? 
5. Do you have any idea ? 
6.  How do you like that ? 
7.  Do you have any idea ? 
8. How do you like.......? 
9. Please Give me your frank opinion? 
Giving opinions : 
1.  In my opinion,.... 
2.  I think......... 
3.  I fell............. 
4.  I believe....... 
5.  I personally believe...... 
6.  I personally think........ 
7.  I personally feel...... 
8.  To my mind............... 
9. In my case............... 
10. Well,personally.......... 
11. It seems that............. 
Contoh percakapan berkaitan dengan expressions opinions (Courtesy of 
Look 
Ahead An English Course page 81) 
 Gita : I dont think that young people should be allowed to wear strange 
 hair style. 
 Jhoni : Why? Whats wrong with them ? 
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 Tita : Well, I personally believe that people who wear strange hair style 
will look untidy and be badly –behaved. 
 Jhoni : I see your point ,but I think they just want to be stylish.Thats all. 
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Picture of Teaching Scedule by Mrs. Elin Rohlinda, S.Pd., M.Pd 
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Picture 1.1 M.1 of XI IPA 4    Picture 1.2 M.1 of XI IPA 4 
   
Picture 1.3 M.1 of XI IPA 2   Picture 1.4 M.1 of XI IPA 2 
   
Picture 1.5 M.1 of XI IPA 2   Picture 1.6 M.1 of XI IPA 2 
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Picture 1.7 SMAN 1 Banjarsari   Picture 1.8 M.2 of XI IPA 2 
   
Picture 1.9 M.2 of XI IPA 2   Picture 2.0 M.2 of XI IPA 2 
   
Picture 2.1 M.2 of XI IPA 2   Picture 2.2 M.2 of XI IPA 4 
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Picture 2.3 M.1 of XI IPA 1   Picture 2.4 M.1 of XI IPA 1 
   
Picture 2.5 M.1 of XI IPA 1   Picture 2.6 M.1 of XI IPA 1 
   
Picture 2.7 M.1 of XI IPA 1   Picture 2.7 M.2 of XI IPA 1 
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Picture 2.6 M.2  of XI IPA 1   Picture 2.7 with Mrs. Elin 
 
 
 
